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World of Wonder

by Henry A. Kissinger
Newsweek - June 12, 2006

Pelé in 1970. Maradona in '86. Zidane in '98. Every four years, one World Cup
player makes history. Henry A. Kissinger—Nobel Peace Prize winner, former
secretary of State, soccer fan—shares his golden moments before this year's June 9
kickoff.

On June 9, host country Germany will inaugurate a month of football frenzy
by playing Costa Rica in the opening match of the 2006 soccer World Cup.
For two weeks, there will be three matches a day as the 32 survivors of a
global competition (involving more than 100 teams over a period of three
years) are whittled down to 16.

In eight groups of four, each team plays the others in its group. The top two
teams of each group advance to a sudden-death round also lasting two
weeks and culminating in the final on July 9 in Berlin. Billions around the
world will be glued to their television sets at all hours of the day and night;
millions will find ways to interrupt their work schedules to watch at least
some of the 64 matches. National morale in winners and losers will be
affected, particularly as the competition nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged my schedule to
accommodate its necessities. Most fans would find it difficult to describe
what it is about soccer that so enthralls them. They would probably identify
it with their passionate adherence to their favorite club team—a passion
that, in America, is matched only by the most fanatical adherents of football
teams.

I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany where soccer had the
status of football in Green Bay, Wis. Though playing with local amateurs, its
team inexplicably won the German championship three times during my
boyhood. I have not lived in Germany for many more decades than I care to
admit, yet I still follow the fortunes of that team which, in the age of high-
salary professionalism, has been relegated to the second division. Fuerth
periodically seems on the verge of rising to the top league but, as happened
this year, always manages to fall just short—guaranteeing the mixture of
misery and hope that is the soccer addict's lot.

The emotions evoked by club teams are, compared to those inspired by the
national team, like a raging stream to Niagara Falls. Club teams play at least
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once a week between August and June. National teams play only a fraction
of that number a year and, for the highest prize, only once every four. There
is no margin for error or for deferred passions. Victors are heroes; losers are
treated as if they have inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player who
had contributed to the elimination of his team in the 1994 Cup by scoring on
his own goal was murdered when he returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 110-yard-long field into an opposing goal
requires skills analogous to ballet. Teams that concentrate on individual
skills, like the Brazilians, astonish with their virtuosity and abandon. On the
other hand, they sometimes are so infatuated by their individual artistry that
they forget to score goals and are overcome by more single-minded,
strategically oriented teams.

Only the rarest players—like Maradona for Argentina, dribbling past four or
five English players in the 1986 World Cup—are able to score by essentially
solitary efforts. Typically, games are won by team efforts. The seductive
quality of soccer resides in the almost intellectual focus with which the best
teams move the ball down the field to solve the riddle of how, with each side
moving at high speed, to get a ball past 11 opponents, one of whom (the
goalie) is permitted to use his hands to intercept the ball. This turns the
game into a kind of geometry of finding uncovered open spaces from which
to launch an unimpeded shot on the goal. The great field generals like
Zinedine Zidane of France or Franz Beckenbauer of Germany are blessed
with the uncanny skill of distributing the ball among their teammates in a
manner that seems unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident in
execution. Soccer at its highest level is complexity masquerading as
simplicity.

Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic: when I first
became a fan, the 10 field players were distributed as five forwards, three
midfield players and two defenders. As a result, the attackers usually
outnumbered the defenders—especially as the players, not as well
conditioned as today, more or less stayed in their assigned positions. Since
then, a radical change in deployment has taken place. Forwards rarely
exceed two, and the remaining players are deployed in various ways
available to the defense, of which the 4:4:2 system is among the most
widely used. One of the most dramatic changes was the introduction of the
"sweeper," charged with reinforcing the most threatened position on the
field. Beckenbauer gave this role an additional significance by acting like an
American football free safety on defense and like a quarterback in directing
the attack with his subtle passing. The result was a kind of total football:
whatever the assigned position of the player, he had the additional task of
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reinforcing the center of gravity, attack or defense, depending on the
situation.

The practical consequence is that goals are harder and harder to come by
and that defense tends to dominate over offense. Teams—especially national
teams—play first of all not to lose. Since the number of points on the field
from which a shot on goal has a prospect of succeeding is finite, a disciplined
defense can occasionally thwart a technically superior team. Thus a superbly
coached Greek team defeated a Portuguese team of probably superior
individual players in the final for the 2004 European Football Championship,
and a very disciplined German team overcame a marvelous team from the
Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974.

I have attended seven World Cup finals (and I have firm plans to attend one
of the semifinals and the final in Berlin this year). Each has produced a
distinctive drama. My first exposure was in 1970 in Mexico City, and it
introduced me to the exuberant style of Brazilian soccer. Led by the
incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast of irrepressible virtuosos, the
Brazilians overwhelmed a very good Italian team by a score of 4-1. Pelé
scored first—then the Italians responded. This should have given the.so-
called Azurri (because of their blue jerseys) an opportunity to apply their
Machiavellian skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by a give-no-
quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It abandoned whatever
theoretical formation with which it had entered the game and threw every
player into a wild offense, literally running the Italian team into the ground.
Brazilian panache was aided no little by the high altitude of Mexico City,
which wore down the defenders already exhausted from a brutal semifinal
between Italy and Germany. This match was won by Italy, 4-3, in overtime
(with five of the goals scored in that 30-minute period), and was so rough
that Beckenbauer, having dislocated his shoulder, completed the game with
his arm in a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift of emphasis helped
turn the tables in 1974 between the Netherlands and Germany in Munich.
The Dutch team was elegant and offense-minded, inspired by one of the all-
time greats, Johan Cruyff. A penalty kick gave it the lead in the first minute
before a stunned crowd. It proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted the
Dutch team to abandon its finely tuned offense in favor of protecting the
lead. The Germans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon threw everything into
attack, reinforced by a frenzied home public. This led to a 2-1 lead just
before halftime, which Germany defended tenaciously through the second
half against an increasingly frantic Dutch side.
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In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final before a rabid
hometown crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of wild fluctuations, the Dutch,
in the last minute, tied an Argentine team playing with Brazilian flair and
European killer instinct. But as happened four years earlier, the Dutch could
not stay the course and lost in overtime. The Argentine victory produced a
moment of respite from the near civil war conditions and brutal official
repression racking Argentina. For 48 hours, Buenos Aires celebrated with
such tumultuous abandon as to hide the bitterness of the national divisions.

In 1982, the drama came before the final. In a second-round group match,
under the different Cup rules of the period, Italy overcame the most
attractively playing of all Brazilian teams by one of its deadly counterattacks,
exploiting the recklessness of the Brazilians, who played to win, not satisfied
with the tie that was their admission ticket into the final—and which was
only minutes away. In one semifinal, Germany defeated France, scoring two
late goals after falling behind by two goals in overtime to send it to a penalty
kick shootout against a French team demoralized when one of its star
players was flattened by the German goalie as he was heading for a score.

I regretted not being able to attend the '86 final due to other obligations I
had at the time. In 1990, in a very tactical defensive game, I witnessed a
systematic German team overcome an Argentine side that substituted
toughness for its usual dexterity. Argentina reached the final primarily
because of the uncanny ability of its goalkeeper to parry penalty shots in
shootouts, saving two against Italy. What added particular piquancy to that
feat was that the goalkeeper was a substitute for the injured first-team
goalie.

The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994 World Cup at
the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman of the American
organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-scoring match that might do
for American soccer what the Giants-Colts football game of 1958 did by
generating public interest in pro football. Unfortunately, the game was
decided in a penalty shootout after 120 minutes of scoreless tactical
maneuvering.

The final in 1998 in Paris supplied a mystery. An elegant French team
defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant semifinal victory over the
Netherlands, turned inexplicably lethargic. Its star player, RonaIdol was
scratched from the public lineup amid injury rumors an hour before the
game and then re-inserted without participating actively.

Altogether, in the seven finals I watched, I saw Brazil, Germany and Italy
three times each, the Netherlands and Argentina twice. The only other start
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went to France. Will this elite be broadened in the World Cup about to begin?
Not having seen most of the national teams of this tournament, a prediction
is difficult. The United States plays in a very tough initial group. To reach the
elimination round, it will have to overcome at least one of two powerhouse
European teams, Italy and the Czech Republic, as well as a talented team
from Ghana. England has the players to reclaim a major role, though the
recent injury of its star forward, Wayne Rooney, reduces its prospects. In
qualifying, Argentina won more games than any South American team,
including Brazil. But its composure is not always equal to its talent. Italy
looked overwhelming when defeating Germany a few months ago, and could
advance unless it is held back by a developing scandal regarding refereeing.
The German team has been a puzzle. It has an inventive new coach and
passionate public support. But in the preliminary games, it had trouble
against major opponents. This may be the year for African teams to emerge;
their technical brilliance has so far been thwarted by lack of international
experience. In the last World Cup, two Asian teams—Korea and Japan—
showed great progress. This World Cup will reveal how much of this is owed
to the fact that the Cup was played before admiring home fans. And there Is
always Brazil, which will guarantee excitement and exuberant fans. We will
know the answer by July 9. In the meantime, 64 games in a month are
guaranteed to slake the thirst of even the most frenetic fans—myself
included—if only very briefly.

URL: http://www.msnbc.msn,com/id/13123847/site/newsweek/
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World of Wonder
Pelé in 1970. Maradona in '86. Zidane in '98. Every four years, one World Cup player makes history. Henry A.
Kissinger—Nobel Peace Prize winner, former secretary of State, soccer fan—shares his golden moments before
this year's June 9 kickoff.
By Henry A. Kissinger
Newsweek

June 12, 2006 issue - On June 9, host country Germany will inaugurate a month of football frenzy
by playing Costa Rica in the opening match of the 2006 soccer World Cup. For two weeks, there
will be three matches a day as the 32 survivors of a global competition (involving more than 100
teams over a period of three years) are whittled down to 16.

In eight groups of four, each team plays the others in its group. The top two teams of each group
advance to a sudden-death round also lasting two weeks and culminating in the final on July 9 in
Berlin. Billions around the world will be glued to their television sets at all hours of the day and
night; millions will find ways to interrupt their work schedules to watch at least some of the 64
matches. National morale in winners and losers will be affected, particularly as the competition
nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged my schedule to accommodate its necessities.
Most fans would find it difficult to describe what it is about soccer that so enthralls them. They
would probably identify it with their passionate adherence to their favorite club team—a passion
that, in America, is matched only by the most fanatical adherents of football teams.

I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany where soccer had the status of football in
Green Bay, Wis. Though playing with local amateurs, its team inexplicably won the German
championship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived in Germany for many more decades
than I care to admit, yet I still follow the fortunes of that team which, in the age of high-salary
professionalism, has been relegated to the second division. Fuerth periodically seems on the verge
of rising to the top league but, as happened this year, always manages to fall just short—
guaranteeing the mixture of misery and hope that is the soccer addict's lot.

The emotions evoked by club teams are, compared to those inspired by the national team, like a
raging stream to Niagara Falls. Club teams play at least once a week between August and June.
National teams play only a fraction of that number a year and, for the highest prize, only once
every four. There is no margin for error or for deferred passions. Victors are heroes; losers are
treated as if they have inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player who had contributed to the
elimination of his team in the 1994 Cup by scoring on his own goal was murdered when he
returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 110-yard-long field into an opposing goal requires skills
analogous to ballet. Teams that concentrate on individual skills, like the Brazilians, astonish with
their virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, they sometimes are so infatuated by their
individual artistry that they forget to score goals and are overcome by more single-minded,
strategically oriented teams.

Only the rarest players—like Maradona for Argentina, dribbling past four or five English players in
the 1986 World Cup—are able to score by essentially solitary efforts. Typically, games are won by
team efforts. The seductive quality of soccer resides in the almost intellectual focus with which the
best teams move the ball down the field to solve the riddle of how, with each side moving at high

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/13123847/site/newsweek/print/1/displaymode/1098/ 6/7/2006
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speed, to get a ball past 11 opponents, one of whom (the goalie) is permitted to use his hands to
intercept the ball. This turns the game into a kind of geometry of finding uncovered open spaces
from which to launch an unimpeded shot on the goal. The great field generals like Zinedine Zidane
of France or Franz Beckenbauer of Germany are blessed with the uncanny skill of distributing the
ball among their teammates in a manner that seems unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident
In execution. Soccer at its highest level is complexity masquerading as simplicity.

Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic: when I first became a fan, the 10
field players were distributed as five forwards, three midfield players and two defenders. As a
result, the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders—especially as the players, not as well
conditioned as today, more or less stayed in their assigned positions. Since then, a radical change
In deployment has taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two, and the remaining players are
deployed in various ways available to the defense, of which the 4:4:2 system is among the most
widely used. One of the most dramatic changes was the introduction of the "sweeper," charged
with reinforcing the most threatened position on the field. Beckenbauer gave this role an additional
significance by acting like an American football free safety on defense and like a quarterback in
directing the attack with his subtle passing. The result was a kind of total football: whatever the
assigned position of the player, he had the additional task of reinforcing the center of gravity,
attack or defense, depending on the situation.

The practical consequence is that goals are harder and harder to come by and that defense tends
to dominate over offense. Teams—especially national teams—play first of all not to lose. Since the
number of points on the field from which a shot on goal has a prospect of succeeding is finite, a
disciplined defense can occasionally thwart a technically superior team. Thus a superbly coached
Greek team defeated a Portuguese team of probably superior individual players in the final for the
2004 European Football Championship, and a very disciplined German team overcame a marvelous
team from the Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974.

I have attended seven World Cup finals (and I have firm plans to attend one of the semifinals and
the final in Berlin this year). Each has produced a distinctive drama. My first exposure was in 1970
In Mexico City, and it introduced me to the exuberant style of Brazilian soccer. Led by the
Incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast of irrepressible virtuosos, the Brazilians overwhelmed a very
good Italian team by a score of 4-1. Pelé scored first—then the Italians responded. This should
have given the so-called Azurri (because of their blue jerseys) an opportunity to apply their
Machiavellian skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by a give-no-quarter defense. But
Brazil did not play by the book. It abandoned whatever theoretical formation with which it had
entered the game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running the Italian team into
the ground. Brazilian panache was aided no little by the high altitude of Mexico City, which wore
down the defenders already exhausted from a brutal semifinal between Italy and Germany. This
match was won by Italy, 4-3, in overtime (with five of the goals scored in that 30-minute period),
and was so rough that Beckenbauer, having dislocated his shoulder, completed the game with his
arm in a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift of emphasis helped turn the tables in 1974
between the Netherlands and Germany In Munich. The Dutch team was elegant and offense-
minded, inspired by one of the all-time greats, Johan Cruyff. A penalty kick gave it the lead in the
first minute before a stunned crowd. It proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted the Dutch team
to abandon its finely tuned offense in favor of protecting the lead. The Germans, led by
Beckenbauer, thereupon threw everything into attack, reinforced by a frenzied home public. This
led to a 2-1 lead just before halftime, which Germany defended tenaciously through the second
half against an increasingly frantic Dutch side.

In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final before a rabid hometown crowd in
Buenos Aires. In a game of wild fluctuations, the Dutch, in the last minute, tied an Argentine team
playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct. But as happened four years earlier, the

http://www.msnbc.msn. com/id/13123847/site/newsweek/print/ 1 /displaymode/1098/ 6/7/2006
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Dutch could not stay the course and lost in overtime. The Argentine victory produced a moment of
respite from the near civil war conditions and brutal official repression racking Argentina. For 48
hours, Buenos Aires celebrated with such tumultuous abandon as to hide the bitterness of the
national divisions.

In 1982, the drama came before the final. In a second-round group match, under the different Cup
rules of the period, Italy overcame the most attractively playing of all Brazilian teams by one of its
deadly counterattacks, exploiting the recklessness of the Brazilians, who played to win, not
satisfied with the tie that was their admission ticket into the final—and which was only minutes
away. In one semifinal, Germany defeated France, scoring two late goals after falling behind by
two goals in overtime to send it to a penalty kick shootout against a French team demoralized
when one of its star players was flattened by the German goalie as he was heading for a score.

I regretted not being able to attend the '86 final due to other obligations I had at the time. In
1990, in a very tactical defensive game, I witnessed a systematic German team overcome an
Argentine side that substituted toughness for its usual dexterity. Argentina reached the final
primarily because of the uncanny ability of its goalkeeper to parry penalty shots in shootouts,
saving two against Italy. What added particular piquancy to that feat was that the goalkeeper was
a substitute for the injured first-team goalie.

The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994 World Cup at the Rose Bowl in
Pasadena. As honorary chairman of the American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-
scoring match that might do for American soccer what the Giants-Colts football game of 1958 did
by generating public interest in pro football. Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty
shootout after 120 minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.

The final in 1998 in Paris supplied a mystery. An elegant French team defeated a Brazilian squad
which, after a brilliant semifinal victory over the Netherlands, turned inexplicably lethargic. Its star
player, Ronaldo, was scratched from the public lineup amid injury rumors an hour before the game
and then re-inserted without participating actively.

Altogether, in the seven finals I watched, I saw Brazil, Germany and Italy three times each, the
Netherlands and Argentina twice. The only other start went to France. Will this elite be broadened
In the World Cup about to begin? Not having seen most of the national teams of this tournament, a
prediction is difficult. The United States plays in a very tough initial group. To reach the elimination
round, it will have to overcome at least one of two powerhouse European teams, Italy and the
Czech Republic, as well as a talented team from Ghana. England has the players to reclaim a major
role, though the recent injury of its star forward, Wayne Rooney, reduces its prospects. In
qualifying, Argentina won more games than any South American team, including Brazil. But its
composure is not always equal to its talent. Italy looked overwhelming when defeating Germany a
few months ago, and could advance unless it is held back by a developing scandal regarding
refereeing. The German team has been a puzzle. It has an inventive new coach and passionate
public support. But in the preliminary games, it had trouble against major opponents. This may be
the year for African teams to emerge; their technical brilliance has so far been thwarted by lack of
international experience. In the last World Cup, two Asian teams—Korea and Japan—showed great
progress. This World Cup will reveal how much of this is owed to the fact that the Cup was played
before admiring home fans. And there is always Brazil, which will guarantee excitement and
exuberant fans. We will know the answer by July 9. In the meantime, 64 games in a month are
guaranteed to slake the thirst of even the most frenetic fans—myself Included—if only very briefly.

URL: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/13123847/site/newsweek/
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civilian killings at Haditha were
criminal acts?

Get the latest NEWSWEEK con-
tent, Including columnists, at
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David
Goodwillie

NEWSWEEK: Your new book
looks at how the Internet shaped a
generation. What's the answer?
AUTHOR, "SEEMED LIKE A
GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME":
It was a defining force. Our
lives sped up because of it and
because of all the money in-
volved. [The initial boom] was
an incredible time to be in your
20s. We were just too young to
realize it was a mirage. It
seemed normal that you could
come up with an idea, get $10
million in funding and then be
on the cover of Wired. Of
course, our fathers were saying:
"Hey this isn't how it works."
The world was handed to us.
Now gaining responsibility
seems less important—we had it
so early. It feels like we're start-
ing over. Maybe the Internet has
set us back a decade.

For Susanna Schrobsdmff's full interview,
go to xtra.Newsweek.com on MSN73C
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THE EDITOR'S DESK

A
S 11E WAS REPORTING FOR
this week's cover story on an
alleged civilian massacre in

Haditha, Michael Hastings contacted a
Marine he befriended while embedded
with a unit near Fallujah last fall. The sol-
dier said he liked to think he would have
"handled things differently." But he also
recalled how he felt when one of his com-
rades was killed by a sniper during his first
tour of duty: "We wanted to kill everybody,
but we just can't do
that."And he recalled
what the Marine Corps
commandant, visiting
Camp Lejeune last
week to address his
troops about Haditha,
told them during a
speech on "core val-
ues": "Ifyou weren't
there, your opinion
doesn't matter."
Home-front commentators across the

political spectrum have been quick to
draw conclusions about the Haditha inci-
dent and other charges of military abuse
in Iraq that have emerged in its wake.
Some have assumed that they were simply
cases ofwell-meaning but overextended
soldiers who "snapped:' Others have
likened Haditha to the My Lai massacre in
Vietnam, which helped turn the American
people not only against that war but the
young men whom policymakers sent to
fight it. But as Evan Thomas points out
in our cover story—with reporting from
Hastings, John Barry, Scott Johnson,

,

Babak Dehghanpisheh, Dan Ephron and
others—these incidents, like warfare itself,
are always less black and white than they
appear to the public at home. Whether
these incidents will temper the over-
whelming support that Americans have
shown for the men and women serving in
Iraq remains to be seen. Yet no matter
what the probes find, they are likely to add
to growing public dissatisfaction with the
war itself—as well as tensions between

American forces and
the Iraqi officials

1 whose election they
helped make possible.

Is America in dan-
ger of losing its glob-
al leadership in sci-
ence, technology and
education? In a spe-
cial report, Famed
Zakarla sifts through
the alarmism and

the complacency, and 15 of the country's
smartest thinkers in these areas offer their
ideas for keeping our competitive edge.
Gay marriage may have helped sway the
2004 elections but, Debra Rosenberg
asks, will conservatives succeed in mak-
ing it an issue again in '06? And on the
eve of the World Cup, we get an analysis
of the esthetic pleasures and geopolitical
importance of soccer from no less than
Henry A. Kissinger—who over the next
two weeks will also be providing post-
match audio commentary on the Cup on
Newsweek.com.

-MARK WHITAKER

COLUMNISTS & LIVE TALKS

The Week Ahead on the Web

E-mail your ques-
tions to Dr. John
Marburgor, the
president's science
adviser. Excerpts
will be live June 9.

Read Barbara
Kantrowitz and Pat
Wingert's column
on women's health,
lier Body, pub-
lished Thesday.

Every Wednes-
day, check out
Mark Hosenban
online-only inves-
tigative dispatch,
Terror Watch.

Mark Starr follows
professional and
amateur sports in
his online column,
Starr Gazing, pub-
lished Thursdays.

Send your questions
on America's global
competitiveness
to Fantod Zakaria.
Excerpts will be
online June 12.

Newsweek.com on MSNEIC News, analysis and commentary updated daily
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STANDING UP: Anti-gay-marriage activists
at a rally this spring in Olympia, Wash.

House could weigh in next month.
Though it isn't expected to pass either
House, supporters want to get pois on the
record before November. "It's a way to
build momentum," says FMA author Matt
Daniels, president of the Alliance for Mar-
riage. Bush himself had been mostly mum
on gay marriage since his re-election. But
now, with his poll numbers in a nose dive
and even his most enthusiastic supporters
grousing, Bush took up the cause in his ra-
dio address Saturday; an amendment is
needed because "activist courts have left
our nation with no other choice," he ex-
plained. The president also plans to ad-
dress amendment supporters in the Old
Executive Office Building on Monday.

While the GOP leadership clearly hopes
this tack can revive their sputtering election
prospects this fall, some GOP strategists

aren't so sure. Pew polls show a 10-point
jump in support for gay marriage since
2004. And Bush pollster Matthew Dowd
doubts it was decisive last time around. "It
didn't drive turnout in 2004," he says.
"That is urban legend." 'Ilirnout was the
same in states with bans on the ballot and
those without, Dowd says. GOP consultant
Grover Norquist also questions how gay
marriage plays as an electoral issue.
Though social conservatives vote for mar-
riage bans, it's not clear whether that will
translate into votes for GOP candidates.
"We don't have much to go on," he says.
For their part, gay-rights leaders would
be happy to leave the issue off the ballot.
"We have to make sure [the initiatives]
never see the light of day," says Human

care enough to press the matter. One of his
old friends told NEWSWEEK that same-sex
marriage • barely registers on the president's
moral radar. "I think it was purely political.
I don't think he gives a s--t about it. He
never talks about this stuff; said the friend,
who requested anonymity to discuss his
private conversations with Bush. White
House aides, who also declined to be identi-
fied, insist that the president does care about
banning gay marriage. They say Monday's
events with amendment suppdrters—Bush
will also meet privately with a small group
—have been in the works "for weeks" and
aren't just a sop to conservatives.

Whatever Bush's motivation, his ac-
tions aren't likely to quiet his critics. Land
says he's happy Bush is speaking out, but

Gay Marriage: Back on the Table
In 2004, 13 states voted to ban same-sex marriage (joining 5 other states with amendments
already on the books). This year seven more states have similar ballot initiatives to amend
their constitutions. A look at the battlefield:

IS Marriage amendment
already in place

13 Amendment approved
by state legislature; on
the ballot in 2006
Citizen-led drive to get
ban on the 2006 ballot

Amendment debate
pending in state
legislature

D No current bid to
amend constitution

Rights Campaign president Joe Solmonese,
who would prefer to press his case in court.

Evangelical leaders insist they know how
gay marriage affects their voters—they'll stay
home if politicians don't push for the FMA.
"It's the one issue I have seen that eclipses
even the abortion issue among Southern
Baptists," says Richard Land, president of
the Ethics and Religious Liberty Commis-
sion of the Southern Baptist Convention.
Last month James Dobson, the influential
founder ofFocus on the Family, met private-
ly with key Republicans, including Frist,
House Speaker Dennis Hastert and Majori-
ty rPader John Boeimer, to warn them about
the political consequences of failing to
promote issues like marriage. "If you for-
get us, we'll forget you," he said, according
to a GOP House leadership aide who was
briefed on the gatherings, but declined to
be identified discussing private meetings.

Though Bush himself has publicly em-
braced the amendment, he never seemed to

he'd like to see signs of real commitment to
the issue. "We know what a full-court press
looks like when we see one; Land says. A
White House official, who declined to be
identified discussing strategy, says Bush
has not made calls on the amendment be-
cause "nobody has asked us;

Whatever the political maneuvering,
it's the courts that could make the next
move. Last week New York's highest court
heard arguments that the state must allow
gay couples to wed. A similar case in New
Jersey was argued in February. Decisions
could come later this summer. At the same
time, judges recently struck down 2004
bans from Georgia, Ohio and Nebraska.
"It's just a matter of time before the other
shoe falls; says Family Research Council
president Tony Perkins. "This is not an is-
sue you can take a pass on." For politicians
and activists, that may be true. But average
voters might do exactly that.
With RICHARD WOLFFE, HOLLY BAILEY and KAREN BRESLAU



Pelé in 1970. Maradona in '86. Zidane in '98. Every four years, one World Cup player
makes history. Henry A. Kissinger—Nobel Peace Prize winner, former secretary
of State, soccer fan— shares his golden moments before this year's June 9 kickoff.

BY HENRY A. KISSINGER

0
 N JUNE 9, HOST COUNTRY GERMANY
will inaugurate a month of football
frenzy by playing Costa Rica in the
opening match of the 2006 soccer
World Cup. For two weeks, there will

be three matches a day as the 32 survivors of a glob-
al competition (involving more than 100 teams
over a period of three years) are whittled down to 16.
In eight groups of four, each team plays the
others in its group. The top two teams of
each group advance to a sudden-death
round also lasting two weeks and culminat-
ing in the final on July 9 in Berlin. Billions
around the world will be glued to their tele-
vision sets at all hours of the day and night;
millions will find ways to interrupt their
work schedules to watch at least some of
the 64 matches. National morale in winners
and losers will be affected, particularly as
the competition nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have
arranged my schedule to accommodate its
necessities. Most fans would find it difficult
to describe what it is about soccer that so
enthralls them. They would probably iden-
tify it with their passionate adherence to their favorite club team—
a passion that, in America, is matched only by the most fanatical
adherents of football teams.

I grew up in Rierth, a little town in southern Germany where
soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, Wis. Though playing
with local amateurs, its team inexplicably won the German cham-
pionship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived in Ger-
many for many more decades than I care to admit, yet I still follow
the fortunes of that team which, in the age of high-salary profes-
sionalism, has been relegated to the second division. Fuerth period-
ically seems on the verge of rising to the top league but, as hap-
pened this year, always manages to fall just short—guaranteeing the
mixture of misery and hope that is the soccer addict's lot.

The emotions evoked by club teams are, compared to those in-

COMMON GOAL: Landon Donovan (above)
hopes to lead the U.S. men's team to
elimination play, Pelé (left) celebrating in 1970

spired by the national team, like a raging stream to Niagara Falls.
Club teams play at least once a week between August and June. Na-
tional teams play only a fraction of that number a year and, for the
highest prize, only once every four. There is no margin for error or
for deferred passions. Victors are heroes; losers are treated as if they
have inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player who had con-
tributed to the elimination of his team in the 1994 Cup by scoring
on his own goal was murdered when he returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 110-yard-long field into an
opposing goal requires skills analogous to ballet. Rams that con-
centrate on individual skills, like the Brazilians, astonish with their
virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, they sometimes are so

infatuated by their individual artistry that
they forget to score goals and are overcome
by more single-minded, strategically ori-
ented teams.

Only the rarest players—like Maradona
for Argentina, dribbling past four or five
English players in the 1986 World Cup—are
able to score by essentially solitary efforts.
7)7pically, games are won by team efforts.
The seductive quality of soccer resides in the
almost intellectual focus with which the best
teams move the ball down the field to solve
the riddle of how, with each side moving at
high speed, to get a ball past 11 opponents,
one of whom (the goalie) is permitted to use
his hands to intercept the ball. This turns
the game into a kind of geometry of finding

uncovered open spaces from vvhich to launch an unimpeded shot on
the goal. The great field generals like Zinedine Zidane of France or
Franz Beckenbauer of Germany are blessed with the uncanny skill
of distributing the ball among their teammates in a manner that
seems unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident in execution.
Soccer at its highest level is complexity masquerading as simplicity.

Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic:
when I first became a fan, the 10 field players were distributed as
five forwards, three midfield players and two defenders. As a result,
the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders—especially as the
players, not as well conditioned as today, more or less stayed in
their assigned positions. Since then, a radical change in deploy-
ment has taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two, and the remain-
ing players are deployed in various ways available to the defense, of
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which the 4:4:2 system is among the most widely used. One of the
most dramatic changes was the introduction of the "sweeper,"
charged with reinforcing the most threatened position on the field.
Beckenbauer gave this role an additional significance by acting like
an American football free safety on defense and like a quarterback
in directing the attack with his subtle passing. The result was a kind
of total football: whatever the assigned position of the player, he
had the additional task of reinforcing the center of gravity, attack or
defense, depending on the situation.

The practical consequence is that goals are harder and harder to
come by and that defense tends to dominate over offense. 'Rams—
especially national teams—play first of all not to lose. Since the

,

!

FIRST ROUND
June 9-23
Each wain plays thine games in its
wooly Only thn top two move on.

Group A
Germany
Ecuador
Poland
Costa Rica

Group B
England
Sweden
Paraguay
Trinidad & Tobago

Group C
Netherlands
Ivory Coast
Argentina
Serbia & Mont.

Group D
Portugal
Mexico
Iran
Angola

Group E
Czech Republic
Italy
United States
Ghana

Group F
Brazil
Australia
Croatia
Japan

Group G
France
Switzerland
South Korea
Togo

Group H
Spain
Ukraine
Tunisia
Saudi Arabia

SECOND ROUND

Atirit,t4

chiavellian skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by
a give-no-quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It
abandoned whatever theoretical formation with which it had en-
tered the game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally
running the Italian team into the ground. Brazilian panache was
aided no little by the high altitude of Mexico City, which wore down
the defenders already exhausted from a brutal semifinal between
Italy and Germany. This match was won by Italy, 4-3, in overtime
(with five of the goals scored in that 30-minute period), and was so
rough that Beckenbauer, having dislocated his shoulder, completed
the game with his arm in a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift of empha-
sis helped turn the tables in 1974 between the Netherlands and Ger-

many in Munich. The Dutch team was elegant and offense-
minded, inspired by one of the all-time greats, Johan
Cruyff: A penalty kick gave it the lead in the first minute

before a stunned crowd. It proved
a poisoned chalice. For
it tempted the Dutch
team to abandon its

A winner vs. B runner- upf CC/

C winner vs. D runner-up

Junti2

E winner vs. F runner-up

G winner vs. H runner-up

• 1 t

B winner vs. A runner- up

D winner vs. C runner-up

Juril627'

F winner vs. E runner-up

H winner vs. G runner-up

'4
"etiipt

es to'L ,

number of points on the field from which a shot on goal has a
prospect of succeeding is finite, a disciplined defense can occasion-
ally thwart a technically superior team. Thus a superbly coached
Greek team defeated a Portuguese team of probably superior indi-
vidual players in the final for the 2004 European Football Champi-
onship, and a very disciplined German team overcame a marvelous
team from the Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974.

I have attended seven World Cup finals (and! have firm plans to
attend one of the semifinals and the final in Berlin this year). Each
has produced a distinctive drama. My first exposure was
in 1970 in Mexico City, and it introduced me to the exu-
berant style of Brazilian soccer. Led by the incompara-
ble Pelé and an all-star cast of irrepressible virtuosos, the
Brazilians overwhelmed a very good Italian team by a
score of4-1. Pelé scored first—then the Italians respond-

This should have given the so-called Azurri (because
of their blue jerseys) an opportunity to apply their Ma-
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, inely tuned offense in favor of protecting
the lead. The Germans, led by Becken-
bauer, thereupon threw everything into at-
tack, reinforced by a frenzied home public. This led to a 2-1 lead just
before halftime, which Germany defended tenaciously through the
second half against an increasingly frantic Dutch side.

In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final
before a rabid hometown crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of
wild fluctuations, the Dutch, in the last minute, tied an
Argentine team playing with Brazilian flair and European killer
instinct. But as happened four years earlier, the Dutch could not

stay the course and lost in overtime. The Argentine
victory produced a moment of respite from the near
civil war conditions and brutal official repression
racking Argentina. For 48 hours, Buenos Aires
celebrated with such tumultuous abandon as to hide
the bitterness of the national divisions.

In 1982, the drama came before the final. In a sec-
ond-round group match, under the different Cup rules
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of the period, Italy overcame the most attractively playing of all
Brazilian teams by one of its deadly counterattacks, exploiting the
recklessness of the Brazilians, who played to win, not satisfied with
the tie that was their admission ticket into the final—and which was
only minutes away. In one semifinal, Germany defeated France,
scoring two late goals after falling behind by two goals in overtime
to send it to a penalty kick shootout against a French team demoral-
ized when one of its star players was flattened by the German goalie
as he was heading for a score.

I regretted not being able to attend the '86 final due to other ob-
ligations I had at the time. In 1990, in a very tactical defensive
game, I witnessed a systematic German team overcome an Argen-
tine side that substituted toughness for its usual dexterity. Argenti-
na reached the final primarily because of the uncanny ability of its
goalkeeper to parry penalty shots in shootouts, saving two against
Italy. What added particular piquancy to that feat was that the goal-
keeper was a substitute for the injured first-team goalie.

The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994
World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman of
the American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-scor-
ing match that might do for American soccer what the Giants-Colts
football game of 1958 did by generating public interest in pro foot-
ball. Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty shootout af-

ter 120 minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.
The final in 1998 in Paris supplied a mystery. An

elegant French team defeated a Brazilian squad
which, after a brilliant semifinal victory over

the Netherlands, turned inexplicably
lethargic. Its star player, Ronald°, was

scratched from the public lineup
amid injury rumors an hour before

k!), the game and then re-inserted
without participating actively.
Altogether, in the seven finals I

watched, I saw Brazil, Germany and
Italy three times each, the Netherlands

and Argentina twice. The only other start
went to France. Will this elite be broadened

in the World Cup about to begin? Not having
seen most of the national teams of this tournament,

a prediction is difficult. The United States plays in a
very tough initial group. To reach the elimination round,
it will have to overcome at least one of two powerhouse
European teams, Italy and the Czech Republic, as
well as a talented team from Ghana. England has
the players to reclaim a major role, though the recent
injury of its star forward, Wayne Rooney, reduces its

prospects. In qualifying, Argentina won more games
than any South American team, including Brazil. But its compo-
sure is not always equal to its talent. Italy looked overwhelming
when defeating Germany a few months ago, and could advance
unless it is held back by a developing scandal regarding referee-
ing. The German team has been a puzzle. It has an inventive new
coach and passionate public support. But in the preliminary
games, it had trouble against major opponents. This may be the
year for African teams to emerge; their technical brilliance has so
far been thwarted by lack of international experience. In the last
World Cup, two Asian teams—Korea and Japan—showed great
progress. This World Cup will reveal how much of this is owed to
the fact that the Cup was played before admiring home fans. And
there is always Brazil, which will guarantee excitement and exu-
berant fans. We will know the answer by July 9. In the meantime,
64 games in a month are guaranteed to slake the thirst of even the
most frenetic fans—myself included—if only very briefly.
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INTERNATIONAL

Famed Zaltaria, Editor

June 6, 2006

Dr. Henry Kissinger
Kissinger Associates
350 Park Ave., 26th Floor
New York, NY 10022-6022

Dear Henry,

041
0g
2006

Here are copies of the international issue with your name
emblazoned on the cover. It is a real pleasure for us to have this and my
thanks to you for doing it.

Was P 1. sking your expert advice on soccer as well?

All best,

Fareed Zakaria

251 WEST 57TH ST., NEW YORK, NY 10019-1894

212.445.4672 212.445.4450 (FAX) FZAKAR@NEWSWEEK.COM (11.-mAn.)
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Dead-End
Schools 

Compared with
the rest of the

developed world,
Europe's schools are
underfunded, antiquat-
ed and failing to prepare
kids for a knowledge-
based economy. Even
worse: the problem is
especially acute for the
children of immigrants,
widening gaps in what
are already divided
societies. Page 34
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A
L GORE IS GETTING

good reviews for "An
Inconvenient Truth,"

a book and documentary film
in which the former vice presi-
dent warns us of impending
catastrophe unless we curb
carbon emissions. Gore raises
the specter of eight-meter sea-
level rises that would lay waste
to London, New York, Shang-
hai and other coastal cities and
redraw the world's maps. This
water would come
from the arctic re-
gions, where gla-
ciers arc melting at
an alarming rate.

The British jour-
nal Nature chose
last week to publish
a trio of scientific
papers that, in a less
politicized age,
might have interested a few
dozen scientists. They focus
on what the climate was like at
the North Pole 55 million years
ago. Scientists have known
that Earth was warmer then
than it is now, but they didn't
have any direct data from the
North Pole, largely because
getting it required drilling
through 400 meters of seabed
for core samples. The Nature
authors did just that: two ships
held the sea ice at bay while a
third did the drilling. That's an

A balmy
ocean at the
North Pole is
the kind of
world Gore is

expensive proposition to satis-
academic curiosity, but not

to get important missing data
in the global climate puzzle.

The conclusion that made
the front pages of newspapers
and Web sites last week was
this: the waters of the North
Pole seem to have been about
10 degrees Celsius warmer
than scientists previously
thought. How does this relate
to the question we'd all like to

know—how warm
will the world get?
That temperatures
spiked sharply 55
million years ago
suggests there may
be a mechanism—
high, heat-trapping
clouds?—that kicks
in to amplify warm-
ing beyond what

you would expect merely from
carbon. That's just what cli-
mate scientists fear. The Na-
ture scientists did not find any
clues as to what this mecha-
nism might be, or ¡fit even ex-
ists. The warming effect may
have something to do with the
continents, ocean currents and
storm patterns, which were
vastly different 55 million years
ago. If so, it wouldn't have
much bearing on our future.

The prospect ofa balmy 23-
degree ocean at the North Pole

conjures just the kind of world
Gore is warning us about. One
of the Nature papers describes
evidence that the Arctic was
once dominated by lush ferns—
a graphic scene that might have
fit neatly into Gore's documen-

tary. While we wait for answers,
it might help to remember that
it would likely take millions of
years—not tens or even thou-
sands—for the North Pole to
sprout ferns again.

-FRED GUTERL

Decisions are coming back to haunt governments in Ecuador, Syria and China. A new leader in Mexico won't have much more to look forward to.

Cash-strapped state oil company will struggle to China
find foreign partners after taking over Occidental's•
fields. Don't expect much more fuel to flow.

Early leaks indicate the U.N. report on the HaririMexic
' murder, due on June 15, could tie a slew of
assassinations to Damascus. Arrests are possible.

ri The full 08 is joining U.S. calls for the yuan to
'appreciate. Beijing has put off Washington thus
far, but world opinion will be hard to ignore.

Approaching the finish, expect the presidential
race to get nastier and tighter. The winner's prize:
a weak mandate and an alienated opposition.

PRODUCED IN CONJUNCTION WITH eqra5L4, group
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THE G EATS: Pelé in 1970. Maradona in '86. Zidane in '98. A
Nobel Peace Prize winner, former secretary of state and soccer fan
shares his golden Cup moments. BY HENRY A. KISSINGER

N JUNE 9, IIOST COUNTRY GERMANY
will inaugurate a month of football frenzy
by playing Costa Rica in the opening match
of the 2006 soccer World Cup.
For two weeks, there will be three

matches a day as the 32 survivors of a global
competition (involving more than 100
teams over a period of three years) are whit-
tled down to 16. In eight groups of four,

each team plays the others in its group. The top two teams of
each group advance to a sudden-death round also lasting
two weeks and culminating in the final on July 9 in Berlin.
Billions around the world will be glued to their television sets

at all hours of the day and night; millions will find ways
to interrupt their work schedules to watch at least some
of the 64 matches. National morale in winners and
losers will be affected, particularly as the competition
nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged
my schedule to accommodate its necessities. Most fans



World Cup 2006

would find it difficult to describe what it is about soccer that so
enthralls them. They would probably identify it with their pas-
sionate adherence to their favorite club team—a passion that,
in America, is matched only by the most fanatical adherents
of football teams.

I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany where
soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, Wis. Though play-
ing with local amateurs, its team inexplicably won the German
championship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived
in Germany for many more
decades than I care to admit,
yet I still follow the fortunes
of that team which, in the age
of high-salary professional-
ism, has been relegated to the
second division. Fuerth peri-
odically seems on the verge
of rising to the top league but,
as happened this year, always
manages to fall just short—
guaranteeing the mixture of
misery and hope that is the
soccer addict's lot.

The emotions evoked by
club teams are, compared to
those inspired by the national
team, like a raging stream to
Niagara Falls. Club teams play
at least once a week between
August and June. National
teams play only a fraction of
that number a year and, for the
highest prize, only once every
four. There is no margin for er-
ror or for deferred passions.
Victors are heroes; losers arc
treated as if they have inflicted
a personal insult. A Colombian
player who had contributed to
the elimination of his team in
the 1994 Cup by scoring on his
own goal was murdered when
he returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 110-yard-
long field into an opposing goal requires skills anal-
ogous to ballet. Teams that concentrate on individ-

many are blessed with the uncanny skill of distributing the ball
among their teammates in a manner that seems unimaginable in
the abstract and self-evident in execution. Soccer at its highest
level is complexity masquerading as simplicity.

Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic:
when I first became a fan, the 10 field players were distributed as
five forwards, three midfield players and two defenders. As a re-
sult, the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders—especially
as the players, not as well conditioned as today, more or less

stayed in their assigned posi-
tions. Since then, a radical
change in deployment has tak-
en place. Forwards rarely ex-
ceed two, and the remaining
players are deployed in various
ways available to the defense,
of which the 4:4:2 system is
among the most widely used.
One of the most dramatic
changes was the introduction
of the "sweeper," charged with
reinforcing the most threat-
ened position on the field.
Beckenbauer gave this role an
additional significance by act-
ing like an American foot-
ball free safety on defense and
like a quarterback in directing
the attack with his subtle pass-
ing. The result was a kind of
total football: whatever the
assigned position of the player,
he had the additional task of
reinforcing the center of gravi-
ty, attack or defense, depend-
ing on the situation.

The practical consequence
is that goals are harder and
harder to come by and that de-
fense tends to dominate over
offense. Teams—especially na-
tional teams—play first of all

not to lose. Since the number of points on the field
from which a shot on goal has a prospect of succeed-
ing is finite, a disciplined defense can occasionally
thwart a technically superior team. Thus a superbly

ual skills, like the Brazilians, astonish with their ',.:;':711,.N.17-4,1.. coached Greek team defeated a Portuguese team of

virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, they some- \`", probably superior individual players in the final for the

times are so infatuated by their individual artistry that 2004 European Football Championship, and a very disci-

they forget to score goals and are overcome by more single-mind-
ed, strategically oriented teams.

Only the rarest players—like Maradona for Argentina, drib-
bling past four or five English players in the 1986 World Cup—
are able to score by essentially solitary efforts. Typically, games
arc won by team efforts. The seductive quality of soccer resides in
the almost intellectual focus with which the best teams move the
ball down the field to solve the riddle of how, with
each side moving at high speed, to get a ball past 11
opponents, one of whom (the goalie) is permitted to
use his hands to intercept the ball. This turns the
game into a kind of geometry of finding uncovered
open spaces from which to launch an unimpeded
shot on the goal. The great field generals like Zinc-
dine Zidane of France or Franz Beckenbauer of Ger-
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Jo Henry Kissingers.

exclusive audio
commentaries during
_the World Cup at_
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plined German team overcame a marvelous team from the
Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974.

I have attended seven World Cup finals (and I have firm plans
to attend one of the semifinals and the final in Berlin this year).
Each has produced a distinctive drama. My first exposure was in
1970 in Mexico City, and it introduced me to the exuberant style of
Brazilian soccer. Led by the incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast

of irrepressible virtuosos, the Brazilians overwhelmed
a very good Italian team by a score of 4-1. Pelé scored
first—then the Italians responded. This should have
given the so-called Azurri (because of their blue jer-
seys) an opportunity to apply their Machiavellian skill
in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by a give-
no-quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the
book. It abandoned whatever theoretical formation

PICS UNITED-ICON SMI



with which it had entered the game and threw every player into a
wild offense, literally running the Italian team into the ground.
Brazilian panache was aided no little by the high altitude of Mexi-
co City, which wore down the defenders already exhausted from a
brutal semifinal between Italy and Germany. This match was won
by Italy, 4-3, in overtime (with five of the goals scored in that
30-minute period), and was so rough that Beckenbauer, having dis-
located his shoulder, completed the game with his arm in a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift of em-
phasis helped turn the tables in 1974 be-
tween the Netherlands and Germany in
Munich. The Dutch team was elegant and
offense-minded, inspired by one of the all-
time greats, Johan Cruyff. A penalty kick
gave it the lead in the first minute before a
stunned crowd. It proved a poisoned chal-
ice. For it tempted the Dutch team to aban-
don its finely tuned offense in favor of pro-
tecting the lead. The Germans, led by
Beckenbauer, thereupon threw everything
into attack, reinforced by a frenzied home
public. This led to a 2-1 lead just before
halftime, which Germany defended tena-
ciously through the second half against an
increasingly frantic Dutch side.

In 1978, the Netherlands found itself
once more in a final before a rabid home-
town crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of
wild fluctuations, the Dutch, in the last
minute, tied an Argentine team playing
with Brazilian flair and European killer in-
stinct. But as happened four years earlier,
the Dutch could not stay the course and
lost in overtime. The Argentine victory
produced a moment of respite from the
near civil war conditions and brutal official
repression racking Argentina. For 48 hours, Buenos
Aires celebrated with such tumultuous abandon as to
hide the bitterness of the national divisions.

In 1982, the drama came before the final. In a
second-round group match, under the different Cup
rules of the period, Italy overcame the most attrac-
tively playing of all Brazilian teams by one of its deadly
counterattacks, exploiting the recklessness of the Brazil-
ians, who played to win, not satisfied with the tie that was
their admission ticket into the final—and which was only minutes
away. In one semifinal, Germany defeated France, scoring two
late goals after falling behind by two goals in overtime to send it to
a penalty kick shootout against a French team demoralized when
one of its star players was flattened by the German goalie as he
was heading for a score.

I regretted not being able to attend the '86 final due to other
obligations I had at the time. In 1990, in a very tactical defensive
game, I witnessed a systematic German team overcome an Argen-
tine side that substituted toughness for its usual dexterity. Ar-
gentina reached the final primarily because of the uncanny ability
of its goalkeeper to parry penalty shots in shootouts, saving two
against Italy. What added particular piquancy to that feat was that
the goalkeeper was a substitute for the injured first-team goalie.

The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994
World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman
of the American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-
scoring match that might do for American soccer what the Gi-
ants-Colts football game of 1958 did by generating public interest

in pro football. Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty
shootout after 120 minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.

The final in 1998 in Paris supplied a mystery. An elegant
French team defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant
semifinal victory over the Netherlands, turned inexplicably
lethargic. Its star player, Ronaldo, was scratched from the public
lineup amid injury rumors an hour before the game and then re-
inserted without participating actively.

Altogether, in the seven finals I watched, I saw Brazil, Ger-
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many and Italy three times each, the Netherlands and
Argentina twice. The only other start went to France.
Will this elite be broadened in the World Cup about
to begin? Not having seen most of the national teams
of this tournament, a prediction is difficult. The
United States plays in a very tough initial group. lb

reach the elimination round, it will have to overcome at
4.44 4 least one of two powerhouse European teams, Italy and

the Czech Republic, as well as a talented team from Ghana.
England has the players to reclaim a major role, though the recent
injury of its star forward, Wayne Rooney, reduces its prospects. In
qualifying, Argentina won more games than any South American
team, including Brazil. But its composure is not always equal to
its talent. Italy looked overwhelming when defeating Germany a
few months ago, and could advance unless it is held back by a de-
veloping scandal regarding refereeing. The German team has
been a puzzle. It has an inventive new coach and passionate pub-
lic support. But in the preliminary games, it had trouble against
major opponents. This may be the year for African teams to
emerge; their technical brilliance has so far been thwarted by lack
of international experience. In the last World Cup, two Asian
teams—Korea and Japan—showed great progress. This World
Cup will reveal how much of this is owed to the fact that the Cup
was played before admiring home fans. And there is always
Brazil, which will guarantee excitement and exuberant fans. We
will know the answer by July 9. In the meantime, 64 games in a
month are guaranteed to slake the thirst of even the most frenetic
fans—myself included—if only very briefly. •



Spain celebrates the 25th anniversary of the return of
"Guernica" with a dazzling tribute to its creator.

BY TARA PEPPER
illtr IIEN PABLO PICASSO

was asked to paint the
centerpiece for Spain's
pavilion at the 1937
World's Fair, no one
expected him to create

what remains one of ares most disquieting
depictions of war. But stunned by an ex-
hibit of black-and-white photographs doc-
umenting the recent massacre of inhabi-
tants of a small Basque village, Picasso
could think of little else. He rushed home

from the show and began to paint.
The resulting work, "Guernica," did not

win many plaudits at a show designed to
celebrate modern technology. And al-
though Picasso always intended it to be-
long to Spain, the vast work was shipped
around the world for more than four
decades. In keeping vvith the artist's wishes,
the painting found a permanent home in
Madrid only after "democratic institutions"
were installed in Spain, in 1981. Now, to
celebrate 25 years since "Guernica's" re-
turn, and the 125th anniversary of Picasso's

FROM LEFT. COURTESY OF THE PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART,
COURTESY OF THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, MUSEUM PICASSO



HENRY KISSINGER
For immediate release

ATTENTION EDITORS: This column originally ran in the June 12 issue of
Newsweek, which went on sale June 5.

A PASSIONATE FAN REMEMBERS THE DRAMA AND HEROISM OF

WORLD CUPS PAST

By Henry A. Kissinger
On June 9, host country Germany will inaugurate a month of football frenzy by playing Costa

Rica in the opening match of the 2006 soccer World Cup. For two weeks, there will be three

matches a day as the 32 survivors of a global competition (involving more than 100 teams over a

period of three years) are whittled down to 16.

In eight groups of four, each team plays the others in its group. The top two teams of each

group advance to a sudden-death round also lasting two weeks and culminating in the final on

July 9 in Berlin. Billions of people around the world will be glued to their television sets at all

hours of the day and night; millions will find ways to interrupt their work schedules to watch at

least some of the 64 matches. National morale in winners and losers will be affected, particularly

as the competition nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged my schedule to accommodate its necessities.

Most fans would find it difficult to describe what it is about soccer that so enthralls them. They

would probably identify it with their passionate adherence to their favorite club team — a

passion that, in America, is matched only by the most fanatical adherents of football teams.

I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany where soccer had the status of football

in Green Bay, Wis. Though playing with local amateurs, its team inexplicably won the German

championship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived in Germany for many more

decades than I care to admit, yet I still follow the fortunes of that team, which, in the age of high-

salary professionalism, has been relegated to the second division. Fuerth periodically seems on

the verge of rising to the top league but, as happened this year, always manages to fall just short

— guaranteeing the mixture of misery and hope that is the soccer addict's lot.

The emotions evoked by club teams are, compared to those inspired by the national team, like a

raging stream to Niagara Falls. Club teams play at least once a week between August and June.

National teams play only a fraction of that number a year and, for the highest prize, only once

every four. There is no margin for error or for deferred passions. Victors are heroes; losers are

treated as if they have inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player who had contributed to the

elimination of his team in the 1994 Cup by scoring on his own goal was murdered when he

returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 110-yard-long field into an opposing goal requires skills

analogous to ballet. Teams that concentrate on individual skills, like the Brazilians, astonish with

their virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, they sometimes are so infatuated by their

individual artistry that they forget to score goals and are overcome by more single-minded,

strategically oriented teams.





Only the rarest players — like Maradona for Argentina, dribbling past four or five English

players in the 1986 World Cup — are able to score by essentially solitary efforts. Typically,

games are won by team efforts. The seductive quality of soccer resides in the almost intellectual

focus with which the best teams move the ball down the field to solve the riddle of how, with

each side moving at high speed, to get a ball past 11 opponents, one of whom (the goalie) is

permitted to use his hands to intercept the ball. This turns the game into a kind of geometry of

finding uncovered open spaces from which to launch an unimpeded shot on the goal. The great

field generals, like Zinedine Zidane of France or Franz Beckenbauer of Germany, are blessed

with the uncanny skill of distributing the ball among their teammates in a manner that seems

unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident in execution. Soccer at its highest level is

complexity masquerading as simplicity.

Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic: When I first became a fan, the

10 field players were distributed as five forwards, three midfield players and two defenders. As a

result, the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders — especially as the players, not as well

conditioned as today, more or less stayed in their assigned positions. Since then, a radical change

in deployment has taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two, and the remaining players are

deployed in various ways available to the defense, of which the 4:4:2 system is among the most

widely used. One of the most dramatic changes was the introduction of the "sweeper," charged

with reinforcing the most threatened position on the field. Beckenbauer gave this role an

additional significance by acting like an American football free safety on defense and like a

quarterback in directing the attack with his subtle passing. The result was a kind of total football:

Whatever the assigned position of the player, he had the additional task of reinforcing the center

of gravity, attack or defense, depending on the situation.

The practical consequence is that goals are harder and harder to come by and that defense tends

to dominate over offense. Teams — especially national teams — play first of all not to lose.

Since the number of points on the field from which a shot on goal has a prospect of succeeding is

finite, a disciplined defense can occasionally thwart a technically superior tent Thus a superbly

coached Greek team defeated a Portuguese team of probably superior individual players in the

final for the 2004 European Football Championship, and a very disciplined German team

overcame a marvelous team from the Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974.

I have attended seven World Cup finals (and I have firm plans to attend one of the semifinals

and the final in Berlin this year). Each has produced a distinctive drama. My first exposure was

in 1970 in Mexico City, and it introduced me to the exuberant style of Brazilian soccer. Led by

the incomparable Pele and an all-star cast of irrepressible virtuosos, the Brazilians overwhelmed

a very good Italian team by a score of 4-1. Pele scored first — then the Italians responded. This

should have given the so-called Azurri (because of their blue jerseys) an opportunity to apply

their Machiavellian skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by a give-no-quarter defense.

But Brazil did not play by the book. It abandoned whatever theoretical formation with which it

had entered the game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running the Italian team

into the ground. Brazilian panache was aided no little by the high altitude of Mexico City, which

wore down the defenders already exhausted from a brutal semifinal between Italy and Germany.

This match was won by Italy 4-3 in overtime (with five of the goals scored in that 30-minute
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period) and was so rough that Beckenbauer, having dislocated his shoulder, completed the game

with his arm in a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift of emphasis helped turn the tables in

1974 between the Netherlands and Germany in Munich. The Dutch team was elegant and

offense-minded, inspired by one of the all-time greats, Johan Cruyff. A penalty kick gave it the

lead in the first minute before a stunned crowd. It proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted the

Dutch team to abandon its finely tuned offense in favor of protecting the lead. The Germans, led

by Beckenbauer, thereupon threw everything into attack, reinforced by a frenzied home public.

This led to a 2-1 lead just before halftime, which Germany defended tenaciously through the

second half against an increasingly frantic Dutch side.

In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final before a rabid hometown crowd in

Buenos Aires. In a game of wild fluctuations, the Dutch, in the last minute, tied an Argentine

team playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct. But as happened four years earlier,

the Dutch could not stay the course and lost in overtime. The Argentine victory produced a

moment of respite from the near civil war conditions and brutal official repression wracking

Argentina. For 48 hours, Buenos Aires celebrated with such tumultuous abandon as to hide the

bitterness of the national divisions.

In 1982, the drama came before the final. In a second-round group match, under the different

Cup rules of the period, Italy overcame the most attractively playing of all Brazilian teams by one

of its deadly counterattacks, exploiting the recklessness of the Brazilians, who played to win, not

satisfied with the tie that was their admission ticket into the final — and which was only minutes

away. In one semifinal, Germany defeated France, scoring two late goals after falling behind by

two goals in overtime to send it to a penalty-kick shootout against a French team demoralized

when one of its star players was flattened by the German goalie as he was heading for a score.

I regretted not being able to attend the '86 final due to other obligations I had at the time. In

1990, in a very tactical defensive game, I witnessed a systematic German team overcome an

Argentine side that substituted toughness for its usual dexterity. Argentina reached the fmal

primarily because of the uncanny ability of its goalkeeper to parry penalty shots in shootouts,

saving two against Italy. What added particular piquancy to that feat was that the goalkeeper was

a substitute for the injured first-team goalie.

The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994 World Cup at the Rose Bowl in

Pasadena. As honorary chairman of the American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high

scoring match that might do for American soccer what the Giants-Colts football game of 1958

did by generating public interest in pro football. Unfortunately, the game was decided in a

penalty shootout after 120 minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.

The final in 1998 in Paris supplied a mystery. An elegant French team defeated a Brazilian

squad which, after a brilliant semifinal victory over the Netherlands, turned inexplicably

lethargic. Its star player, Ronaldo, was scratched from the public lineup amid injury rumors an

hour before the game and then reinserted without participating actively.

Altogether, in the seven finals I watched, I saw Brazil, Germany and Italy three times each, the

Netherlands and Argentina twice. The only other start went to France. Will this elite be





broadened in the World Cup about to begin? Not having seen most of the national teams of this

tournament, a prediction is difficult. The United States plays in a very tough initial group. To

reach the elimination round, it will have to overcome at least one of two powerhouse European

teams, Italy and the Czech Republic, as well as a talented team from Ghana. England has the

players to reclaim a major role, though the recent injury of its star forward, Wayne Rooney,

reduces its prospects. In qualifying, Argentina won more games than any South American team,

including Brazil. But its composure is not always equal to its talent. Italy looked overwhelming

when defeating Germany a few months ago, and could advance unless it is held back by a

developing scandal regarding refereeing. The German team has been a puzzle. It has an inventive

new coach and passionate public support. But in the preliminary games, it had trouble against

major opponents. This may be the year for African teams to emerge; their technical brilliance has

so far been thwarted by lack of international experience. In the last World Cup, two Asian teams

— Korea and Japan — showed great progress. This World Cup will reveal how much of this is

owed to the fact that the Cup was played before admiring home fans. And there is always Brazil,

which will guarantee excitement and exuberant fans. We will know the answer by July 9. In the

meantime, 64 games in a month are guaranteed to slake the thirst of even the most frenetic fans

— myself included — if only very briefly.
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FACSIMILE COVER SHEET

DATE: June 3, 2006

TO: John Bentes, Hotel Guest
The Regent Berlin

FAX #: 011/49-30/2033-6119

FROM: Theresa Amantea
Home tel: (201) 689-1622

Sir:

NO. OF PAGES: 7 incl. cover

PLEASE DELIVER
IMMEDIATELY

Following is the final proof from Newsweek as it will go to print tonight.
I indicated any changes they made from the last draft, all of which are
minor, with the exception of:

P. 3, bottom - "...(with five of the goals scored in that 30-minute
period)" [changed from "overtime", to avoid repetition]

P. 5, top - "...exploiting the recklessness of the Brazilians, who played
to win, not satisfied with the tie that, under the rules of the period,
was their admission ticket into a semifinal [changed from "the final",
because you're talking about the quarterfinal here].

If the changes are not okay with you, I am told we still have time to
change the piece until late tonight. If acceptable, I assume this is the
version you would like sent on to Ikenberry.
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Inbox: finale Page 1 of 6

Web Hosting Web Mail

From: Sawhill, Ray <Ray.Sawhill@Newsweek.com>
To: 'Theresa Cimino' <tcimino@kmaglobal.com>

Subject: finale
Date: Sat, 3 Jun 2006 14:38:23 -0400

hi theresa — one final copy for you. as far as we're concerned, this is perfection and final, if any further tweaks
are needed, our copy desk is here through very late tonight. they're at 212-445-4518. i'll copy and paste the
piece into this message, and i'll provide a word attachment too.

all the best and thanks for your help, ray sawhill

Pelé in 1970. Maradona in '86. Zidane in '98. Every four
years, one World Cup player
makes history. Henry A. Kissinger—Nobel Peace Prize
winner, former secretary of
state, soccer fan—shares his golden moments before this
year's June 9 kickoff.

Byeknry A.Ossinger These will
°name 9, host country ger-
many will inaugurate a month of foot
ball frenzy by playing Costa Rica in
the opening match of the 2006 soccer
World Cup. For two weeks, there
will be three matches a day as the 32
survivors of a global competition (involving more
than 100 teams over a period of three years) are whit
tled down to 16. In eight groups of four, each team
plays the others in its group. The top two teams of
each group advance to a sudden-death round also
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lasting two weeks and culminating in the fi
nal on July 9 in Berlin. Billions around the
world will be glued to their television sets at
all hours of the day and night; millions will
find ways to interrupt their work schedules
to watch at least some of the 64 matches.
National morale in winners and losers will
be affected, particularly as the competition
nears its end.
I will be one of those viewers and have
arranged my schedule to accommodate its
necessities. Most fans would find it diffi
cult to describe what it is about soccer that
so enthralls them. They would probably
identify it with their passionate adherence
to their favorite club team—a passion that,
in marir.n ic rnatr•har4 nnht hi thin mnct
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fanatical adherents of football teams.
I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany where
soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, Wis. Though play
ing with local amateurs, its team inexplicably won the German
championship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived in
Germany for many more decades than I care to admit, yet I still
follow the fortunes of that team which, in the age of high-salary
professionalism, has been relegated to the second division. Fuerth
periodically seems on the verge of rising to the top league but, as
happened this year, always manages to fall just short—guarantee

ing the mixture of misery and hope that is the soccer addict's lot.
The emotions evoked by club teams are, compared to those in
spired by the national team, like a raging stream to Niagara Falls.
Club teams play at least once a week between August and June.
National teams play only a fraction of that number a year and, for
the highest prize, only once every four. There is no margin for er
ror or for deferred passions. Victors are heroes; losers are treated
as if they have inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player who
had contributed to the elimination of his team in the 1994 Cup by
scoring on his own goal was murdered when he returned home.
Manipulating a ball by foot along a 110-yard-long field into an
opposing goal requires skills analogous to ballet. Teams that con
centrate on individual skills, like the Brazilians, astonish with
their virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, they sometimes
are so infatuated by their individual artistry that they forget to
score goals and are overcome by more single-minded, strategical
ly oriented teams.
Only the rarest players—like Maradona
for Argentina, dribbling past four or five
English players in the 1986 World Cup—
are able to score by essentially solitary ef
forts. Typically, games are won by team ef
forts. The seductive quality of soccer
resides in the almost intellectual focus
with which the best teams move the ball
down the field to solve the riddle of how,
with each side moving at high speed, to get
a ball past 11 opponents, one of whom (the
goalie) is permitted to use his hands to in
tercept the ball. This turns the game into a u 0
kind of geometry0finding uncovered chqnseci to "On 49
open spaces from which to launch an
unimpeded shot on the goal. The great
field generals like Zinedine Zidane of
France or Franz Beckenbauer of Germany are blessed with the
uncanny skill of distributing the ball among their teammates in a
manner that seems unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident
in execution. Soccer at its highest level is complexity masquerad
ing as simplicity.
Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic:
when I first became a fan, the 10 field players were distributed as
five forwards, three midfield players and two defenders. As a result,
the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders—especially as the
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players, not as well conditioned as today, more or less stayed in
their assigned positions. Since then, a radical change in deploy
ment has taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two, and the remain
ing players are deployed in various ways available to the defense, of
which the 4:4:2 system is among the most widely used. One of the
most dramatic changes was the introduction of the "sweeper,"
charged with reinforcing the most threatened position on the field.
Beckenbauer gave this role an additional significance by acting like
an American football free safety on defense and like a quarterback
in directing the attack with his subtle passing. The result was a kind
of total football: whatever the assigned position of the player, he
had the additional task of reinforcing the center of gravity, attack or
defense, depending on the situation.

The practical consequence is that goals are
harder and harder to come by and that de
fense tends to dominate over offense.
Teams—especially national teams—play first of all not to lose.
Since the number of points on the field from which a shot on goal
has a prospect of succeeding is finite, a disciplined defense can oc
casionally thwart a technically superior team. Thus a superbly
coached Greek team defeated a Portuguese team of probably supe
nor individual players in the final for the 2004 European Football
Championship, and a very disciplined German team overcame a
marvelous team from the Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974.
I have attended seven World Cup finals (and I have
firm plans to attend one of the semifinals and the final
in Berlin this year). Each has produced a distinctive
drama. My first exposure was in 1970 in Mexico City,
and it introduced me to the exuberant style of Brazil
ian soccer. Led by the incomparable Pelé and an all-
star cast of irrepressible virtuosos, the Brazilians over
whelmed a very good Italian team by a score of 4-1.

Pelé scored first—th- iimate Italians responded. This should have
given the so-called (AtzurcD(because of their blue jerseys) an oppor
tunity to apply their Machiavellian skill in frustrating the oppo
nent into rash errors by a give-no-quarter defense. But Brazil did
not play by the book. It abandoned whatever theoretical formation
with which it had entered the game and threw every player into a
wild offense, literally running the Italian team into the ground.
Brazilian panache was aided no little by the high altitude of Mexi
co City, which wore down the defenders already exhausted from a
brutal semifinal between Italy and Germany. This match was won
by Italy 4-3 in overtime (with five of the goals scored in that 30-
minuteeit4) and was so rough that Beckenbauer, having dislo
cated his s oulder, completed the game with his arm in a sling.
VVhile offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift of em
phasis helped turn the tables in 1974 between the Nether
lands and_Ggrmany in Munich. The Dutch team was ele
gant andef4ft9se-nrira_14 inspired by one of the all-time
greats, Johan Cruy . A penalty
kick gave it the lead in the first
minute before a stunned

crowd. It proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted
the Dutch team to abandon its finely tuned offense in

P.3
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favor of protecting the lead. The Ger
mans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon
threw everything into attack, reinforced by a
frenzied home public. This led to a 2-1 lead just be
fore halftime, which Germany defended tenaciously
through the second half against an increasingly frantic Dutch side.
In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final be
fore a rabid hometown crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of wild
fluctuations, the Dutch, in the last minute, tied an Argentine team
playing with Brazilian flair and European killer in
stinct. But as happened four years earlier, the Dutch
could not stay the course and lost in overtime. The Ar
gentine victory produced a moment of respite from
the near civil war conditions and brutal official re
pression wracking Argentina. For 48 hours, Buenos
Aires celebrated with such tumultuous abandon as to
hide the bitterness of the national divisions.
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Italy overcame the most attractively playing of all Brazilian teams
by one of its deadly counterattacks, exploiting the recklessness of
the Brazilians, who played to win, not satisfied with the tie thW-•
under.41444.444444-the•periedNas their admission ticket into 4r fht c 

n •

semifinal—and which was only minutes away. In one semifinal,
Germany defeated France, scoring two late goals after falling be
hind by two goals in overtime to send it to a pe_n_al kick shootout
against a French team demoralized when  ne of Qstar player @ "one of-% Its star playera")
was flattened by the German goalie as he was heading for a score.
I regretted not being able to attend the '86 final due to other
obligations I had at the time. In 1990, in a very tactical defensive
game, I witnessed a systematic German team overcome an Argen
tine side that substituted toughness for its usual dexterity. Ar
gentina reached the final primarily because of the uncanny ability
of its goalkeeper to parry penalty shots in shootouts, saving two
against Italy. What added particular piquancy to that feat was that
the goalkeeper was a substitute for the injured first-team goalie.
The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994
World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman
of the American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-
scoring match that might do for American soccer what the Gi
ants-Colts football game of 1958 did by generating public interest
in pro football. Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty
shootout after 120 minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.
The final in 1998 in Paris supplied a mystery. An elegant
French team defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant
semifinal victory over the Netherlands,
turned inexplicably lethargic. Its star play
er, Ronaldo, was scratched from the
public lineup amid injury rumors an
hour before the game and then reinsert
ed without participating actively.
Altogether, in the seven finals I
watched, I saw Brazil, Germany and Italy
three times each, the Netherlands and Ar
gentina twice. The only other start went to
France. Will this elite be broadened in the
World Cup about to begin? Not having seen most of
the national teams of this tournament, a prediction is
difficult. The United States plays in very tough initial group.
To reach the elimination round, it Jhave to overcome at " wou " chan3ed to "will")least one of two powerhouse European teams, Italy and the
Czech Republic, as well as a talented team from Ghana.
England has the players to reclaim a major role, though
the recent injury of its star forward, Wayne Rooney,
reduces its prospects. In qualifying, Argentina won
more games than any South American team, in
cluding Brazil. But its composure is not always
equal to its talent. Italy looked overwhelming when
defeating Germany a few months ago, and could ad
vance unless it is held back by a developing scandal regarding ref
ereeing. The German team has been a puzzle. It has an inventive
new coach and passionate public support. But in the preliminary
games, it had trouble against major opponents. This may be the
year for African teams to emerge; their technical brilliance has so
far been thwarted by lack of international experience. In the last
World Cup, two Asian teams—Korea and Japan—showed great
progress. This World Cup will reveal how much of this is owed to
the fact that the Cup was played before admiring home fans. And
there is always Brazil. which will guarantee excitement and exu

"a star player "changed to
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berant fans. We will know the answer by July 9. In the meantime,
64 games in a month are guaranteed to slake the thirst of even the
most frenetic fans—myself included—if only very briefly. A
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Web Hosting Web Mail

I From: Ehrenfeld, Temma <Temma.Ehrenfeld@Newsweek.com>
To: lcimino@kmaglobalcomt <tcimino@kmaglobalcom>

Subject: Newsweek copy for Dr. Kissinger
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2006 15:10:27 -0400

Dear Theresa Cimino, fin brackets]
Hello. I'm helpkiour editor Brett Begun, who has worked on Dr. Kissinger's column. You should see

notes in a blue fon mbedded in this text. If you can't see them, please let me know. We need to make sure
that Dr. Kissinger is aware of the minor changes that have been made and that he sees the questions. This is
round number one. There may be a few more questions or changes around 6-7 pm EST. We would need to
have his final approval by mid-day EST Saturday, which gives us time. There's no need to bother him late
tonight. Best, Temma 212-445-4544

On June 9, host country Germany will
inaugurate a month of football frenzy by
playing Costa Rica in the opening match of
the 2006 soccer World Cup. For two weeks,
there will be three matches a day as the 32
survivors of a global competition (involv
ing more than 100 teams over a period of
three years) are whittled down to 16. In
eight groups of four, each team plays the
others in its group. The top two teams of
each group advance to a sudden-death
round also lasting two weeks and culminat
ing in the final on July 9 in Berlin. Billions
around the world will be glued to their tele
vision setsat all hours of the day and night;
rupt their work schedules to watch at least
some of the 64 matches.National morale in
nears its end.

Underlined material Cut

Cfrefed materlia 1 added
[Bracketed.] material= notes or questions Iron

' editor

millions will find ways to inter t/oki
winners and losers will be affected, particularly as the competition

I will be one of those viewers and have
arranged my schedule to accommodate its
necessities. Most fans would find it difficult
to describe what it is about soccer that so
enthralls them. They would probably iden
tify it with their passionate adherence to
their favorite club team-a passion that, in
America, is matched only by the most fa
natical adherents of football teams.
I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in
southern Germany, where soccer had the
status of football in Green Bay, Wisc.
Though playing with local amateurs, its
team inexplicably won the German cham
pionship three times during my boyhood. I
have not lived in Germany for many more
decades than I care to admit, yet I still fol
low the fortunes of that team which, in the
age of high-salary professionalism, has
been relegated to the second division.
Fuerth periodically seems on the verge of
rising to the top league but, as this year, al
wove manancic fnfII hi& chntrf.nuornnfaa
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ing the mixture of misery and hope that is
the lot of the soccer addict.
The emotions evoked by club teams are,

(wmparerko those inspired b the nati
team, like a raging stream o Ni
agara Falls. Club teams play at least once
week, between Au .0 a d Ju
teams play «bb)
year and,
for the highest prize, only once every four.
There is no margin for error or for deferred
passions. Victors are heroes; losers are
treated as if they have inflicted a personal
insult. A Colombian player who had con
tributed to the dimingtion of hi team in
the _/sr Cup btscoringon  his wn goal EsNote :Editor changed date to 191q.
was assassinatelnurds94a est news suggests his death may have been unrelated to Cup/bb» when he
returned home.
Manipulating a ball by foot along a 100-
meter-long field into an opposing goal re
quires skills analogous to ballet. Especially Teams that
concentrate on individual skills-like the
Brazilians-astonish with their virtuosity
and abandon. On the other hand, they
sometimes are so infatuated by their indi
vidual artistry that they forget to score goals
and are overcome by more single-rTjind
strategically oriented teams. «bb»
Only the rarest players-like Maradona
for Argentina, dribbling past four or five
English players in the 1986 World Cup-
are able to score by essentially solitary et
forts. Typically, games are won by team ef
forts. The seductive quality of soccer
resides in the almost intellectual focus with
which the best teams move the ball down
the field to solve the riddle of how, with
each side moving at high speed, to get a ball
past 11 opponents, one of whom (the
goalie) is permitted to use his hands to in
tercept the ball. This turns the game into a
kind of geometry in finding uncovered
open spaces from which to launch an
unimpeded shot on goal. ibs,Great field gener
als like Zidane of France or Beckenbauer of
Germany had the uncanny skill of distrib
uting the ball among their teammates in a CornPle)(iV
manner that seemed unimaginable in the
abstract and self-evident in execution.Soccer at its highest level is e-game-ef-eemla+ieettel-eimpiicittg
Over the decades, the game has become
increasingly strategic: when I first became
a fan, the 10 field players were distributed
as five forwards, three midfield players and
two defenders. As a result, the attackers
usually outnumbered the defenders-espe
cially as the players, not as well conditioned
as today, more or less stayed in their as
signed positions. Since then a radical
change in deployment has taken place. For
wards rarely exceed two, and the remaining
nlavars ara danInvaci in variniis ways avail

V.
ti°nrdc' be

o t (Virg
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bb»only a half dozen U.S. national team played 20 times this year/sr)
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p.3
able to the defense, of which the 4:4:2 sys
tern is among the most widely used. One of
the midfielders is usually assigned the role
of "sweeper," charged with reinforcing the
most threatened position on the field.
Beckenbauer gave this role an additional
significance by acting as a sweeper on de
fense and like an American football guar
terback in directing the attack with his sub
tle passing. The result is a kind of total
football: whatever the assigned position of
the player, he has the additional task of re
inforcing the center of gravity, attack or de
fense, depending on the situation.
The practical consequence is that goals
are harder and harder to come by and that
defense tends to dominate over offense (in
contrast to most other sports which, with
the passage of time, have increased scor
ing). Teams-especially national teams-
play first of all not to lose. Since the num
ber of points on the field from which a shot
on goal has a prospect of succeeding is fi
nite, a disciplined defense can occasionally
thwart a technically superior team. Thus a
superbly coached Greek team defeated a
Portuguese team of probably superior indi
vidual players in the final for the 2004 Eu
ropean «sotootball ChampionshVgsr»as and a very
disciplined German team overcame a mar
velous team from the Netherlands in the
World Cup of 1974.
I have attended seven World Cup finals,
and I have firm plans to attend one of the
semi-finals and the final in Berlin this
year.Each has produced a distinctive dra
ma. My first exposure was in 1970 in Mexi
co City, and it introduced me to the exuber
ant style of Brazilian football. Led by the
incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast of ir
repressible virtuosos, the Brazilians over
whelmed a very good Italian team by a r
s • e •f 4-1.The Italian team scored firsteele scored first/sr»«b13)
lam res•onde his shou • ave ive ubb» the
so-ca e• ums (because o eir blue jer
seys) an opportunity to apply their Machi
avellian skill in frustrating the opponent in
to rash errors by a give-no-quarter defense.
But Brazil did not play by the book. It aban
doned whatever theoretical formation with
which it had entered the game and threw
every player into a wild offense, literally
running the Italian team into the ground.
Brazilian panache was aided no little by the
high altitude of Mexico City, which wore
down the defenders already exhausted from
a brutal semifinal between Italy and Ger
many. This match was won by Italy 4-3 inovertime 
extra time«/sr» (with five of the goals scored in
the extra time) and was so rough that Beck
AnhatiAr havinn dinky:Marl his shniiklar

V ok

611_0 scored first, then the It& I/0 k
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completed the game with his arm in a sling.
While offense triumphed in 1970, an
unintended shift of emphasis helped turn
the tables in 1974 between the Netherlands
and Germany in Munich. The Dutch team
was elegant and offensive-minded, in
spired by one of the all-time greats, Johan
Cruyff. A penalty kick gave it the lead in the
first minute before a stunned crowd. It
proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted
the Dutch team to abandon its finely tuned
offense in favor of protecting the lead. The
Germans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon
threw everything into attack, reinforced by
a frenzied home public. This led to a 2-1
lead'a§1 before halftime, which Germany de
fendeTtenaciously through the second half
against an increasingly frantic Dutch side.
In 1978, the Netherlands found itself
once more in a final before a rabid home
town crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of
wild fluctuations, the Dutch, in the last
minute, tied an Argentine team playing
with Brazilian flair and European killer in
stinct. But as four years earlier, the Dutch
could not stay the course and lost in over
time. The Argentine victory produced a
moment of respite from the near-civil war
conditions and brutal official repression
wracking Argentina. For 48 hours, Buenos
Aires celebrated with such tumultuous
abandon as to hide the bitterness of the na
tional divisions.
In 1982, it was the semifinals that pro
vided the drama. In one, Germany-.defeated
France in overtime afte*ling behind)
egainst a French tean3xiemoralized when
its star attacker was flattened by the Ger
man goalie as he was heading for another
score. In the other, Italy overcame the most
attractively playing of all Brazilian teams
by one of its deadly counterattacks, exploit
ing the recklessness of the Brazilians, who
played to win, not satisfied with the tie
that, under the rules of the period, was
their admission ticket it into the final and
which was only minutes away.
The most disappointing match for me
was the final of the 1994 World Cup at the
Rose Bowl in Pasadena. (I regretted not be
ing able to attend the '86 final due to other
obligationsl had at the time; in 1990, in a very tactical de
fensive game, «bb)  101-"Tregi4tabb» a systematic Ger
man team overcome an Argentine side that
substituted toughnes

hed-the-finat-trtylaywherrit,-
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orary airman c3 f the mencan organ
shots «Goalkeeor onrgraved one enalty shot in the semi/s1A2LIon

committee, I had hoped for a high-scoring
matnh that minht (in fnr Amarinan snr.r.Ar shooto:1-47 1444'2491,1- 0;"ain$41t4ifal•ee
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wha the Giants-Colts football game of
</sr» did by generating public interest in [Note : Editor chansed date to 18.J

pro=j2nal football. Unfortunately, the game was
decided in a penalty shootout after 120
minutes of scoreless tactical man verin
The final in 1998 in Paris supplied a

Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant El discussed 44 g switchcl in order will) ohe atovejmystery. An elegant French team defeated a

semifinal victory over the Netherlands,
turned inexplicably lethargic. Its star play
er Ronald° was scratched from the public
lineup an hour before the game and then
reinserted without participating actively.
Altogether, in the seven finals 
watched, I saw Brazil, Germany and Italy
three times each, the Netherlands and Ar 

crt. {Durnorne"1-)

gentina twice. The only other start went to
France. Will this elite be broadened in th
World bout to begin? Not hav • [-Editor asks if he may 9c/c1 1-A/3 X ,

15 -sen most o ationa - s
‘,1 ficUtO nieite.ft-prediction «bb» OK ma •\ one: «bb»EOK?]The United States plays 5kooK
t' in a very difficakini group. To

tote^ elimination murk!, it would have to over (inciuci ifl fl^C?'*(4) O 'ti -4-raePs

come  %, • -ams it  has never beaten, Italy and the Czech Republic,both 13tahtichal:Lsocchia. 4 ha,
wr;., Technically,  never played Czech Republic/sr»«bb» ne team i& never beaten (iSly), on!)viavvd)

earn-I - ever-played-(Gbanaandzme
jik n•team-its-lost-to-(GzecIvRepublic-t, hen :6-

•eLet,liusiovakia) «bbuigngland has the players
to reclaim a major role, though the recent
injury of its star forward Rooney reduces
its prospects. In qualifying, Argentina won
more games than any South American
team, including Brazil. But its composure
is not always equal to its talent. Italy looked
overwhelming when defeating Germany a
few months ago, unless it is held back by a
developing scandal regarding refereeing.
The German team has been a puzzle. It has
an inventive new coach and passionate
public support. But in the preliminary
games, it had trouble against major oppo
nents. This may be the year for an African
team to emerge; their technical brilliance
has so far been thwarted by lack of interna
tional experience. In the last World Cup,
two Asian teams-Korea and Japan-
showed great progress. This World Cup
will reveal how much of this had been CEditor asks ir ihioAay to end columnowed to the fact that the Cup was played
before admiring home fans. And there is al 

WI ii "Thyseir included.7

games in a month guarantee to slake the
answer by July 9. In the meantime, 64
ment and exuberant fans. We will know the
ways Brazil, which will guarantee excite

thirst for soccer of even the most frenetic
fans-to the extent that their addiction to the game permits it .«bbiGself included icker OK?«bb»..]

Temma Ehrenfeld only very briefly
Assistant Editor

vok
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Web Hosting Web Mail

From: Ehrenfeld, Temma <Temma.Ehrenfeld@Newsweek.com>
To: Ehrenfeld, Temma <Temma.Ehrenfeld@Newsweek.com>
Cc: lcimino@kmaglobalcom' <tcimino@kmaglobalcom>

Subject: end of Newsweek story
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2006 15:55:03 -0400

Theresa,

Here's our the end would read, after Bret's edit:

We will know the
answer by July 9. In the meantime, 64
games in a month guarantee to slake the
thirst for soccer of even the most frenetic
fans. Myself included.-

Please ask Dr. Kissinger if that's acceptable to him.

Thanks,

Temma
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CLEAN copy
Web Hosting Web Mail

From: Ehrenfeld, Temma <Temma.Ehrenfeld@Newsweek.com>
To: itcimino@kmaglobal.com' <tcimino@kmaglobal.com>

Subject: Newsweek copy for Dr. Kissinger
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2006 15:10:27 -0400

Dear Theresa Cimino,
Hello. I'm helping our editor Brett Begun, who has worked on Dr. Kissinger's column. You should see

notes in a blue font embedded in this text. If you can't see them, please let me know. We need to make sure
that Dr. Kissinger is aware of the minor changes that have been made and that he sees the questions. This is
round number one. There may be a few more questions or changes around 6-7 pm EST. We would need to
have his final approval by mid-day EST Saturday, which gives us time. There's no need to bother him late
tonight. Best, Temma 212-445-4544

On June 9, host country Germany will
inaugurate a month of football frenzy by
playing Costa Rica in the opening match of
the 2006 soccer World Cup. For two weeks,
there will be three matches a day as the 32
survivors of a global competition (involv
ing more than 100 teams over a period of
three years) are whittled down to 16. In
eight groups of four, each team plays the
others in its group. The top two teams of
each group advance to a sudden-death
round also lasting two weeks and culminat
ing in the final on July 9 in Berlin. Billions
around the world will be glued to their tele
vision setsat all hours of the day and night; millions will find ways to inter
rupt their work schedules to watch at least
some of the 64 matches. National morale in winners and losers will be affected, particularly as the competition
nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have
arranged my schedule to accommodate its
necessities. Most fans would find it difficult
to describe what it is about soccer that so
enthralls them. They would probably iden
tify it with their passionate adherence to
their favorite club team-a passion that, in
America, is matched only by the most fa
natical adherents of football teams.
I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in
southern Germany, where soccer had the
status of football in Green Bay, Wisc.
Though playing with local amateurs, its
team inexplicably won the German cham
pionship three times during my boyhood. I
have not lived in Germany for many more
decades than I care to admit, yet I still fol
low the fortunes of that team which, in the
age of high-salary professionalism, has
been relegated to the second division.
Fuerth periodically seems on the verge of
rising to the top league but, as this year, al
wawa mono/lac te% fall is set ehrwt-rissoranfaim
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ing the mixture of misery and hope that is
the lot of the soccer addict.
The emotions evoked by club teams are,
compared to those inspired by the national
team, like a raging stream compared to Ni
agara Falls. Club teams play at least once a
week, between August and June. National
teams play «bb»many fewer«bb»only a half dozen«U.S. national team played 20 times this year/sr» games a
year and,
for the highest prize, only once every four.
There is no margin for error or for deferred
passions. Victors are heroes; losers are
treated as if they have inflicted a personal
insult. A Colombian player who had con
tributed to the elimination of his team in
the 19948/sr Cup by scoring on his own goal
was assassinatedmurdered«Latest news suggests his death may have been unrelated to Cup/bb» when he
returned home.
Manipulating a ball by foot along a 100-
meter-long field into an opposing goal re
quires skills analogous to ballet. Especially Teams that
concentrate on individual skills-like the
Brazilians-astonish with their virtuosity
and abandon. On the other hand, they
sometimes are so infatuated by their indi
vidual artistry that they forget to score goals
and are overcome by more single-minded,
strategically oriented teams. «bb»«World Cup Rule No. 1: Don't Forget to Score Goals»«bb»gThis OK?»
Only the rarest players-like Maradona
for Argentina, dribbling past four or five
English players in the 1986 World Cup-
are able to score by essentially solitary ef
forts. Typically, games are won by team ef
forts. The seductive quality of soccer
resides in the almost intellectual focus with
which the best teams move the ball down
the field to solve the riddle of how, with
each side moving at high speed, to get a ball
past 11 opponents, one of whom (the
goalie) is permitted to use his hands to in
tercept the ball. This turns the game into a
kind of geometry in finding uncovered
open spaces from which to launch an
unimpeded shot onthe goal. TheGreat field gener
als like Zidane of France or Beckenbauer of
Germany had the uncanny skill of distrib
uting the ball among their teammates in a
manner that seemed unimaginable in the
abstract and self-evident in execution. Soccer at its highest level is a game of complicated simplicity.
Over the decades, the game has become
increasingly strategic: when I first became
a fan, the 10 field players were distributed
as five forwards, three midfield players and
two defenders. As a result, the attackers
usually outnumbered the defenders-espe
daily as the players, not as well conditioned
as today, more or less stayed in their as
signed positions. Since then a radical
change in deployment has taken place. For
wards rarely exceed two, and the remaining
nlavArs ìrp rip.nInvAri in varini IS ways avail
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able to the defense, of which the 4:4:2 sys
tern is among the most widely used. One of
the midfielders is usually assigned the role
of "sweeper," charged with reinforcing the
most threatened position on the field.
Beckenbauer gave this role an additional
significance by acting as a sweeper on de
fense and like an American football guar
terback in directing the attack with his sub
tie passing. The result is a kind of total
football: whatever the assigned position of
the player, he has the additional task of re
inforcing the center of gravity, attack or de
fense, depending on the situation.
The practical consequence is that goals
are harder and harder to come by and that
defense tends to dominate over offense (in
contrast to most other sports which, with
the passage of time, have increased scor
ing). Teams-especially national teams-
play first of all not to lose. Since the num
ber of points on the field from which a shot
on goal has a prospect of succeeding is fi
nite, a disciplined defense can occasionally
thwart a technically superior team. Thus a
superbly coached Greek team defeated a
Portuguese team of probably superior indi
vidual players in the final for the 2004 Eu
ropean «sr»Football Championship«sr»Cup, and a very
disciplined German team overcame a mar
velous team from the Netherlands in the
World Cup of 1974.
I have attended seven World Cup finals,
and I have firm plans to attend one of the
semi-finals and the final in Berlin this
year.Each has produced a distinctive dra
ma. My first exposure was in 1970 in Mexi
co City, and it introduced me to the exuber
ant style of Brazilian football. Led by the
Incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast of ir
repressible virtuosos, the Brazilians over
whelmed a very good Italian team by a
score of 4-1.The Italian team scored first«Pele scored first/sr»«bb» Pelé scored first, then the %al
¡ans responded. This should have given«bb» the
so-called Azurris (because of their blue jer
seys) an opportunity to apply their Machi
avellian skill in frustrating the opponent in
to rash errors by a give-no-quarter defense.
But Brazil did not play by the book. It aban
doned whatever theoretical formation with
which it had entered the game and threw
every player into a wild offense, literally
running the Italian team into the ground.
Brazilian panache was aided no little by the
high altitude of Mexico City, which wore
down the defenders already exhausted from
a brutal semifinal between Italy and Ger
many. This match was won by Italy 4-3 inovertime
extra time«/sr» (with five of the goals scored in
the extra time) and was so rough that Beck
AnhaliAr havinn distnnatad his, shnuldar
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completed the game with his arm in a sling.
While offense triumphed in 1970, an
unintended shift of emphasis helped turn
the tables in 1974 between the Netherlands
and Germany in Munich. The Dutch team
was elegant and offensive-minded, in
spired by one of the all-time greats, Johan
Cruyff. A penalty kick gave it the lead in the
first minute before a stunned crowd. It
proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted
the Dutch team to abandon its finely tuned
offense in favor of protecting the lead. The
Germans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon
threw everything into attack, reinforced by
a frenzied home public. This led to a 2-1
leadjust before halftime, which Germany de
fended tenaciously through the second half
against an increasingly frantic Dutch side.
In 1978, the Netherlands found itself
once more in a final before a rabid home
town crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of
wild fluctuations, the Dutch, in the last
minute, tied an Argentine team playing
with Brazilian flair and European killer in
stinct. But as four years earlier, the Dutch
could not stay the course and lost in over
time. The Argentine victory produced a
moment of respite from the near-civil war
conditions and brutal official repression
wracking Argentina. For 48 hours, Buenos
Aires celebrated with such tumultuous
abandon as to hide the bitterness of the na
tional divisions.
In 1982, it was the semifinals that pro
vided the drama. In one, Germany defeated
France in overtime after falling behind
against a French team demoralized when
its star attacker was flattened by the Ger
man goalie as he was heading for another
score. In the other, Italy overcame the most
attractively playing of all Brazilian teams
by one of its deadly counterattacks, exploit
ing the recklessness of the Brazilians, who
played to win, not satisfied with the tie
that, under the rules of the period, was
their admission ticket it into the final and
which was only minutes away.
The most disappointing match for me
was the final of the 1994 World Cup at the
Rose Bowl in Pasadena. (I regretted not be
ing able to attend the '86 final due to other
obligationsl had at the time; in 1990, in a very tactical de
fensive game, «bb»I witnessed«bb» a systematic Ger
man team overcome an Argentine side that
substituted toughness for its usual dexteri
ty.., and which «bb»Germany«bb» reached the final «bb»when its
goalkeeper saved a penalty shot.«bb»primarilybecause of the uncanny ability of its goalkeeper to parry penalty
shots.«Goalkeeper only saved one penalty shot in the semi/sr» ) As hon
orary chairman of the American organizing
committee, I had hoped for a high-scoring
matrth that minht in fnr Amarinan snr.r.Ar
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what the Giants-Colts football game of
19578«/sr» did by generating public interest in
professional football. Unfortunately, the game was
decided in a penalty shootout after 120
minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.
The final in 1998 in Paris supplied a
mystery. An elegant French team defeated a
Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant
semifinal victory over the Netherlands,
turned inexplicably lethargic. Its star play
er Ronaldo was scratched from the public
lineup an hour before the game and then
reinserted without participating actively.
Altogether, in the seven finals I
watched, I saw Brazil, Germany and Italy
three times each, the Netherlands and Ar
gentina twice. The only other start went to
France. Will this elite be broadened in the
World Cup about to begin? Not having
seen most of the national teams, I dare not
make a prediction. «bb»«OK, maybe one:»«bb»«OK?»The United States plays
in a very difficult initial group. To reach the
elimination round, it would have to over
come two teams it has never beaten, Italy and the Czech Republic, both established soccer
powers.«Technically, never played Czech Republic/sr»«bb»one team its never beaten (Italy), one
team its never played (Ghana) and one
team its lost to (Czech Republic, then
Czechoslovakia).«bb» England has the players
to reclaim a major role, though the recent
injury of its star forward Rooney reduces
its prospects. In qualifying, Argentina won
more games than any South American
team, including Brazil. But its composure
is not always equal to its talent Italy looked
overwhelming when defeating Germany a
few months ago, unless it is held back by a
developing scandal regarding refereeing.
The German team has been a puzzle. It has
an inventive new coach and passionate
public support. But in the preliminary
games, it had trouble against major oppo
nents. This may be the year for an African
team to emerge; their technical brilliance
has so far been thwarted by lack of interna
tional experience. In the last World Cup,
two Asian teams-Korea and Japan-
showed great progress. This World Cup
will reveal how much of this had been
owed to the fact that the Cup was played
before admiring home fans. And there is al
ways Brazil, which will guarantee excite
ment and exuberant fans. We will know the
answer by July 9. In the meantime, 64
games in a month guarantee to slake the
thirst for soccer of even the most frenetic
fans-to the extent that their addiction to the game permits it .«bb»Myself included. Kicker OK?«bb»

Temma Ehrenfeld
Assistant Editor
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1 From: Ehrenfeld, Temma <Temma.Ehrenfeld@Newsweek.com>
To: Ehrenfeld, Temma <Temma.Ehrenfeld@Newsweek.com>
Cc: lcimino@kmaglobal.comi <tcimino@kmaglobal.com>

Subject: end of Newsweek story
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2006 15:55:03 -0400

Theresa,

Here's our the end would read, after Bret's edit:

We will know the
answer by July 9. In the meantime, 64
games in a month guarantee to slake the
thirst for soccer of even the most frenetic
fans. Myself included.-

Please ask Dr. Kissinger if that's acceptable to him.

Thanks,

Temma
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FACSIMILE COVER SHEET

DATE: June 2, 2006

TO: John Bentes, Hotel Guest
The Regent Berlin

FAX #: 011/49-30/2033-6119

FROM: Theresa Amantea
Home tel: (201) 689-1622

NO. OF PAGES: 11 incl. cover

PLEASE DELIVER
IMMEDIATELY

Sir:

Following is the proof from Newsweek, one with my markings and one
clean copy. After we get this back to them, they will have another
proof, which we will have to return by noon tomorrow (Saturday).

r-ITJUAL.47-.,

I ken terry - trallrirrilt
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From: Sawhill, Ray <Ray.Sawhill©Newsweek.com>
To: Icimino@kmaglobal.comi <tcimino@kmaglobal.com>

Subject: readback
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2006 23:21:56 -0400

Hi Theresa

Here's the piece,which has now been through the editors and which now fits. I notice that when I copy and
paste into the body of this email I can't see any of the blue text — the cuts, the queries and responses, and
such. Maybe you can, but if not, I've included a Word attachment that should show everything.

Fyi, Brett is at 212-445-5659, and I'm at 212-445-4419

Underlined tz. cut
Best,

Ray CirCieD = added
<<bz0224_1.rtf»

[Bracketed/ = notes/question.s from
editors

-Zidane 98 •

<[stk-3],Pele in 1970. Maradona in '86. Every four years, one
rrifi-y-erineee-r*World Cup' A

makes history. Henry A. Kissinger-Nobel Peace Prize winner,
former secretary of
state, soccer fan-shares his golden moments before this
year's June 9 kickoff.[etk]

World of
wonder
By henry A. kissinger
On June 9, host country ger
many will inaugurate a month of
football frenzy by playing Costa Rica
In the opening match of the 2006
soccer World Cup. For two weeks,
there will be three matches a day as
the 32 survivors of a global competition (involving
more than 100 teams over a period of three years)
are whittled down to 16. In eight groups of four,
each team plays the others in its group. The top two
teams of each group advance to a sudden-death
round also lasting two weeks and culmi
nating in the final on July 9 in Berlin. Bil
lions around the wo
their talawicinn cote at all hni ore nf the dew - Editor restored.
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and night; millions will find ways to inter
rupt their work schedules  to watch at least
some of the 64 matches National morale
Fwinners an losers will be affected, par
qicularly as the competition nears its en 
I will be one of those viewers and have
arranged my schedule to accommodate its
necessities. Most fans would find it diffi
cult to describe what it is about soccer that
so enthralls them. They would probably
identify it with their passionate adherence
to their favorite club team-a passion that,
in America, is matched only by the most
fanatical adherents of football teams.
I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany where
soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, Wisc. Though play
ing with local amateurs, its team inexplicably won the German
championship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived in
Germany for many more decades than I care to admit, yet I still
follow the fortunes of that team which, in the age of high-salary
professionalism, has been relegated to the second division. Fuerth

ai .ened his year, always manages to fall 't.u5Ishort-guaranteeing bctA 1 n /
e seems on the verge of rising to the top league but, as

the mixture of misery and hope that is the4ot-of-the soccer addict.IS lot.
The emotions evoked by club teams are, compared to those in
spired by the national team, like a raging streamcompared/hk to Niagara Falls.
Club teams play at least cince a week between August nd June.
National teams play «hk»only a fraction of.that number chk»«CD: foto per Kissinger/bb»only a half dozen «U.S.
national team played 20 times this year/sr. a year and, or V &ready okayed
the highest prize, only once every four. There is no margin for er
ror or for deferred passions. Victors are heroes; losers are treated
as if they have inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player who
had contributed to the elimination of his team in the 1994[3/s3Cup by
scoring o is own goal was assassinatedmurderedt:atest news suggests his death may have been unrelated
to Cup/bb returned » when he retued home.
I

v already okayed

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 100-meter-longECD: translate to yards? Feet?/bb]field into
an opposing goal requires skills analogous to ballet. Teams that
concentrate on individual skills, like the Brazilians, astonish with
their virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, they sometimes
are so infatuated by their individual artistry that they forget to
score goals and are overcome by more single-minded, strategical
ly oriented teams.
Only the rarest players-like Maradona
for Argentina, dribbling past four or five
English players in the 1986 World Cup-
are able to score by essentially solitary ef
forts. Typically, games are won by team ef
forts. The seductive quality of soccer
resides in the almost intellectual focus
with which the best teams move the ball
down the field to solve the riddle of how,
with each side moving at high speed, to get
a ball past 11 opponents, one of whom (the
goalie) is permitted to use his hands to in
tercept the ball. TM; turns the game into a of/ akkind of geometry idinding uncovered
open spaces from w ich to la 1 han •
unimpeded shot on (t) • • - 111D. m Editor restored.at 

m lokfield generals like «bb) r edine bb» Zidane of

Editor restored.
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France or «lb> bb» Beckenbauer of Germany «bb‘re blessed;AD(Gob»had the/changed since Zidane
is still on the Frenc team/blOthe
uncanny skill of distributing the ball among their teammates in a
manner that seems ed unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident
in execution. Soccer at its highest level is complexity@asquerin9) [Will teli ibem thii should be ,,,
eil,lesqtrefedirrrtMas simplicity. " masquerading -..i v
Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic:
when I first became a fan, the 10 field players were distributed as
five forwards, three midfield players and two defenders. As a re
suit, the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders-especially
as the players, not as well conditioned as today, more or less
stayed in their assigned positions. Since then, a radical change in
deployment has taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two, and the
remaining players are deployed in various ways available to
the defense, of whic the 4:4:2 s stem is amon th st
wideIy used. «bto ne of the most dra  atic chan.es was

@_Le  introduction of the "sweeper,' «bb»One of the midfielders is usually_assigned the role of "sweeper,iut
because sweepers are defen ers, not midfielders, and teams no bligeThave sweepersibbticharged with re
inforcing the most threatened position on the
field. Beckenbauer gave this role an addition
al significance by actingas a sweeper on defense and «bb»like an American
football free safety on defense and like afootball
quarterback in directing the attack
with his subtle passing. The result
0--alis a kind of total football: what
ever the asJigned position of the
player, he tgst the additional
********* TEXT BREAK *********
task of reinforcing the center of
gravity, attack or defense, depending
on the situation.
The practical consequence is that goals
are harder and harder to come by and that
defense tends to dtminate over offense Çin contrast to most other sports vvtlich, with the passaae of time. have /
increased scoring <cut because ,coring is down in hockey, basketball and football, which changed its rules
recently to decrease scoringibb»j
74Teams-especially national teams-play first of
all not to lose. Since the number of points on the field
from which a shot on goal has a prospect of succeeding
is finite, a disciplined defense can occasionally thwart a
technically superior team. Thus a superbly coached Greek team
defeated a Portuguese team of probably surÍQ.r individual la
ers in the final for the 2004 European «sr) ootball  Champions (sr»Cup, V already okayed
and a very disciplined German team overcame a marvelous 1àm
from the Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974.
I have attended seven World Cup finals (and I have firm plans
to attend one of the semifinals and the final in Berlin this year).
Each has produced a distinctive drama. My first exposure was in
1970 in Mexico City, and it introduced me to the exuberant style of
Brazilian kZ2t47 ootball. Led by the incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast "already oilaKerof irrepressible virtuosos, the Brazilians overwhelmed a very good
Italian team by a score of 4-1.The Italian team scored first Pele scored firstisr»«bb.3616 scored first-then the
talians
responde This should have girig(bb» the so-called Azurris (because
of their blue jerseys) an opportunity to apply their Machiavellian
skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by a give-no-
quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It abandoned
whatever theoretical formation with which it had entered the
game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running
thelian team into ground. Brazilian panache was aided no
t 

th
liffl ownrci micsinn7kri hv thA hinh altituriA nf Minn City whirth wnrA dnwn thA CIA
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fenders already exhausted from a brutal semifinal CilanS
e-

and Germany. This match was won by Italy 4-3 in /sr» (with
five of the goals scored in the raxtfaltrnend was so rough a -
that Beckenbauer, having dislocated his -
shoulder, completed the game With his ti‘U.W ?tV‘c
arm in a sling.
While offense triumphed in
1970, an unintended shift of
emphasis helped turn the
tables in 1974 between
the Netherlands
********* TEXT BREAK *********
and Germany in
Munich. The Dutch

tars elegant and offen
inded, inspired by one of

the all-time greats, Johan Cruyff. A
penalty kick gave it the lead in the first
minute before a stunned crowd. It proved a
poisoned chalice. For it tempted the Dutch team
to abandon its finely tuned offense in favor of protecting the
lead. The Germans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon threw every
thing into allaçk, reinforced by a frenzied home public. This led to
a 2-1 leadafig before halftime, which Germany defended tena
ciously through the second half against an increasingly frantic
Dutch side.
In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final be
fore a rabid hometown crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of wild
fluctuations, the Dutch, in the last minute, tied an Argentine team
playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct. But as
happened four years earlier, the Dutch could not stay the course
and lost in overtime. The Argentine victory produced a moment
of respite from the near-civil war conditions and brutal official re
pression wracking Argentina. For 48 hours, Buenos Aires cele
brated with such tumultuous abandon as to hide the bitterness of
the national diyisions 
«bb»In 19_82,(the drama came before the final
semi/bb»j
Italy overcame the most attractively playing of all Brazilian teams
by one of its deadly counterattacks, exploiting the recklessness of
the Brazilians, who played to win, not satisfied with the tie that,
.urtclekhe4ulevoftheiptrioci, was their admission ticket into

-and which was only_minutes away. In one Ger
v defeated France.(sconng two late goals after falling behind

two oals in overtime to sen o a ick shootap
af-atteelter was flattened

A

• •ena

In

etween
vertime

uagx4cAtimtatA'

Editor

er•W ina grAiMME1,

(semifinal)

against a renc earn emoralized when EKlefend
by the German goalie as he was heading for ano er score.
I regretted plot_ being able to attend the '86 final due to other
obligation had at the tim0 In 19901 in a very tactical de nsiver
game, I witnessed a systematic German team overcom 84,/ an Ar L Ed ifor inserted "birll but 1-hat should

gentina reached the final primarily because of the uncanny ability 
e GermanscowroenctIF: Jo,gentine side that substituted toughness for its usual dextenty. Ar be deleted bin=

30-m i5per,o_s

restored. IsLi,t,t.cito i.,16
s VP. iht fin"

uY-

o-4V-71

o

Italy/Brazil waicsi:a_r.tFseri fienamnrisl:tiun.oite,13;3,.\,over • r.rtinol

qS

Order switc

•

of its goalkeeper to parry penalty shots in shootouts, saving two yes
against Italy. What added particular piquancy to that feat was that
the goalkeeper was a substitute for the injured first-team goalie.
The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994
World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman
of the American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-
scoring match that might do for Ajnerican soccer what the Gi
ants-Colts football game of 19578g/sr» did by generating public interest
in nm fnnthall I Infnrhinatalv ilia (lama was ripridad In a nanaltv

its
r3/

in +he. semiÑnal

g/arreacif okayed
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shootout after 120 minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.
The final in 1998 in Paris supplied a mystery. An elegant
French team defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant
semifinal victory over the Netherlands, turned
inexplicably lethargic. Its star player
Ronald° was scratched from the public
lineup «bb4mid injury rumors)(bb» an hour k/o k
before the game and then reinserted
without participating actively.
Altogether, in the seven finals I
watched, I saw Brazil, Germany and
Italy three times each, the Netherlands
and Argentina twice. The only other start

, went to France. Will this elite be broadened
' in the World Cup about to begin? Not having seen
most of the national teams of this tournament rediction

, is difficult. The United States plays in. very initial group. C"difricat 11 deleted TO avoid repetition]
! To reach the elimination round, it A& have o overcom two
toaras4t-has-neverbeaterrrItairancHhe-ezech-flepubtk. (I lud } CICIC+6 9/

, ing-form lovekiayend-one-teem-it-has-never-pl
I Ghan Temma, please ask Dr. Kissinger if we could rein-- m sentence below/bb both established soccer

.«ipowers echnically, never played Czech Republic/sr«bb  It leas one o two powe1r oute European teams ro0
ti!tgfettrx Italy and the Czech Republic, as well as a talented team,=_Qhana.«bbyeEngland has the players
to reclaim a major role, though

it—o Vthe recent injury of its star forward «bb (bb» Rooney reduces its rEdit
prospects. In qualifying, Argentina won more games than any cinciored 

wan ts t phrase.]us

South American team, including Brazil.
But its composure is not always equal to
its talent. Italy looked overwhelming
when defeating Germany a few months
ago, «Ternma:(a-nd couldMar7-6371bb»unless it is held back by a developing /
scandal regarding refereeing. The Ger
man team has been a puzzle. It has an in
ventive new coach and passionate public
support. But in the preliminary games, it ,
had trouble against major opponents. This may be the year foran
African tearrAto emerge; their technical brilliance has so far been
thwarted by Eck of international experience. In the last World
Cup, two Asian teams-Korea and Japan-showed great progress. /
This World Cup will reveal how much of this enad beer, owed to the fact
that the Cup was played before admiring home fans. And there is
always Brazil, which will guarantee excitement and exuberant
fans. We will know the answer by July 9. In the meantime, 64
games in a month are guaranteed to slake the thirst of even the
********* OVERSET *********
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most frenetic fans-myself included-if
only very briefly. «

Henry-What a terrific piece. Your passion for the game really shines through. Many thanks, and I look forward
to hearing your commentary on the Web. All best, Mark

<<bz0224_1.rtf (application/rtf)>>
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Web Hosting Web Mail

1 From: Sawhill, Ray <Ray.Sawhill@Newsweek.com>
To: lcimino@kmaglobal.com' <tcimino@kmaglobal.com>

Subject: readback
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2006 23:21:56 -0400

Hi Theresa

Here's the piece,which has now been through the editors and which now fits. I notice that when I copy and
paste into the body of this email I can't see any of the blue text — the cuts, the queries and responses, and
such. Maybe you can, but if not, I've included a Word attachment that should show everything.

Fyi, Brett is at 212-445-5659, and I'm at 212-445-4419

Best,

Ray
«bz0224_1.rtf»

<[stk-3],Pele in 1970. Maradona in '86. Every four years, one
player in soccer's World Cup
makes history. Henry A. Kissinger-Nobel Peace Prize winner,
former secretary of
state, soccer fan-shares his golden moments before this
year's June 9 kickoff.letki>

World of
wonder
By henry A. kissinger
On June 9, host country ger
many will inaugurate a month of
football frenzy by playing Costa Rica
in the opening match of the 2006
soccer World Cup. For two weeks,
there will be three matches a day as
the 32 survivors of a global competition (involving
more than 100 teams over a period of three years)
are whittled down to 16. In eight groups of four,
each team plays the others in its group. The top two
teams of each group advance to a sudden-death
round also lasting two weeks and culmi
nating in the final on July 9 in Berlin. Bil
lions around the world will be glued to
+hair taltaitieinn ccitc ot all Fins Ira tif *um rim/
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and night; millions will find ways to inter
rupt their work schedules to watch at least
some of the 64 matches. National morale
in winners and losers will be affected, par
ticularly as the competition nears its end.
I will be one of those viewers and have
arranged my schedule to accommodate its
necessities. Most fans would find it diffi
cult to describe what it is about soccer that
so enthralls them. They would probably
identify it with their passionate adherence
to their favorite club team-a passion that,
in America, is matched only by the most
fanatical adherents of football teams.
I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany where
soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, Wisc. Though play
ing with local amateurs, its team inexplicably won the German
championship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived in
Germany for many more decades than I care to admit, yet I still
follow the fortunes of that team which, in the age of high-salary
professionalism, has been relegated to the second division. Fuerth
periodically seems on the verge of rising to the top league but, as
happened this year, always manages to fall justshort-guaranteeing
the mixture of misery and hope that is the lot of the soccer addict.
The emotions evoked by club teams are, compared to those in
spired by the national team, like a raging streamcompared/hk to Niagara Falls.
Club teams play at least once a week between August and June.
National teams play «hk»only a fraction of that number«hk»«CD: fob o per Kissinger/bb»only a half dozen «U.S.
national team played 20 times this year/sr» a year and, for
the highest prize, only once every four. There is no margin for er
ror or for deferred passions. Victors are heroes; losers are treated
as if they have inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player who
had contributed to the elimination of his team in the 19948/sr Cup by
scoring on his own goal was assassinatedmurdered«Latest news suggests his death may have been unrelated
to Cup/bb» when he returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 100-meter-long«CD: translate to yards? Feet?/bb» field into
an opposing goal requires skills analogous to ballet. Teams that
concentrate on individual skills, like the Brazilians, astonish with
their virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, they sometimes
are so infatuated by their individual artistry that they forget to
score goals and are overcome by more single-minded, strategical
ly oriented teams.
Only the rarest players-like Maradona
for Argentina, dribbling past four or five
English players in the 1986 World Cup-
are able to score by essentially solitary cf
forts. Typically, games are won by team cf
forts. The seductive quality of soccer
resides in the almost intellectual focus
with which the best teams move the ball
down the field to solve the riddle of how,
with each side moving at high speed, to get
a ball past 11 opponents, one of whom (the
goalie) is permitted to use his hands to in
tercept the ball. This turns the game into a
kind of geometry in finding uncovered
open spaces from which to launch an
unimpeded shot on the goal. The great
field generals like «bb»Zinedine«bb» Zidane of
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France or «bb»Franz«bb» Beckenbauer of Germany «bb»are blessed with«bb»had the/changed since Zidane
is still on the French team/bb the
uncanny skill of distributing the ball among their teammates in a
manner that seemsed unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident
in execution. Soccer at its highest level is complexity masquering
«masquerading?kd»as simplicity.
Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic:
when I first became a fan, the 10 field players were distributed as
five forwards, three midfield players and two defenders. As a re
suit, the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders-especially
as the players, not as well conditioned as today, more or less
stayed in their assigned positions. Since then, a radical change in
deployment has taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two, and the
remaining players are deployed in various ways available to
the defense, of which the 4:4:2 system is among the most
widely used. «bb»One of the most dramatic changes was
the introduction of the "sweeper,"«bb»One of the midfielders is usually assigned the role of "sweeper,"/cut
because sweepers are defenders, not midfielders, and teams no longer have sweepers/bb» charged with re
inforcing the most threatened position on the
field. Beckenbauer gave this role an addition
al significance by actingas a sweeper on defense and «bb»like an American
football free safety on defense and like afootball
quarterback in directing the attack
with his subtle passing. The result
wasis a kind of total football: what
ever the assigned position of the
player, he hads the additional
********* TEXT BREAK *********
task of reinforcing the center of
gravity, attack or defense, depending
on the situation.
The practical consequence is that goals
are harder and harder to come by and that
defense tends to dominate over offense (in contrast to most other sports which, with the passage of time, have
increased scoring)«cut because scoring is down in hockey, basketball and football, which changed its rules
recently to decrease scoring/bb».
74Teams-especially national teams-play first of
all not to lose. Since the number of points on the field
from which a shot on goal has a prospect of succeeding
is finite, a disciplined defense can occasionally thwart a
technically superior team. Thus a superbly coached Greek team
defeated a Portuguese team of probably superior individual play
ers in the final for the 2004 European «sr»Football Championship«sr»Cup,
and a very disciplined German team overcame a marvelous team
from the Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974.
I have attended seven World Cup finals (and I have firm plans
to attend one of the semifinals and the final in Berlin this year).
Each has produced a distinctive drama. My first exposure was in
1970 in Mexico City, and it introduced me to the exuberant style of
Brazilian soccerfootball. Led by the incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast
of irrepressible virtuosos, the Brazilians overwhelmed a very good
Italian team by a score of 4-1.The Italian team scored first«Pele scored first/sr»«bb» Pelé scored first-then the
Italians
responded. This should have given«bb» the so-called Azurris (because
of their blue jerseys) an opportunity to apply their Machiavellian
skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by a give-no-
quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It abandoned
whatever theoretical formation with which it had entered the
game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running
the Italian team into the ground. Brazilian panache was aided no
littlp«wnrri missinn,k(1» by thp hinh altihifiA nf MRAM City whirth wnrA rinwn th p rip
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fenders already exhausted from a brutal semifinal between Italy
and Germany. This match was won by Italy 4-3 inovertime extra time«/sr» (with
five of the goals scored in the extra time) and was so rough
that Beckenbauer, having dislocated his
shoulder, completed the game with his
arm in a sling.
While offense triumphed in
1970, an unintended shift of
emphasis helped turn the
tables in 1974 between
the Netherlands
********* TEXT BREAK *********
and Germany in
Munich. The Dutch
team was elegant and offen
sive-minded, inspired by one of
the all-time greats, Johan Cruyff. A
penalty kick gave it the lead in the first
minute before a stunned crowd. It proved a
poisoned chalice. For it tempted the Dutch team
to abandon its finely tuned offense in favor of protecting the
lead. The Germans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon threw every
thing into attack, reinforced by a frenzied home public. This led to
a 2-1 lead just before halftime, which Germany defended tena
ciously through the second half against an increasingly frantic
Dutch side.
In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final be
fore a rabid hometown crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of wild
fluctuations, the Dutch, in the last minute, tied an Argentine team
playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct. But as
happened four years earlier, the Dutch could not stay the course
and lost in overtime. The Argentine victory produced a moment
of respite from the near-civil war conditions and brutal official re
pression wracking Argentina. For 48 hours, Buenos Aires cele
brated with such tumultuous abandon as to hide the bitterness of
the national divisions.
«bb»In 1982, the drama came before the finals. In a semifinalquarterfinal«Italy/Brazil was quarterfinal, not
semi/bb»,
Italy overcame the most attractively playing of all Brazilian teams
by one of its deadly counterattacks, exploiting the recklessness of
the Brazilians, who played to win, not satisfied with the tie that,
under the rules of the period, was their admission ticket into the
final-and which was only minutes away. In one semifinal, Ger
many defeated France, scoring two late goals after falling behind
by two goals in overtime to send it to a penalty kick shootout
against a French team demoralized when a defenderstar attacker was flattened
by the German goalie as he was heading for another score.
I regretted not being able to attend the '86 final due to other
obligations I had at the time. In 1990, in a very tactical defensive
game, I witnessed a systematic German team overcome by an Ar
gentine side that substituted toughness for its usual dexterity. Ar
gentina reached the final primarily because of the uncanny ability
of its goalkeeper to parry penalty shots in shootouts, saving two
against Italy. What added particular piquancy to that feat was that
the goalkeeper was a substitute for the injured first-team goalie.
The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994
World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman
of the American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-
scoring match that might do for American soccer what the Gi
ants-Colts football game of 19578«/sr» did by generating public interest
in nm fnnthall 1 InfnrhinatAlv thA namA was dArtirfAci in a nAnaltv
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shootout after 120 minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.
The final in 1998 in Paris supplied a mystery. An elegant
French team defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant
semifinal victory over the Netherlands, turned
inexplicably lethargic. Its star player
Ronaldo was scratched from the public
lineup «bb»amid injury rumors«bb» an hour
before the game and then reinserted
without participating actively.
Altogether, in the seven finals I
watched, I saw Brazil, Germany and
Italy three times each, the Netherlands
and Argentina twice. The only other start
went to France. Will this elite be broadened
in the World Cup about to begin? Not having seen
most of the national teams of this tournament, a prediction
is difficult. The United States plays in a very tough initial group.
To reach the elimination round, it would have to overcome two
teams it has never beaten, Italy and the Czech Republic (includ
ing former Czechoslovakia) and one team it has never played,
Ghana.«Temma, please ask Dr. Kissinger if we could reinsert my sentence below/bb»both established soccer
powers.«Technically, never played Czech Republic/sr«bb»at least one of two powerhouse European teams in
its group, Italy and the Czech Republic, as well as a talented team from Ghana.«bb » England has the players
to reclaim a major role, though
the recent injury of its star forward «bb»Wayne«bb» Rooney reduces its
prospects. In qualifying, Argentina won more games than any
South American team, including Brazil.
But its composure is not always equal to
its talent. Italy looked overwhelming
when defeating Germany a few months
ago, «Temma: and could advancenb»unless it is held back by a developing
scandal regarding refereeing. The Ger
man team has been a puzzle. It has an in
ventive new coach and passionate public
support. But in the preliminary games, it
had trouble against major opponents. This may be the year foran
African teams to emerge; their technical brilliance has so far been
thwarted by lack of international experience. In the last World
Cup, two Asian teams-Korea and Japan-showed great progress.
This World Cup will reveal how much of this ishad been owed to the fact
that the Cup was played before admiring home fans. And there is
always Brazil, which will guarantee excitement and exuberant
fans. We will know the answer by July 9. In the meantime, 64
games in a month are guaranteed to slake the thirst of even the
********* OVERSET * ****** **
most frenetic fans-myself included-if
only very briefly. «

Henry-What a terrific piece. Your passion for the game really shines through. Many thanks, and I look forward
to hearing your commentary on the Web. All best, Mark

<<bz0224_1stf (application/rtt)>>
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TO: John Bentes, Security for Dr. Kissinger
Tech Gate Vienna

FAX #: 011/43-1/2050i- /ago°

FROM: Theresa Amantea
Home tel: (201) 689-1622

Sir:

The editor at Newsweek who is working on your piece called to say, in
order to save time, he prefers to ask you the following questions in

V Aadvance of sending the proof for approval (so that your responses can be V kja.(15
incorporated beforehand). (Following ¡sa single-spaced version of the OP(Or4- 44piece as submitted so you have it to refer to.):
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Oltwhnt(43/44 2) He is considering switching the order of the two paragraphs on the
44)(4 Sat)) foy 1998 final & 1994 final so they appear in chronologic order and asks if
haqnness this would be okay with you, should he decide to do so.

115 tt klj'
6,1003x. 3) And finally, he would like you to insert a brief sentence about whether
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a) Was '86 one of the seven? If so, he asks you to clarify this.
b) He asks that you Insert a brief sentence explaining why you did

not attend the '86 (if that is the case) & '90 final (in order to
maintain the flow of the piece).
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ARTICLE

On June 9, host country Germany will inaugurate a month of
football frenzy by playing Costa Rica in the opening match of the 2006
soccer World Cup. For two weeks there will be three matches a day,
as the thirty-two survivors of a global competition involving more than
a hundred teams over a period of three years are whittled down to
sixteen. In eight groups of four, each team plays the others in its
group. The top two teams of each group advance to a sudden-death
round also lasting two weeks and culminating in the final on July 9 in
Berlin. Billions around the world will be glued to their television sets at
all hours of the day and night; millions will find ways to interrupt their
work schedules to watch at least some of the sixty-four matches.
National morale in winners and losers will be affected, particularly as
the competition nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged my schedule to
accommodate Its necessities. Most fans would find it difficult to
describe what it is about soccer that so enthralls them. They would
probably identify it with their passionate adherence to their favorite
club team - a passion that, in America, is matched only by the most
fanatical adherents of football teams.

I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany, where
soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, Wisconsin. Though
playing with local amateurs, its team inexplicably won the German
championship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived in
Germany for many more decades than I care to admit, yet I still follow
the fortunes of that team which, in the age of high salary
professionalism, has been relegated to the second division. Fuerth
periodically seems on the verge of rising to the top league but, as this
year, always manages to fall just short - guaranteeing the mixture of
misery and hope that is the lot of the soccer addict.

The emotions evoked by club teams are, to those inspired by the
national team, like a raging stream compared to Niagara Falls. Club
teams play at least once a week, between August and June. National
teams play only a half-dozen games a year and, for the highest prize,
only once every four years. There is no margin for error or for
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deferred passions. Victors are heroes, losers are treated as if they
have inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player, who had
contributed to the elimination of his team in the 1998 Cup by an own
goal, was assassinated when he returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 100-meter long field Into an
opposing goal requires skills analogous to ballet. Especially teams that
concentrate on individual skills - like the Brazilians - astonish with
their virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, they sometimes are
so infatuated by their individual artistry that they forget to score goals
and are overcome by more single-minded, strategically-oriented
teams.

Only the rarest players - like Maradona for Argentina, dribbling
past four or five English players in the 1986 World Cup, are able to
score by essentially solitary efforts. Typically, games are won by team
efforts. The seductive quality of soccer resides in the almost
intellectual focus with which the best teams move the ball down the
field to solve the riddle of how, with each side moving at high speed,
to get a ball past eleven opponents, one of whom - the goalie - is
permitted to use his hands to intercept the ball. This turns the game
Into a kind of geometry in finding uncovered open spaces from which
to launch an unimpeded shot on the goal. The great field generals like
Zidane of France or Beckenbauer of Germany had the uncanny skill of
distributing the ball among their teammates in a manner that seemed
unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident in execution. Soccer at
its highest level is a game of complicated simplicity.

Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic:
When I first became a fan, the ten field players were distributed as
five forwards, three midfield players, and two defenders. As a result,
the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders - especially as the
players, not as well conditioned as today, more or less stayed in their
assigned positions. Since then, a radical change in deployment has
taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two, and the remaining players
are deployed in various ways available to the defense, of which the
4:4:2 system Is among the most widely used. One of the midflelders
is usually assigned the role of "sweeper," charged with reinforcing the
most threatened position on the field. Beckenbauer gave this role an
additional significance by acting as a sweeper on defense and like an
American football quarterback in directing the attack with his subtle
passing. The result Is a kind of total football: whatever the assigned
position of the player, he has the additional task of reinforcing the
center of gravity, attack or defense, depending on the situation.
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The practical consequence is that goals are harder and harder to
come by and that defense tends to dominate over offense (in contrast
to most other sports which, with the passage of time, have increased
scoring). Teams - especially national teams - play first of all not to
lose. Since the number of points on the field from which a shot on
goal has a prospect of succeeding is finite, a disciplined defense can
occasionally thwart a technically superior team. Thus a superbly
coached Greek team defeated a Portuguese team of probably superior
individual players in the final for the 2004 European Cup, and a very
disciplined German team overcame a marvelous team from the
Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974. a nd I hat firm plans •FDct3Ie,d one or -the

t.5err(4nais and he final in eerirri +his ncar,)
I have attended seven World Cup finals;XEach -has produced a

distinctive drama. My first exposure was in 1970 in Mexico City, and it
introduced me to the exuberant style of Brazilian football. Led by the
incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast of irrepressible virtuosos, the
Brazilians overwhelmed a very good Italian team by a score of 4:1.
The Italian team scored first, which usually gives the so-called Azurris
(because of their blue jerseys) an opportunity to apply their
Machiavellian skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by a
give-no-quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It
abandoned whatever theoretical formation with which it had entered
the game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running
the Italian team into the ground. Brazilian panache was aided no little
by the high altitude of Mexico City, which wore down the defenders
already exhausted from a brutal semifinal between Italy and Germany.
This match was won by Italy 4:3 in overtime (with five of the goals
scored In the extra time) and was so rough that Beckenbauer, having
dislocated his shoulder, completed the game with his arm in a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift of
emphasis helped turn the tables in 1974 between the Netherlands and
Germany in Munich. The Dutch team was elegant and offensive-
minded, inspired by one of the all-time greats, Johan Cruyff. A
penalty kick gave it the lead In the first minute before a stunned
crowd. It proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted the Dutch team
to abandon its finely tuned offense in favor of protecting the lead. The
Germans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon threw everything into
attack, reinforced by a frenzied home public. This led to a 2:1 lead
just before halftime, which Germany defended tenaciously through the
second half against an increasingly frantic Dutch side.
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In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final before
a rabid hometown crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of wild
fluctuations, the Dutch, in the last minute, tied an Argentine team
playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct. But as four
years earlier, the Dutch could not stay the course and lost in overtime.
The Argentine victory produced a moment of respite from the near-
civil war conditions and brutal official repression wracking Argentina.
For forty-eight hours, Buenos Aires celebrated with such tumultuous
abandon as to hide the bitterness of the national divisions.

goched the Nnaf

In 1982, it was the semifinals that provided the drama. In one, leccuip-e- e6 %"k
Germany defeated France in overtime after falling behind against a twcannii
French team demoralized when its star attacker was flattened by the pr god —
German goalie as he was heading for another score. In the other, /far foupetnNA
Italy overcame the most attractively playing of all Brazilian teams by penovj hoee •
one of its deadly counterattacks, exploiting the recklessness of the
Brazilians, who played to win, not satisfied with the tie that, under the
rules of the period, was their admission ticket it into the final and
which was only minutes away. A In MO, fn a. ovuerca.1. Nenstuc.

ire-ta 9-De uEefrArr catiVar
The final in 1998 in Paris supplied 

 
 a mystery. An elegant rren

team defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant semifinal
64 victory over the Netherlands, turned inexplicably lethargic. Its star

player Ronaldo was scratched from the public lineup an hour before
the game and then reinserted without participating actively.

The most disappointing match for me w e final of the 1994
World  Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. s honorary chairman of the
American organizing committee, I had h ed for a high-scoring match
that might do for American soccer what the Giants-Colts football game
of 1957 did by generating public interest in professional football.
Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty shootout after 120

._rninutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.

Altogether, in the seven finals I watched, I saw Brazil, Germany
and Italy three times each, the Netherlands and Argentina twice. The
only other start went to France.

ha

Will this elite be broadened in the World Cup about to begin?
Not having seen most of the national teams, I dare not make a
prediction. The United States plays in a very difficult initial group. To
reach the elimination round, it would have to overcome two teams it
has never beaten, Italy and the Czech Republic, both established
soccer powers. England has the players to reclaim a major role,
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though the recent injury of its star forward Rooney reduces its
prospects. In qualifying, Argentina won more games than any South
American team, including Brazil. But its composure is not always
equal to its talent. Italy looked overwhelming when defeating
Germany a few months ago, unless it is held back by a developing
scandal regarding refereeing. The German team has been a puzzle. It
has an inventive new coach and passionate public support. But in the
preliminary games, it had trouble against major opponents. This may
be the year for an African team to emerge, their technical brilliance
has so far been thwarted by lack of international experience. In the
last World Cup, two Asian teams - Korea and Japan - showed great
progress. This World Cup will reveal how much of this had been owed
to the fact that the Cup was played before admiring home fans. And
there is always Brazil, which will guarantee excitement and exuberant
fans. We will know the answer by July 9. In the meantime, sixty-four
games in a month guarantee to slake the thirst for football of even the
most frenetic fans - to the extent that their addiction to the game
permits it.
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On June 9, host country Germany will

inaugurate a month of football frenzy by

playing Costa Rica in the opening match of

the 2006 soccer World Cup. For two weeks,

there will be three matches a day as the 32

survivors oía global competition (involv-

ing more than 100 teams over a period of

three years) are whittled down to 16. In

eight groups of four, each team plays the

others in its group. The top two teams of

each group advance to a sudden-death

round also lasting two weeks and culminat-

ing in the final on July 9 in Berlin. Billions

around the world will be glued to their We,/

vision s at. honr nigkit, millions will find ways to inter-

rupt their work schedules to watch at least

some of the 64 matches.Mmgincialein,EfonerungloseruyabeaffeetecLoarticularlua.thereosoetition nearsits
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I will be one of those viewers and have

arranged my schedule to accommodate its

necessities. Most fans would find it difficult

to describe what it is about soccer that so

enthralls them. They would probably iden-

tify it with their passionate adherence to

their favorite dub team—a passion that. in

America, is matched only by the most fa-

natical adherents of football teams.

1 grew up in Ilierth, a little town in

southern Germany, where soccer had the

status of football in Green Bay, Wisc.

Though playing with local amateurs, its

team inexplicably won the German cham-

pionship three times during my boyhood. I
have not lived in Germany for many more
decades than 1 care to admit, yet 1 still fol-
low the fortunes of that team which, in the

age ofhigh-salary professionalism, has

been relegated to the second division.

nierth periodically seems on the verge of
(PRIVATE Agile:FullNarne)
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rising to the top lapse bu
t, as this year, al-

ways manages to filljust
 short—guarantee-

ing the mixture of miser
y and hope that is

the lot of the soccer add
ict.

'11x emotions evoked b
y club teams are,

compared to those inspire
d by the national

team, like a raging stream
 compared to Ni-

agara Falls. Club teams 
play at least once a

week, between August and 
June. National

teams Play 4Akim
any fewertblitalY—a

laftgall&agiallentaiL
YSLIagaragikkindle. F

lames a year and,

for the highest prize, only
 once every four.

There is no margin for err
or or for deferred

passions. Victors arc heroe
s: losers are

treated as if they have inflic
ted a personal

insult. A Colombian play
er who had con-

tributed to the elimination 
ofhis team in

the 1994gg Cup by scorin
g on his own goal

was ammitalg
isnurdcred.

411211124 when
 he returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot a
long a 100-

End ofcolumn ------

metrylong field into an oppo
sing goal re-

quires skills analogous to bal
lctpecia1Tcania that

concentrate on individual ski
lls—like the

Brazilians—astonish with the
ir virtuosity

and abandon. On the other band
, they

sometimes are so infatuated b
y their indi-

vidual artistry that they forget t
o score goals

and are overcome by more single-mind
ed,

Strategically oriented warns. 11.0
1.1.48104110&:1--.LogaB2D

M,L11,65Egrer&akit!hir..-fak
iigitit

Only the rarest players—like Mara
dona

for Argentina, dribbling past fou
r or five

English players in the 1986 Wo
rld Cup--

are able to score by essentially s
olitary ef-

forts. Typically, games are won by
 team il-

torts. The seductive quality ofsocce
r

resides in the almost intellectual f
ocus with

which the best teams move the ba
ll down

the field to solve the riddle ofhow,
 with

each side moving at high speed, t
o get a ball

past it opponents, one ofwhom (th
e

goalie) is permitted to use his h
ands to in-

kissieger Page 2 of 7
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tercept the ball. This 
turns the game into a

kind ofgeometry in f
inding uncovered

open spaces from wh
ich to launch an

unimpeded shot ontke 
goaL ngGreat field ge

ner-

als like Wane of Fran
ce or Beckenbauer of

Germany had the uncan
ny skill ofdista-

uting the ball among th
eir teammates in a

manner that seemed u
nimaginable in the

abstract and self-eviden
t in orcut

ionlOSILIP
atirathigi

ft.

Over the decades, the game
 has become

increasingly strategic wh
en I first became

a fan, the lo field player
s were distributed

as five forwards, three m
idfield players and

two defiaiders. As a resul
t, the attackers

usually outnumbered the
 defenders—espe-

cially as the players, not
 as well conditioned

as today, more or less st
ayed in their u.

signed positions. Since th
en a radical

change in deployment hu
 taken place. For-

wards rarely exceed two, an
d the remaining

players are deployed in var
ious ways avail-

able to the &ferule, ofwhich
 the 4:4:2 sys-

tem is among the most wide
ly used. One of

the midfielders is usually 
assigned the role

orsweeper," charged wit
h reinforcing the

most threatened position o
n the field.

Beckenbauer gave this role a
n additional

significance by acting as a s
weeper on de-

fense and like an Americsui
 football quar-

terback in dirating the att
ack with his sub-

tle passing. The result is a ki
nd oftotal

football: whatever the assigne
d position of

the player, he has the additio
nal task °frt.-

inforcing the center ofgavity
, attack or de-

fense, depending on the situa
tion.

The practical consequence is t
hat goals

-- End of column ---
 —

are harder and harder to com
e by and that

defense tends to dominate ov
er offense (in

contrast to most other sport
s which, with

the passage of time, have increa
sed scot-

Idssinger Page 3 of 7
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ing). Teams—esp
ecially national

 teams—

play first of all no
t to lose. Since th

e num-

ber of points on t
he field from whi

ch a shot

on goal has a pr
ospect ofstuxeed

ing is fi-

nite, a disciplined
 defense can occa

sionally

thwart a technica
lly superior team

. Thus a

superbly coached
 Greek team defe

ated a

Portuguese team 
of probably super

ior indi-

vidual players in t
he final for the 20

04 Eu-

ropean ttgrgootba
ll Champions

hipmilw, and a
 very

disciplined Germa
n team overcame a

 mar-

velous team from 
the Netherlands i

n the

World Cup of1974
.

1 have attended se
ven World Cup fi

nals,

and [bave firm pl
ans to attend one o

fthe

semi-finals and th
e final in Berlin th

is

year.Each has prod
uced a distinctive

 dra-

ma. My first expos
ure was in 1970 in

 Mexi-

co City, and it intr
oduced moto the e

xuber-

ant style of Brazilia
n football. Led by t

he

incomparable Peli
 and an all-star cast

 of ir-

repressible virtuos
os, the Brazilians ov

er-

whelmed a very goo
d Italian team by a

score of4-1.IL
ieleggsgus

liz1i5r?eg
ut, Pelé scored fir

st, then the Ital-

ians responded. Thi
s should have giva

tan the

so-called Azurris (b
ecause of their blu

e jer-

seys) an opportuni
ty to apply their Ma

chi-

avellian skill in frus
trating the oppone

nt in-

to rash errors by a
 give-no-quarter def

ense.

But Brazil did not p
lay by the book It a

ban-

doned whatever theo
retical formation wi

th

which it had entered 
the game and threw

every player into a w
ild offense, literall

y

running the Italian t
eam into the ground

.

Brazilian panache w
as aided no little by t

he

high altitude of Mexi
co City, which wore

down the defenders
 already exhausted fro

m

a brutal semifinal bet
ween Italy and Ger-

many. This match wa
s won by Italy 4-3 In

ffintjaw

extra timegism (wit
h five of the goals scor

ed in

the extra time) and w
as so rough that Bec

k-

c-nbauer, having disl
ocated his shoulder.

kissinger Page 4 of 7
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completed the game
 with his arm in a 

sling.

While offal= trium
phed in 1970, an

unintended shift of 
emphasis helped tur

n

the tables in 1974 be
tween the Netherla

nds

and Germany in Mun
ich. The Dutch team

was elegant and off
ensive-minded, in-

spired by one ofthe al
l-time greats, Johan

Cruyff. A penalty kic
k gave Itthe lead in th

e

first minute before a 
stunned crowd. It

proved a poisoned c
halice. For it tempted

the Dutch team to a
bandon its finely tune

d

End ofpage ---

offense in favor ofpro
tecting the lead. The

Germans, led by Becke
nbauer, thereupon

threw everything into at
tack, reinforcal by

a frenzied home publi
c. This led to a2-1

leadjugt before halftim
e, which Germany de-

fended tenaciously th
rough the second half

against an increasingl
y frantic Dutch side.

In 1978, the Netherland
s found itself

once more in a final bef
ore a rabid home-

town crowd in Buenos A
ires. In agame of

wild fluctuations, the Du
tch, in the last

minute, tied an Argenti
ne team playing

with Brazilian flair and 
European killer in-

stinct. But as four year
s earlier. the Dutch

could not stay the cour
se and lost in over-

time. The Argentine vic
tory produced a

moment of respite from
 the near-civil war

conditions and brutal off
icial repression

wracking Argentina. Fo
r 48 hours, Buena°

Aires celebrated with suc
h tumultuous

abandon as to hide the bi
tterness of thc na-

tional divisions.

In 1982, it was the semifin
als that pro-

vided the draina. ¡none
, Germany defeated

France In overtime after
 falling behind

against a French team dem
oralized when

its star attacker was flat
tened by the Ger-

man goalie as he was he
ading for another

score. In the other, Italy overca
me the most

kissinger Page 5 at 7
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attractively playing
 cf all Brazilian t

eams

by one of its deadl
y counterattacks,

 exploit-

ing the recklessne
ss of the Brazilia

ns, Who

played to viin. not
 satisfied with th

e tic

that, under the tu
les of the period, wa

s

their admission t
icket it hit» the fin

al and

which was only mi
nutes away.

The rnost disappo
inting match for m

e

was the final of the 1
994 World Cup at th

e

Rose Bowl in Pasa
dena. (1 regretted n

ot be-

ing able to attend 
the '86 final due to

 other

ohligationsaltfL
ailltitgw 1990,

 in a val tactical d
e-

fensive gam. di
& witnessedgb

k a systematic Ger
-

man team overann
e an Argentine side

 that

substituted toughn
ess for its usual des

teri-

tY-.4k4s_hish. f1
21/1Gernianygitz. 

reached the final g
tlawhen its

goallocePc, sand a pena
lty shot-SW-

IdBALIVIM
AKtalLIAM

IDIMiti.9
1

6.0144CALiall8X2M
111171.40S4MIgkol

iktkba-h1111=0111
Le ) As hon-

orary chairman ofth
e American organi

zing

=mince, I had h
oped fora high-sc

oring

match that might d
o for American socc

er

what the Giants-Col
ts football game of

195784.40 did by
 generating public i

nterest in

profeLisktig football
. Unfortunately, the

 game was

decided in a penalty
 shootout alter 120

minutes ofscorelcss
 tactical maneuverin

g.

The final in 1998 in
 Paris supplied a

mystery. An elegant
 French team defeat

ed a

Brazilian squad whic
h, after a brilliant

--- End of co
lumn -----

semifinal victory ove
r the Netherlands,

turned inexplicably
 lethargic. Its star pla

y-

er Ronaldo was scra
tched from the publi

c

lineup an hour before
 the game and then

reinserted without pa
rticipating actively.

Altogether, in the se
mi fluais!

watched, Isaw Brazil.
 Germany and Italy

three times each, th
e Netherlands and As

-

gentkia twice. The on
ly other start wait t

o

France. VVill this elit
e be broadened in th

e

World Cup about to b
egin? Not having

kissinger Page 6 of 7
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seen most of the natio
nal teams, I dare not

make a prediction.Eb
b_ •.e.S.Nagiut • dgallhe Uni

ted States plays

in *my difficult initia
l group. To reach the

elimination round, it w
ould have to ova-

wax WILegglit
ilsTaritagglak-trA

LOMSAgillatIlai‘bi
dAga-bli_ahdr@M

PQMIalcilDialkiaga
t

p.laseatlagiuta
saione team its nev

er beaten (Italy), one

team its never played 
(Ghana) and one

team its lost to (Czech
 Republic, then

Czechoslovakia)ah E
ngland has the player

s

to reclahn a major role,
 though the realit

injury of its atar forwar
d Rooney reduces

its prospects. In qualif
ying. Argentina won

more games than any S
outh American

team, including Bruil. B
ut its composure

is not always equal to it
s talent Italy looked

overwhelming when de
feating Germany a

few =mils ago, unless it
 is held back by*

developing scandal regar
ding refereeing.

The German team has b
een a puzzle. It has

an inventive new coach a
nd passionate

public support. But in di
e preliminary

games. it had trouble agai
nst major oppo-

nents. This may be the ye
ar for an African

team to emerge; their tech
nical brilliance

has so far been thwarted b
y lack of interna-

tional experience. In the l
ast World Cup,

two Asian teams-Korea a
nd Japan--

showed great progress. Th
is World Cup

will reveal haw much ofthi
s had been

owed to the fact that the Cup
 was played

before admiring home fa
ns. And there is al-

ways Brazil, which will guar
antee excite-

ment and exuberant fans. W
e will know the

anSWCr bYJulY 9
. In the meantime, 64

games in a month guarante
e to slake the

thirst for soccer of even th
e most frenetic

gins- • .4 41 1 L • 
"'
_J
t • 412NilYgf

jgrdbatI
CSLUU

LCUOrk-' 12t
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ARRIVAL

Sir:

The editor from Newsweek said to let you know they won't have the
proof until tomorrow. Apparently he doesn't have the layout of the
space Into which the piece will be printed yet.

I conveyed the changes we discussed to him, and he was more than
satisfied.

I will get the proof off to you as soon as I have it.
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ARTICLE

On June 9, host country Germany will inaugurate a month of

football frenzy by playing Costa Rica in the opening match of the 2006

soccer World Cup. For two weeks there will be three matches a day,

as the thirty-two survivors of a global competition involving more than

a hundred teams over a period of three years are whittled down to

sixteen. In eight groups of four, each team plays the others in its

group. The top two teams of each group advance to a sudden-death

round also lasting two weeks and culminating in the final on July 9 in

Berlin. Billions around the world will be glued to their television sets at

all hours of the day and night; millions will find ways to interrupt their

work schedules to watch at least some of the sixty-four matches.
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National morale in winners and losers will be affected, particularly as

the competition nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged my schedule to

accommodate Its necessities. Most fans would find it difficult to

describe what it Is about soccer that so enthralls them. They would

probably identify it with their passionate adherence to their favorite

club team - a passion that, in America, is matched only by the most

fanatical adherents of football teams.

I grew up In Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany, where

soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, Wisconsin. Though

playing with local amateurs, its team inexplicably won the German

championship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived in

Germany for many more decades than I care to admit, yet I still follow

the fortunes of that team which, in the age of high salary

professionalism, has been relegated to the second division. Fuerth
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periodically seems on the verge of rising to the top league but, as this

year, always manages to fall just short - guaranteeing the mixture of

misery and hope that is the lot of the soccer addict.

The emotions evoked by club teams are, to those inspired by the

national team, like a raging stream compared to Niagara Falls. Club

teams play at least once a week, between August and June. National

teams play only a half-dozen games a year and, for the highest prize,

only once every four years. There is no margin for error or for

deferred passions. Victors are heroes, losers are treated as if they

have inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player, who had

contributed to the elimination of his team in the 1998 Cup by an own

goal, was assassinated when he returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 100-meter long field into an

opposing goal requires skills analogous to ballet. Especially teams that

concentrate on individual skills - like the Brazilians - astonish with
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their virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, they sometimes are

so infatuated by their individual artistry that they forget to score goals

and are overcome by more single-minded, strategically-oriented

teams.

Only the rarest players - like Maradona for Argentina, dribbling

past four or five English players in the 1986 World Cup, are able to

score by essentially solitary efforts. Typically, games are won by team

efforts. The seductive quality of soccer resides in the almost

intellectual focus with which the best teams move the ball down the

field to solve the riddle of how, with each side moving at high speed,

to get a ball past eleven opponents, one of whom - the goalie - is

permitted to use his hands to intercept the ball. This turns the game

Into a kind of geometry in finding uncovered open spaces from which

to launch an unimpeded shot on the goal. The great field generals like

Zidane of France or Beckenbauer of Germany had the uncanny skill of

li
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distributing the ball among their teammates in a manner that seemed

unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident in execution. Soccer at

Its highest level is a game of complicated simplicity.

Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic:

When I first became a fan, the ten field players were distributed as

five forwards, three midfield players, and two defenders. As a result,

the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders — especially as the

players, not as well conditioned as today, more or less stayed in their

assigned positions. Since then, a radical change in deployment has

taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two, and the remaining players

are deployed in various ways available to the defense, of which the

4:4:2 system Is among the most widely used. One of the midfielders

Is usually assigned the role of "sweeper," charged with reinforcing the

most threatened position on the field. Beckenbauer gave this role an

additional significance by acting as a sweeper on defense and like an
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American football quarterback in directing the attack with his subtle

passing. The result is a kind of total football: whatever the assigned

position of the player, he has the additional task of reinforcing the

center of gravity, attack or defense, depending on the situation.

The practical consequence is that goals are harder and harder to

come by and that defense tends to dominate over offense (in contrast

to most other sports which, with the passage of time, have increased

scoring). Teams - especially national teams - play first of all not to

lose. Since the number of points on the field from which a shot on

goal has a prospect of succeeding is finite, a disciplined defense can

occasionally thwart a technically superior team. Thus a superbly

coached Greek team defeated a Portuguese team of probably superior

individual players in the final for the 2004 European Cup, and a very

disciplined German team overcame a marvelous team from the

Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974.





7

I have attended seven World Cup finals. Each has produced a

distinctive drama. My first exposure was in 1970mn Mexico City, and it

introduced me to the exuberant style of Brazilian football. Led by the

incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast of irrepressible virtuosos, the

Brazilians overwhelmed a very good Italian team by a score of 4:1.

The Italian team scored first, which usually gives the so-called Azurris

(because of their blue jerseys) an opportunity to apply their

Machiavellian skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by a

give-no-quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It

abandoned whatever theoretical formation with which it had entered

the game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running

the Italian team into the ground. Brazilian panache was aided no little

by the high altitude of Mexico City, which wore down the defenders

already exhausted from a brutal semifinal between Italy and Germany.

This match was won by Italy 4:3 in overtime (with five of the goals



.
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scored in the extra time) and was so rough that Beckenbauer, having

dislocated his shoulder, completed the game with his arm in a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift of

emphasis helped turn the tables in 1T974 between the Netherlands and
1,

Germany in Munich. The Dutch team was elegant and offensive-

minded, inspired by one of the all-time greats, Johan Cruyff. A

penalty kick gave it the lead in the first minute before a stunned

crowd. It proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted the Dutch team

to abandon its finely tuned offense in favor of protecting the lead. The

Germans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon threw everything into

attack, reinforced by a frenzied home public. This led to a 2:1 lead

Just before halftime, which Germany defended tenaciously through the

second half against an increasingly frantic Dutch side.

In 197-8,Ithe Netherlands found itself once more in a final before

a rabid hometown crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of wild
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fluctuations, the Dutch, in the last minute, tied an Argentine team

playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct. But as four

years earlier, the Dutch could not stay the course and lost in overtime.

The Argentine victory produced a moment of respite from the near-

civil war conditions and brutal official repression wracking Argentina.

For forty-eight hours, Buenos Aires celebrated with such tumultuous

abandon as to hide the bitterness of the national divisions.

In 1982, it was the semifinals that provided the drama. In one,

Germany defeated France in overtime after falling behind against a

French team demoralized when its star attacker was flattened by the

German goalie as he was heading for another score. In the other,

Italy overcame the most attractively playing of all Brazilian teams by

one of its deadly counterattacks, exploiting the recklessness of the

Brazilians, who played to win, not satisfied with the tie that, under the



.
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rules of the period, was their admission ticket it into the final and

which was only minutes away./ L6 j211)fr

The final in 1998 in Paris supplied a mystery. An elegant French

team defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant semifinal

victory over the Netherlands, turned inexplicably lethargic. Its star

player Ronaldo was scratched from the public lineup an hour before

the game and then reinserted without participating actively.

The most disappointing match for me was the final of the5§-947

Or 4.2A (S Chailtd fbAZ Ca)

World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman of the is

American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-scoring match

that might do for American soccer what the Giants-Colts football game

of 1957 did by generating public interest in professional football.

Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty shootout after 120

minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.

G\°\/)--
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Altogether, in the seven finals I watched, I saw Brazil, Germany

and Italy three times each, the Netherlands and Argentina twice. The

only other start went to France.

Will this elite be broadened in the World Cup about to begin?

Not having seen most of the national teams, I dare not make a

prediction. The United States plays in a very difficult initial group. To

reach the elimination round, it would have to overcome two teams it

has never beaten, Italy and the Czech Republic, both established

soccer powers. England has the players to reclaim a major role,

though the recent injury of its star forward Rooney reduces its

prospects. In qualifying, Argentina won more games than any South

American team, including Brazil. But its composure is not always

equal to its talent. Italy looked overwhelming when defeating

Germany a few months ago, unless it is held back by a developing

scandal regarding refereeing. The German team has been a puzzle. It
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has an inventive new coach and passionate public support. But in the

preliminary games, it had trouble against major opponents. This may

be the year for an African team to emerge, their technical brilliance

has so far been thwarted by lack of international experience. In the

last World Cup, two Asian teams - Korea and Japan - showed great

progress. This World Cup will reveal how much of this had been owed

to the fact that the Cup was played before admiring home fans. And

there is always Brazil, which will guarantee excitement and exuberant

fans. We will know the answer by July 9. In the meantime, sixty-four

games in a month guarantee to slake the thirst for football of even the

most frenetic fans - to the extent that their addiction to the game

permits it.
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Web Hosting Web Mail Please give to Dr. Ki5stnger
EFrom: Mark Whitaker <Mark.VVhitaker@Newsweek.com>

To: <tcimino@kmaglobal.com>
Cc: Fareed.Zakaria <Fareed.Zakaria@Newsweek.com>

Subject: Dr. Kissinger's soccer piece
Date: Mon, 29 May 2006 17:54:36 -0400

Theresa,
Please tell Henry that Fareed passed along his piece for me to read, and that I think it's terrific and will

also plan to run it in our domestic edition. Please also tell him that we're looking forward to his doing occasional
taped commentary during the World Cup for our Web site and that editors from Newsweek.com will be in touch
to discuss logistics.

Regards,
Mark Whitaker
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On June 9, host country Germany will inaugurate a month or;

football frenzy by playing Costa Rica In the opening match of the 2606,,

soccer World Cup. For two weeks there will be three matches a day,

as the thirty-two survivors of a global competition Involving more than

a hundred teams over a period of three years are whittled down to,

sixteen. In eight groups of four, each team plays the others in I•

group. The top two teams of each group advance to a sudden-death

round also lasting two weeks and culminating in the final on July 9ii1

Berlin. Billions around the world will be glued to their television sets at

all hours of the day and night; millions will find ways to interrupt 6)6ir

Mae_

work schedules to watch at least some of the sixty-throe matches.: e (v)
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National morale in winners and losers will be affec
ted, particularly as

the competition nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged m
y schedule to

accommodate its necessities. Most fans would find it diff
icult to

describe what it is about soccer that so enthralls them. Th
ey would

probably identify it with their passionate adherence to their favo
rite.'

club team - a passion that, in America, is matched only by the mo
t

fanatical adherents of football teams.

I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany, where

soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, Wisconsin. Though':

playing with local amateurs, Its team Inexplicably won the German'

championship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived In

Germany for many more decades than I care to admit, yet I still ft5llow

the fortunes of that team which, in the age of high salary

professionalism, has been relegated to the second division. North
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periodically seems on the verge of rising to the top league 
but, as 416

year, always manages to fall just short - guaranteeing the 
mixture:of.

misery and hope that Is the lot of the soccer addict.

The emotions evoked by club teams are, to those inspired !Wei&

national team, like a raging stream compared to Niagara Falls. CIU;b,

teams play at least once a week, between August and June. National

teams play only a half-dozen games a year and, for the highest prize,

only once every four years. There is no margin for error or for

deferred passions. Victors are heroes; losers are treated as If they

have Inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player, who had

contributed to the elimination of his team in the 1998 Cup by an drin

goal, was assassinated when he returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 100-meter long field Intofs,an':

opposing goal requires skills analogous to ballet. Especially teams that

concentrate on individual skills - like the Brazilians - astonish with
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their virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, t
hey sometimes re.'

so infatuated by their individual artistry that they forg
et to score Oils

and are overcome by more single-minded, strategically
-oriented

teams.

Only the rarest players - like Maradona for Argentina, dribbliilg

past four or five English players in the 1986 World Cup, are able td

score by essentially solitary efforts. Typically, games are won by Itearn

efforts. The seductive quality of soccer resides in the almost

intellectual focus with which the best teams move the ball down 66-

field to solve the riddle of how, with each side moving at high speed'

to get a ball past eleven opponents, one of whom - the goalie - Is

permitted to use his hands to intercept the ball. This turns the gaine

into a kind of geometry In finding uncovered open spaces from which

to launch an unimpeded shot on the goal. The great field

Zldane of France or Beckenbauer of Germany had the uncanny skill of
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distributing the ball among their teammates In a 
manner that seerned,

unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident in execution. 
Soccerát•

Its highest level Is a game of complicated simplicity.

Over the decades, the game has become Increasingly s
trateiii:

•

When I first became a fan, the ten field players were distributed as „

five forwards, three midfield players, and two defenders. As a resul
t,'

the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders - especially as t
he

players, not as well conditioned as today, more or less stayed In their,'

assigned positions. Since then, a radical change in deployment his.,

taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two, and the remaining players

are deployed in various ways available to the defense, of which thb'

4:4:2 system is among the most widely used. One of the midflelds

Is usually assigned the role of ‘sweeper," charged with reinforcinthe

most threatened position on the field. Beckenbauer gave this tutean

additional significance by acting as a sweeper on defense and like/an
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American football quarterback In directing the attack with his subt
le

passing. The result is a kind of total football: whatever the assigned

position of the player, he has the additional task (ofihinforctnghile •

center of gravity, attack or defense, depending on the situation.

The practical consequence is that goals are harder and hardE;i'to'

come by and that defense tends to dominate over offense (In contrast

to most other sports which, with the passage of time, have increased'

scoring). Teams - espedally national teams - play first of all not to

lose. Since the number of points on the field from which a shot on

goal has a prospect of succeeding is finite, a disciplined defense On

occasionally thwart a technically superior team. Thus a superbly

coached Greek team defeated a Portuguese team of probably supiiior

Individual players in the final for the 2004 European Cup, and a very

disciplined German team overcame a marvelous team from the

Netherlands in the World cup of 1974.
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I have attended seven World Cup finals. Each has 
produced

distinctive drama. My first exposure was in 1970 in Mexico 
City, and it

Introduced me to the exuberant style of Brazilian football. Led 
by thee

incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast of irrepressible virtuosos, the

Brazilians overwhelmed a very good Italian team by a score of 
'

The Italian team scored first, which usually gives the so-called Azu
ls

(because of their blue jerseys) an opportunity to apply their

Machiavellian skill In frustrating the opponent Into rash errors by a:,

give-no-quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It

abandoned whatever theoretical formation with which It had enterbd' •

the game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running •
,

the Italian team into the ground. Brazilian panache was aided no ',little

by the high altitude of Mexico City, which wore down the defenders'

already exhausted from a brutal semifinal between Italy and Gern:iiiity.'

(-ne-vg Af;.-d..zef ari 
,,A•Nwmf

This match was won by Italy 4:3 in overtime and was so rough that
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Beckenbauer, having dislocated his shoulder, completed the game 
With

his arm in a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift of

emphasis helped turn the tables in 1974 between the Netherland
s and

Germany In Munich. The Dutch team was elegant and offensive-

minded, inspired by one of the all-time greats, Johan Cruyff. A

penalty kick gave it the lead in the first minute before a stunned

crowd. It proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted the Dutch team

q`k461ê

to abandon its finely tuned offense in favor o aft-Italiaskstylesiefigie;-:-.-- •

The Germans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon threw everything Into,

attack, reinforced by a frenzied home public. This led to a 2:1 lebal•••

eri

just before halftime, which Germany defended tenaciously through the

.4zectr
second half

•

44'41-‘

In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final *ore

a rabid hometown crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of wild
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fluctuationif n the last minut the Dutc ed an Argentine team

playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct.
 But as fourl

years earlier, the Dutch could not stay the course a
nd lost In over‘ne:

The Argentine victory produced a moment of respite fro
m (ithe4r-

I

civil war conditions and brutal official repression wracking 
Argentina,:

For forty-eight hours, Buenos Aires celebrated with such tum
ultuotis' ,

abandon as to hide the bitterness of the national divisions.

In 1982, It was the semifinals that provided the drama. In one,

Germany defeated France in overtime after falling behind against -4::

French team demoralized when Its star attacker was flattened by the

German goalie as he was heading for another score. In the other;

Italy overcame the most attractively playlng of all Brazilian teamebY

one of Its deadly counterattacks, exploiting th

forwavd-Thfustin9 Brazilians at satisfied with the tie that, under the

' •
4.Z"1..... •
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rules of the period, was their admission 
ticket it Into the final and

whichw only minutes away.4S

;-vi fLpp4 :.

e final InI 1998 upped a mystery. An 
elegant French tékni

defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a bril
liant semifinal victory ci,ver

the Netherlands, turned inexplicably lethargic.
 Its star player Ronaido

was scratched from the public lineup an hour befor
e the game and

then reinserted without

The most disappointing match for me was the final of
 the 1994

World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorar
y chairman &the •

American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-sc
oring mh

that might do for American soccer what the Giants-Colts
 football gire

of 1957 did by generating public interest In professional 
football. ".

Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty shootout 
after 00

minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.



.
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Altogether, in the seven finals I watched, I saw Brazil, Germny

and Italy three times each, the Netherlands and Argentina 
twice. The

only other start went to France.

Will this elite be broadened In the World Cup about to begin?

Not having seen most of the national teams, I dare not make a 4

prediction.tiSilW4.England reclaina major role, ough the

recent Injury of its star layrhooney reduces its prospects. Italy.

l.%. pa.**
; 

—.. 
-

"4"............e.,

looked overwhelming when defeating Germany a féw months agt.'-""t—i-"-x-1

unless it is held back by a developing scandal regarding refereeing.
1( ...

The German team has been a puzzle. It has an inventive new coapi

111411141:V4114417

•

bt. • 47..r

and passionate public support. But in the preliminary games, it imd 41

trouble against major opponents. This may be the year for an AfAigh

team to emerge; their technical brilliance has so far been thwarted by

lack of international experience. In the last World Cup, two Asian!.

teams - Korea and Japan - showed great progress. This World CiiP

AS

,
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will reveal how much of this had been owed to the fact that the Cu

was played before admiring home fans. e United States plays in a

;putir...14
•

very difficult initial group 4f would have to overcome Italy and the

Czech Republic, both established soccer powers4o reach the

elimination round. And there is always Brazils which will guarante "

o
pipr- W." 1.0..." pm.

excitement and exu. rant fans. We will know the answer by July.'9.

In the meantime, sixty games in a month guarantee to slakethe

thirst for football of even the most frenetic fans - to the extent that

their addiction to the game permits it.

• .
TOTAL P.12
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Sir:

I noticed that on the bottom of p. 1 you refer to 63 matches, but

then on the last page, you say 64. (I was not certain which is correct

and therefore did not make a change.)

As you requested, I did check the Internet for the score of the

1970 final between Brazil and Italy, and it was indeed 4:1.

Since you did not want it printed at the top, just as a reference,

the word count for this draft (#3) is 1834.

7:hz.,
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ARTICLE

On June 9, host country Germany will inaugurate a month of

football frenzy by playing Costa Rica in the opening match of the 2006

soccer World Cup. For two weeks there will be three matches a day,

as the thirty-two survivors of a global competition involving more than

a hundred teams over a period of three years are whittled down to

sixteen. In eight groups of four, each team plays the others in its

group. The top two teams of each group advance to a sudden-death

round also lasting two weeks and culminating in the final on July 9 in

Berlin. Billions around the world will be glued to their television sets at

all hours of the day and night, millions will find ways to interrupt their

work schedules to watch at least some of the sixty-three matches.
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National morale in winners and losers will be affected, particularly as

the competition nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged my schedule to

accommodate its necessities. Most fans would find it difficult to

describe what it is about soccer that so enthralls them. They would

probably identify it with their passionate adherence to their favorite

club team - a passion that, in America, is matched only by the most

fanatical adherents of football teams.

I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany, where

soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, Wisconsin. Though

playing with local amateurs, its team inexplicably won the German

championship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived in

Germany for many more decades than I care to admit, yet I still follow

the fortunes of that team which, in the age of high salary

professionalism, has been relegated to the second division. Fuerth
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periodically seems on the verge of rising to the top league but, as this

year, always manages to fall just short - guaranteeing the mixture of

misery and hope that is the lot of the soccer addict.

The emotions evoked by club teams are, to those inspired by the

national team, like a raging stream compared to Niagara Falls. Club

teams play at least once a week, between August and June. National

teams play only a half-dozen games a year and, for the highest prize,

only once every four years. There is no margin for error or for

deferred passions. Victors are heroes; losers are treated as if they

have inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player, who had

contributed to the elimination of his team in the 1998 Cup by an own

goal, was assassinated when he returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 100-meter long field into an

opposing goal requires skills analogous to ballet. Especially teams that

concentrate on individual skills - like the Brazilians - astonish with
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their virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, they sometimes are

so infatuated by their individual artistry that they forget to score goals

and are overcome by more single-minded, strategically-oriented

teams.

Only the rarest players - like Maradona for Argentina, dribbling

past four or five English players in the 1986 World Cup, are able to

score by essentially solitary efforts. Typically, games are won by team

efforts. The seductive quality of soccer resides in the almost

intellectual focus with which the best teams move the ball down the

field to solve the riddle of how, with each side moving at high speed,

to get a ball past eleven opponents, one of whom - the goalie - is

permitted to use his hands to intercept the ball. This turns the game

into a kind of geometry in finding uncovered open spaces from which

to launch an unimpeded shot on the goal. The great field generals like

Zidane of France or Beckenbauer of Germany had the uncanny skill of
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distributing the ball among their teammates in a manner that seemed

unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident in execution. Soccer at

its highest level is a game of complicated simplicity.

Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic:

When I first became a fan, the ten field players were distributed as

five forwards, three midfield players, and two defenders. As a result,

the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders - especially as the

players, not as well conditioned as today, more or less stayed in their

assigned positions. Since then, a radical change in deployment has

taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two, and the remaining players

are deployed in various ways available to the defense, of which the

4:4:2 system is among the most widely used. One of the midfielders

is usually assigned the role of "sweeper," charged with reinforcing the

most threatened position on the field. Beckenbauer gave this role an

additional significance by acting as a sweeper on defense and like an
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American football quarterback in directing the attack with his subtle

passing. The result is a kind of total football: whatever the assigned

position of the player, he has the additional task [of] reinforc[ing] the

center of gravity, attack or defense, depending on the situation.

The practical consequence is that goals are harder and harder to

come by and that defense tends to dominate over offense (in contrast

to most other sports which, with the passage of time, have increased

scoring). Teams — especially national teams — play first of all not to

lose. Since the number of points on the field from which a shot on

goal has a prospect of succeeding is finite, a disciplined defense can

occasionally thwart a technically superior team. Thus a superbly

coached Greek team defeated a Portuguese team of probably superior

individual players in the final for the 2004 European Cup, and a very

disciplined German team overcame a marvelous team from the

Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974.
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I have attended seven World Cup finals. Each has produced a

distinctive drama. My first exposure was in 1970 in Mexico City, and it

introduced me to the exuberant style of Brazilian football. Led by the

incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast of irrepressible virtuosos, the

Brazilians overwhelmed a very good Italian team by a score of 4:1.

The Italian team scored first, which usually gives the so-called Azurris

(because of their blue jerseys) an opportunity to apply their

Machiavellian skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by a

give-no-quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It

abandoned whatever theoretical formation with which it had entered

the game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running

the Italian team into the ground. Brazilian panache was aided no little

by the high altitude of Mexico City, which wore down the defenders

already exhausted from a brutal semifinal between Italy and Germany.

This match was won by Italy 4:3 in overtime and was so rough that
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Beckenbauer, having dislocated his shoulder, completed the game with

his arm in a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift of

emphasis helped turn the tables in 1974 between the Netherlands and

Germany in Munich. The Dutch team was elegant and offensive-

minded, inspired by one of the all-time greats, Johan Cruyff. A

penalty kick gave it the lead in the first minute before a stunned

crowd. It proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted the Dutch team

to abandon its finely tuned offense in favor of an Italian-style defense.

The Germans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon threw everything into

attack, reinforced by a frenzied home public. This led to a 2:1 lead

just before halftime, which Germany defended tenaciously through the

second half.

In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more In a final before

a rabid hometown crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of wild
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fluctuation, in the last minute the Dutch tied an Argentine team

playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct. But as four

years earlier, the Dutch could not stay the course and lost in overtime.

The Argentine victory produced a moment of respite from [the] near-

civil war conditions and brutal official repression wracking Argentina.

For forty-eight hours, Buenos Aires celebrated with such tumultuous

abandon as to hide the bitterness of the national divisions.

In 1982, it was the semifinals that provided the drama. In one,

Germany defeated France in overtime after falling behind against a

French team demoralized when its star attacker was flattened by the

German goalie as he was heading for another score. In the other,

Italy overcame the most attractively playing of all Brazilian teams by

one of its deadly counterattacks, exploiting the enthusiasm of the

forward-thrusting Brazilians not satisfied with the tie that, under the
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rules of the period, was their admission ticket it into the final and

which was only minutes away.

[The final in] 1998 supplied a mystery. An elegant French team

defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant semifinal victory over

the Netherlands, turned inexplicably lethargic. Its star player Ronald°

was scratched from the public lineup an hour before the game and

then reinserted without playing any role in the final.

The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994

World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman of the

American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-scoring match

that might do for American soccer what the Giants-Colts football game

of 1957 did by generating public interest in professional football.

Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty shootout after 120

minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.
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Altogether, in the seven finals I watched, I saw Brazil, Germany

and Italy three times each, the Netherlands and Argentina twice. The

only other start went to France.

Will this elite be broadened in the World Cup about to begin?

Not having seen most of the national teams, I dare not make a

prediction. I expect England to reclaim a major role, though the

recent injury of its star player Rooney reduces its prospects. Italy

looked overwhelming when defeating Germany a few months ago,

unless it is held back by a developing scandal regarding refereeing.

The German team has been a puzzle. It has an inventive new coach

and passionate public support. But in the preliminary games, it had

trouble against major opponents. This may be the year for an African

team to emerge; their technical brilliance has so far been thwarted by

lack of international experience. In the last World Cup, two Asian

teams - Korea and Japan - showed great progress. This World Cup
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will reveal how much of this had been owed to the fact that the Cup

was played before admiring home fans. The United States plays in a

very difficult initial group. It would have to overcome Italy and the

Czech Republic, both established soccer powers, to reach the

elimination round. And there is always Brazil, which will guarantee

excitement and exuberant fans. We will know the answer by July 9.

In the meantime, sixty-four games in a month guarantee to slake the

thirst for football of even the most frenetic fans - to the extent that

their addiction to the game permits it.
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On June 9, host country Germany will inaugurate a month of

football frenzy by playing Costa Rica in the opening match of the 2006

soccer World Cup. For two weeks there will be three matches a day,

as the thirty-two survivors of a global competition involving more than

a hundred teams over a period of three years are whittled down to

sixteen. In eight groups of four, each team plays the others in its

group. The top two teams of each group advance to a sudden-death

round also lasting two weeks and culminating in the final on July 9 in

Berlin. Billions around the world will be glued to their television sets at

all hours of the day and night; millions will find ways to interrupt their

.ek.c.e.,

)work schedules to watch at least some of the sixty-three matches.
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National morale in winners and losers will be affected, particularly as

the competition nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged my schedule to

accommodate its necessities. Most fans would find it difficult to

describe what it is about soccer that so enthralls them. They would

probably identify it with their passionate adherence to their favorite

club team - a passion that, in America, is matched only by the most

fanatical adherents of football teams.

I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany, where

soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, Wisconsin. Though

playing with local amateurs, its team inexplicably won the German

championship three times during my boyhood. I have not lived in

Germany for many more decades than I care to admit, yet I still follow

the fortunes of that team which, in the age of high salary

professionalism, has been relegated to the second division. Fuerth
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periodically seems on the verge of rising to the top league but, as this

year, always manages to fall just short - guaranteeing the mixture of

misery and hope that Is the lot of the soccer addict.

The emotions evoked by club teams are, to those inspired by the

national team, like a raging stream compared to Niagara Falls. Club

teams play at least once a week, between August and June. National

teams play only a half-dozen games a year and, for the highest prize,

only once every four years. There is no margin for error or for

deferred passions. Victors are heroes; losers are treated as if they

have inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player, who had

contributed to the elimination of his team in the 1998 Cup by an own

goal, was assassinated when he returned home.

Manipulating a ball by foot along a 100-meter long field into an

opposing goal requires skills analogous to ballet. Especially teams that

concentrate on individual skills - like the Brazilians - astonish with
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their virtuosity and abandon. On the other hand, they sometimes are

so infatuated by their individual artistry that they forget to score goals

and are overcome by more single-minded, strategically-oriented

teams.

Only the rarest players - like Maradona for Argentina, dribbling

past four or five English players in the 1986 World Cup, are able to

score by essentially solitary efforts. Typically, games are won by team

efforts. The seductive quality of soccer resides in the almost

intellectual focus with which the best teams move the ball down the

field to solve the riddle of how, with each side moving at high speed,

to get a ball past eleven opponents, one of whom - the goalie - is

permitted to use his hands to intercept the ball. This turns the game

into a kind of geometry in finding uncovered open spaces from which

to launch an unimpeded shot on the goal. The great field generals like

Zidane of France or Beckenbauer of Germany had the uncanny skill of
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distributing the ball among their teammates in a manner that seemed

unimaginable in the abstract and self-evident in execution. Soccer at

Its highest level is a game of complicated simplicity.

Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic:

When I first became a fan, the ten field players were distributed as

five forwards, three midfield players, and two defenders. As a result,

the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders - especially as the

players, not as well conditioned as today, more or less stayed in their

assigned positions. Since then, a radical change in deployment has

taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two, and the remaining players

are deployed in various ways available to the defense, of which the

4:4:2 system is among the most widely used. One of the midfielders

Is usually assigned the role of "sweeper," charged with reinforcing the

most threatened position on the field. Beckenbauer gave this role an

additional significance by acting as a sweeper on defense and like an
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American football quarterback in directing the attack with his subtle

passing. The result is a kind of total football: whatever the assigned

/position of the player, he has the additional task (of] rti(einforc ing the

center of gravity, attack or defense, depending on the situation.

The practical consequence is that goals are harder and harder to

come by and that defense tends to dominate over offense (in contrast

to most other sports which, with the passage of time, have increased

scoring). Teams - especially national teams - play first of all not to

lose. Since the number of points on the field from which a shot on

goal has a prospect of succeeding is finite, a disciplined defense can

occasionally thwart a technically superior team. Thus a superbly

coached Greek team defeated a Portuguese team of probably superior

individual players in the final for the 2004 European Cup, and a very

disciplined German team overcame a marvelous team from the

Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974.
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I have attended seven World Cup finals. Each has produced a

distinctive drama. My first exposure was in 1970 in Mexico City, and it

introduced me to the exuberant style of Brazilian football. Led by the

incomparable Pelé and an au-star cast of irrepressible virtuosos, the

Brazilians overwhelmed a very good Italian team by a score of 4:1.

The Italian team scored first, which usually gives the so-called Azurris

(because of their blue jerseys) an opportunity to apply their

Machiavellian skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by a

give-no-quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It

abandoned whatever theoretical formation with which it had entered

the game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running

the Italian team into the ground. Brazilian panache was aided no little

by the high altitude of Mexico City, which wore down the defenders

already exhausted from a brutal semifinal between Italy and Germany.

(-nfrvg, 7-ei,ce#

This match was won by Italy 4:3 in overtime and was so rough that
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Beckenbauer, having dislocated his shoulder, completed the game with

his arm in a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift of

emphasis helped turn the tables in 1974 between the Netherlands and

Germany In Munich. The Dutch team was elegant and offensive-

minded, inspired by one of the all-time greats, Johan Cruyff. A

penalty kick gave it the lead in the first minute before a stunned

crowd. It proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted the Dutch team

to abandon its finely tuned offense in favor of an-Italiarkstyle_delense:--

The Germans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon threw everything Into

attack, reinforced by a frenzied home public. This led to a 2:1 lead

just before halftime, which Germany defended tenaciously through the

second half

"2-cptc •

In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final before

a rabid hometown crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of wild
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fluctuatiorl r st(r;le la minut the Dutc led an Argentine team

playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct. But as four

years earlier, the Dutch could not stay the course and lost in overtime.

The Argentine victory produced a moment of respite from(the near-

civil war conditions and brutal official repression wracking Argentina.

For forty-eight hours, Buenos Aires celebrated with such tumultuous

abandon as to hide the bitterness of the national divisions.

In 1982, it was the semifinals that provided the drama. In one,

Germany defeated France in overtime after falling behind against a

French team demoralized when its star attacker was flattened by the

German goalie as he was heading for another score. In the other,

Italy overcame the most attractively playing of ail Brazilian teams by

one of its deadly counterattacks, exploiting th r of the

forwar-d-thr-usting Brazilians ot satisfled with the tie that, under the
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rules of the period, was their admission ticket it into the final and

which w only minutes away.Ì1S

;-11 AMA
The final ini 1998 upplied a mystery. An elegant French team

defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant semifinal victory over

the Netherlands, turned inexplicably lethargic. Its star player Ronald°

was scratched from the public lineup an hour before the game and

then reinserted without

The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994

World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman of the

American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-scoring match

that might do for American soccer what the Giants-Colts football game

of 1957 did by generating public interest in professional football.

Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty shootout after 120

minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.
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Altogether, in the seven finals I watched, I saw Brazil, Germany

and Italy three times each, the Netherlands and Argentina twice. The

only other start went to France.

Will this elite be broadened in the World Cup about to begin?

Not having seen most of the national teams, I dare not make a

prediction. IiiFWet-England o reclaim a major role, ii;;;;gh the

recent injury of its star

4%. 1/..444

looked overwhelming when defeating Germany a féw months

ooney reduces its prospects. Italy

unless it is held back by a developing scandal regarding refereeing.

The German team has been a puzzle. It has an inventive new coach

and passionate public support. But in the preliminary games, it had

trouble against against major opponents. This may be the year for an African ej)

team to emerge; their technical brilliance has so far been thwarted by

lack of international experience. In the last World Cup, two Asian

teams - Korea and Japan - showed great progress. This World Cup
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will reveal how much of this had been owed to the fact that the Cup

was played before admiring home fans. he United States plays in a

Ate-

very difficult initial groupear would have to overcome Italy and the

Czech Republic, both established soccer powers

elimination round.

Vc; reach the

And there is always Brazil, which will guarantee

excitement and exu

10111.11•"" Ow-

erant fans. We will know the answer by July 9.

In the meantime, 
sixtyxfop

54 games in a month guarantee to slake the

thirst for football of even the most frenetic fans - to the extent that

their addiction to the game permits it.

1
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find ways to interrupt their work schedules.

 'Ile national Tprale in
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winners and losers will be affected, particula
rly as the competition

nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged
 my schedule to

accommodate its necessities. Most fans would f
ind it difficult to

describe what it is about soccer that so enthrall
s them. They would

probably identify it with their passionate adheren
ce to their favorite

club team - a passion that, in America, is matche
d only by the most

fanatical adherents of football teams.

I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern G
ermany, where

soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, W
isconsin. Saeeer-11,---

As.welafr*Var—sh

mateursoanaLk.JaappeReti-kkat..

p.2

1444—say -ftsat
.Etsattb. on the German championship three times

I have not lived in Germany for claroaderit many
 moret6an I care to

./

admit /yet I still follow the fortunes of that di
arlilich 4les-Fettert-orp.
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loVrtlistrin the age of high salary profes
sionalism aza has been

aii
relegated to the second division. Fuerth 

periodically str-ive. maffierg€41"74%.

I iv erier et my 124
•tictam ti...LEsuulaipn but manages to fall just short dri-tigtettetrd--•

1,1 t'•• "11•111" it o advaargo—

guaranteeing the mixture of misery and hope t
hat is the lot of the

soccer addict.

The emotions evoked by club teams are, to those i
nspired by the

national team, like a stream compared to Niagara Falls. Club

.suo.
teams play eekljkbetween August and June. National teams pla

y

only a half-dozen games a year and, for the highes
t prize, only once

every four years. There is no margin for error or
 for deferred

passions. Victors are heroes; losers are treated oee
ocioniLL as if they

f .,f
have/ inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian play

er, who had

contributed to the elimination of his team inihe]r1
998 Cul1Çias°""41

assassinated when he returned home.
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quality of soccer resides in the almost int
ellectual with which the

Ma 28 OS 05:37p 
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(..g o maneuver-7BM along a 100-m
eter long field into

an opposing goal

Ithiag, manipulating a ball by foot
requires

"4414441• •

skills analogous to ballet. Especially
 teams that concentrate on MU&

asf3eet-of.thaqame - like the Brazilia
ns - astonish with their versiletti4

and abandon. On the other hand, they 
sometimes are so Infatuated

by their Individual artistry that they forge
t to score goals and are

overcome by more single-minded, s

Only the rarest players - •

trategically-oriented teams.

AAA.
11,67W" Maradona for Argentina,,

4.41 at if/Vt Ith0V1/44,

esse tially solitary efforts.

e seductive

best teams move the ball down the fie
ld to solve the riddle of how,

with each side moving at high speed, to g
et a ball past eleven
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opponents, one of whom - the goalie - is 
permitted to use his hands

frsati r.4.7
to intercept the ball. This turns the game

 into a kind of •

etragian in finding uncovered open spaces f
rom which to launch an

unimpeded shot on the goal The great field g
enerals like Zidane of

France or Beckenbauer of Germany had the 
uncanny skill of

distributing the ball among their teammates in a 
manner that seemed

•

 J
' in the abstract and self-evident in execution. Socce

r at

its highest level is triDs a game of complicated simp
licity.

Over the decades, the game has become increasin
gly strategic:

When I first became a fan, the ten field players w
ere distributed as

aLZ"-ifive , three midfield players, and two defenders. As a resu
lt,

the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders - 
especially as the

players wer-a not as well conditioned as today, serthey
-Faore or less
1••.,

stayed in their assigned positionvirttle-Fte441--Sinc
e then, a radical

change in deployment has taken place. Forward
s rarely exceed two,
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and the remaining players are dep
loyed in various ways available to

the defense, of which,gferifttrstrath
re-purpOSS) the 4:4:2 system is

among the most widely used.
• one of the

midfielders is usually assigned the rol
e vf UtteFethat-ts tu tt as 

"sweeper" iiitdetate, charged with rei
nforcing the most threatened

position on the field. Beckenbauer gav
e this role an additional

significance by acting as a sweeper on de
fense and like an American

football quarterback in directing the attac
k with his subtle passing.

r ;€ , 4 4 ti

VOVEVEIrthe4eir-m1tigau. 
a kind

4. 4i

of total football: whatever the assigned p
osition of the player, k

to reinforce the center of gravity, attack
 or defense, depending on

the situation.

The practical consequence is that goals are 
harder and harder to

come by and that defense tends to dominate
 over offense (in contrast

to most other sports which, with the pas
sage of time, have increased
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scoring). Teams - especially national teams 
- play first of all not to

losetatuLcagelhfrilaunctl.aili-etrrattzreits-unless
. of caufserthey-fiad

tttecaselvar-eignifttanttrbehitad. Since the num
ber of points on the

field from which a shot on goal has a prospect
 of.leeefirrg-tu, a (ta is

finite, a disciplined defense can occasionally th
wart a technically

superior team. Thus a superbly coached Greek 
team defeated a

(4-% attl-"441,
Portuguese team of probably superior individual pl

ayers 2004

European Cup, and a very disciplined German t
eam overcame a

marvelous team from the Netherlands in the Worl
d Cup of 1974;

have attended saugazfriP-Iagt-eggadeWorld Cup fin
als, aaciAever-Geeees

My first exposure was in 1970 in Mexico City, and i
t introduced

me to the exuberant style of Brazilian football. Led
 by the

incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast of irrepressibl
e virtuosos, the

P • 7
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Brazilians overwhelmed a very good Italian team by a score o
f 4:1. (114469

The Italian team scored first, which usually gives the so-calle
d Azurris

/(because of their blue jerseys) pportunity to apply their

Machiavellian skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by
 a

give-no-quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It

abandoned whatever theoretical formation i with which i ntered the

game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running the

Italian team into the ground. Brazilian panache was aided no little by

the high altitude of Mexico City, which wore down the defenders

already exhausted from -the brutal semifinal between Italy and

Germany. This match was won by Italy
w 
2. in overtime and was so

rough that Beckenbauer, having dislocated his shoulder, completed the

game with his arm in a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift Yelefene447--(141114

helped turn the tables in 19744,44heig3ma between the Netherlands

a •d dSS:2T 90 62 ReW
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and Germany e Dutch team was elegant and offensive-minde
d, J
/4174444.

inspired by one of the all-time greats, Johan Cruy
ff.

444111Alat--* "r44~0101 Of."44‘.

wesitwafded-a-peaa444iek itz-thP fl 
e4- It

proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted the Du
tch team to

abandon its finely tuned offense sacLaamilLstyle I
n favor of an

Italian-style defense. The Germans, led by Beckenbau
er, thereupon

threw everything into lan-alkaut attack, reinforced by 
a frenzied home

public. This led to a 2:1 lead just before halftime, whic
h Germany

defended tenaciously through the second half.

In 1978, the Netherlands found Itself once more in a fina
l before

a rabid hometown crowd in Buenos Aires. In a game of
 wild

fluctuation, the Dutc led n the last n7nt—ile)n Argentine team

playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct. But
 as four

years earlier, the Dutchcould not stay the course and l
ost ini

1:1i 41160.fts•

overtime ta-the-lierrre-tentr, ifuttle-pfeeees-rwevkiingfell
ernenstrativn
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APifeMiRaJttiaS= by near-civil
./

war conditions and brutal official repression.
 (for forty-eight hours..„;

afteaae...ArgentiBuenos Aires celebrat
ed with such

tumultuous abandon as to hide fertrotra
gt, the bitterness of

the national agis4,•

L44•7

beat 19824•An-- '

tet ,.‘•••41140+44,1, /44.49&iottleef i40•••04e

• " • • a •

6.4 ."6 I.ea

defeated France in overtime after

. In one, Germany

twe 
t?4t ento4L.11;m.

gemErerfritreepejpgswatLyynt un riprfat inlangqi P_ tber—la.4 ren4ch teamrelearn."

heti-imbea,demoralized when its star attacker was 
flattened by the

German goalie as he was heading fo4°44 • .144:4. In the other, Italy

overcame the most attractively playing of all Brazil
ian teams by one of

its deadly counterattacks, exploiting the enthusi
asm of the forward-
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thrusting Brazilians not satisfied with the tie that, under the rule
s of

-.Pv444 MIA JCP404400;440-t ....„.1

the period, were.e11-13rerriforeertred-rdttirerice 
ir 

into the final and which

was only minutes away.

In 1990, in a very tactical defens

team overcame a bautia4m

4

An el gant French team defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a

p.11

me, a s matic German 0>

/OOP • Argentine side. *I 1998, Or op

brilliant semifinal victory over the Netherlands, turned inexplicably

/Wir ow&g. tv4.441.44444.4.41,
iethargyr th, nn aid a.prdnr111.ana rip griROftaftga4haractepisoe..441.644‘..Gaues

a y azgr:1°1
a-vv.

The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994 444414segf

A
World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman of th 

4/"11&or
4.07

American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-scoring match 
"13
Deco/4.44/

that might do for American soccer what the Giants-Colts football game

of 1957 did by generating public interest in professional football.
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Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty shootout a
fter 120

minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.

Altogether, in the seven finals I watched, I saw Brazil, Germa
ny

and Italy three times each, the Netherlands and Argentin
a twice. The

only other start went to France.

Will this elite be broadened in the World Cup about to begin?

Not having seen most of the national teams, I dare not make
 a

prediction. I expect England to reclairanajor role, though th
e recent

Injury of its star player Rooney reduces its prospects. Italy loo
ked

overwhelming when defeating Germany a few months ago, u
nless it is

held back by a developing scandal regarding refereeing This y be

the year for an African team to emerge; their technical bril
liance has

so far been thwarted by lack of xpenence. In the last Wor
ld Cup, two

Asian teams - Korea and Japan - showed great progress.
 This World

Cup will reveal how much of this had been owed to th
e fact that the

p.12
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Cup was played before ad
miring home fans. The Unit

ed States plays

in a very difficult initial gro
up. It would have to overc

ome Italy and

the Czech Republic, both es
tablished soccer powers, to re

ach the

eliminatio . The-145-teani-iftigitt-reee14
441e-cluagaterfrrtaig.

German team has been a dy14i 
It has an inventive new coach

 and

passionate public support. Bu
t In the preliminary games, i

t had

trouble against major oppone
nts.

And there is always Brazil, whi
ch will guarantee excitement an

 fans .

aimiftg-forkithipafi-ef
fskiraace. We will know the 

answer

,

by July 9. In the meantime,
 sixty-four gam  tee a ---r-Slake-teuarano

thirst for football of even the mos
t frenetic fans - to the extent 

that

their addiction to the game permi
ts it.
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Sir:

Tony Day read the article and said he loved it, as he always does

your soccer columns. He had no line edits to speak of, but he thought

the last three pages needed tightening as they struck him as a bit

repetitive of earlier material. He said he would be available to review

further drafts if you need him to.

7:4......_.
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On June 9, host country Germany will open the competition for

the 2006 soccer World Cup by playing Costa Rica, inaugurating a

month of football frenzy. For the first two weeks, there will be three

matches a day, as the thirty-two survivors of a global competition

Involving more than a hundred teams over a period of three years are

whittled down to sixteen. Playing in eight groups of four, the top two

teams of each group advance to a sudden-death round, culminating,

after some sixty-two matches, in the final on July 9 in Berlin. Thus

each team is guaranteed a minimum of three games, and the ultimate

winner must prevail in seven games over the course of a month.

Billions around the world will be glued to their television sets; this

means early morning hours in Asia for the evening games. Millions will
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find ways to interrupt their work schedules. The national mor
ale in

winners and losers will be affected, particularly as the competition

nears its end.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged my schedule to

accommodate its necessities. Most fans would find it difficult to

describe what it Is about soccer that so enthralls them. They would

probably identify it with their passionate adherence to their favorite

club team - a passion that, in America, is matched only by the most

fanatical adherents of football teams.

I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany, where

soccer had the status of football in Green Bay, Wisconsin. Soccer in

the 1920s and 1930s was played by amateurs, and it happened that

Fuerth [had] won the German championship three times in a decade.

I have not lived in Germany for decades - many more than I care to

admit - yet I still follow the fortunes of that club, which has fallen on

1
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hard times in the age of high salary professionalism and has been

relegated to the second division. Fuerth periodically strives to emerge

from this condition but always manages to fall just short of the third

place in the standings, which would enable it to advance - thereby

guaranteeing the mixture of misery and hope that is the lot of the

soccer addict.

The emotions evoked by club teams are, to those inspired by the

national team, like a tranquil stream compared to Niagara Falls. Club

teams play weekly between August and June. National teams play

only a half-dozen games a year and, for the highest prize, only once

every four years. There is no margin for error or for deferred

passions. Victors are heroes; losers are treated occasionally as if they

[have] inflicted a personal insult. A Colombian player, who had

contributed to the elimination of his team in [the] 1998 Cup, was

assassinated when he returned home.
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For fans who go beyond the frenzy evoked by eleven men on

each side seeking to maneuver a ball along a 100-meter long field into

an opposing goal discover additional mysteries of the game. For one

thing, manipulating a ball by foot for prolonged distances requires

skills analogous to ballet. Especially teams that concentrate on this

aspect of the game - like the Brazilians - astonish with their versatility

and abandon. On the other hand, they sometimes are so infatuated

by their individual artistry that they forget to score goals and are

overcome by more single-minded, strategically-oriented teams.

Only the rarest players - Pelé for Brazil, Maradona for Argentina,

Platini for France - scored goals by essentially solitary efforts.

Typically it is teams, not players, which win games. The seductive

quality of soccer resides in the almost intellectual form with which the

best teams move the ball down the field to solve the riddle of how,

with each side moving at high speed, to get a ball past eleven
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opponents, one of whom - the goalie - is permitted to use his hands

to intercept the ball. This turns the game into a kind of mathematical

equation in finding uncovered open spaces from which to launch an

unimpeded shot on the goal. The great field generals like Zidane of

France or Beckenbauer [of Germany] had the uncanny skill of

distributing the ball among their teammates in a manner that seemed

inconceivable in the abstract and self-evident in execution. Soccer at

Its highest level is thus a game of complicated simplicity.

Over the decades, the game has become increasingly strategic:

When I first became a fan, the ten field players were distributed as

five attackers, three midfield players, and two defenders. As a result,

the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders - especially as the

players were not as well conditioned as today, so they more or less

stayed in their assigned positions on the field. Since then, a radical

change In deployment has taken place. Forwards rarely exceed two,
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and the remaining players are deployed in various ways available to

the defense, of which, for illustrative purposes, the 4:4:2 system is

among the most widely used. As a practical matter, one of the

midfielders is usually assigned the role of libero that is to act as a

"sweeper" in defense, charged with reinforcing the most threatened

position on the field. Beckenbauer gave this role an additional

significance by acting as a sweeper on defense and like an American

football quarterback in directing the attack with his subtle passing.

Whatever the formation, the speed of modern soccer produces a kind

of total football: whatever the assigned position of the player, his task

is to reinforce the center of gravity, attack or defense, depending on

the situation.

The practical consequence is that goals are harder and harder to

come by and that defense tends to dominate over offense (in contrast

to most other sports which, with the passage of time, have increased
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scoring). Teams - especially national teams - play first
 of all not to

lose and rarely launch all-out attacks unless, of cours
e, they find

themselves significantly behind. Since the number of po
ints on the

field from which a shot on goal has a prospect of leading t
o a goal is

finite, a disciplined defense can occasionally thwart a tech
nically

superior team. Thus a superbly coached Greek team defeated a

Portuguese team of probably superior individual players in the 
2004

European Cup, and a very disciplined German team overcame a

marvelous team from the Netherlands in the World Cup of 1974. 
I

have attended seven of the last nine World Cup finals and never ceas
e

to be mesmerized by [the] different approaches rof the teams

competing].

My first exposure was in 1970 in Mexico City, and it introduced

me to the exuberant style of Brazilian football. Led by the

Incomparable Pelé and an all-star cast of Irrepressible 
virtuosos, the

limmimommr-
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Brazilians overwhelmed a very good Italian team by a score of
 4:1.

The Italian team scored first, which usually gives the so-c
alled Azur-ris

(because of their blue Jerseys) opportunity to apply [the
ir]

Machiavellian skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors by
 a

give-no-quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It

abandoned whatever theoretical formation [with which] it entere
d the

game and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running th
e

Italian team into the ground. Brazilian panache was aided no little by

the high altitude of Mexico City, which wore down the defenders

already exhausted from the brutal semifinal between Italy and

Germany. This match was won by Italy 3:2 in overtime and was so

rough that Beckenbauer, having dislocated his shoulder, completed the

game with his arm In a sling.

While offense triumphed in 1970, an unintended shift to defense

helped turn the tables in 1974 in the game between the Netherlands
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and Germany. The Dutch team was elegant and off
ensive-minded,

inspired by one of the all-time greats, Johan Cruyff. In 
the final, it

was awarded a penalty kick in the first minute, giving it a 
1:0 lead. It

proved a poisoned chalice. For it tempted the Dutch [team] t
o

abandon its finely tuned offense and national style in favor of
 an

Italian-style defense. The Germans, led by Beckenbauer, ther
eupon

threw everything into an all-out attack, reinforced by a frenzied 
home

public. This led to a 2:1 lead just before halftime, which German
y

defended tenaciously through the second half.

In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final before

a rabid hometown crowd In Buenos Aires. In a game of wild

fluctuation, the Dutch tied in the last minute an Argentine team

playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct. But as 
four

years earlier, [the Dutch] could not stay the course and lost in

overtime to the home team, in the process providing a demonstr
ation 1
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of the unifying power of soccer. Argentina was wracked b
y near-civil

war conditions and brutal official repression. But for forty
-eight hours

after the Argentine victory, Buenos Aires celebrated wit
h such

tumultuous abandon as to hide for a brief moment the bitter
ness of

the national crisis.

In other finals, I saw Italy beat Germany in Madrid in 1982. An

Italian team that had been lethargic in the early group matches

emerged as dominant in the finals. The two semifinals that led up t
o it

belong to the most dramatic in World Cup history. In one, Germany

defeated France in overtime after making up a two-goal deficit,

something cognoscenti would declare impossible. The French team

had been demoralized when Its star attacker was flattened by the

German goalie as he was heading for a score. In the other, Ital
y

overcame the most attractively playing of all Brazilian teams by one 
of

its deadly counterattacks, exploiting the enthusiasm of the forwar
d-
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thrusting Brazilians not satisfied with the tie that, under the rules of

the period, were all Brazil required to make it into the final and which

was only minutes away.

In 1990, in a very tactical defensive game, a systematic German

team overcame a hard-boiled and uninspired Argentine side. In 1998,

an elegant French team defeated a Brazilian squad which, after a

brilliant semifinal victory over the Netherlands, turned inexplicably

lethargic in the final - a performance so uncharacteristic that its cause

still remains a mystery.

The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994

World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman of the

American organizing committee, I had hoped for a high-scoring match

that might do for American soccer what the Giants-Colts football game

of 1957 did by generating public interest in professional football.
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Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty shootout after 120

minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.

Altogether, in the seven finals I watched, I saw Brazil, Germany

and Italy three times each, the Netherlands and Argentina twice. The

only other start went to France.

Will this elite be broadened in the World Cup about to begin?

Not having seen most of the national teams, I dare not make a

prediction. I expect England to reclaim major role, though the recent

injury of its star player Rooney reduces its prospects. Italy looked

overwhelming when defeating Germany a few months ago, unless it is

held back by a developing scandal regarding refereeing. This may be

the year for an African team to emerge; their technical brilliance has

so far been thwarted by lack of experience. In the last World Cup, two

Asian teams - Korea and Japan - showed great progress. This World

Cup will reveal how much of this had been owed to the fact that the
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Cup was played before admiring home fans. The United States plays

In a very difficult initial group. It would have to overcome Italy and

the Czech Republic, both established soccer powers, to reach the

elimination round. The US team might reach the quarterfinals. The

German team has been a mystery. It has an inventive new coach and

passionate public support. But in the preliminary games, it had

trouble against major opponents. If it gets on a roll, it could go far.

And there is always Brazil, which will guarantee excitement and fans

aiming for happiness rather than endurance. We will know the answer

by July 9. In the meantime, sixty-four games guarantee to slake the

thirst for football of even the most frenetic fans - to the extent that

their addiction to the game permits it.
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n June 9, host country Germany will open the competition for

the 20 (06 soccer World Cup by playing Costa Rica, inaugurating a

month of football frenzy. For the first two weeks, there will be three
e

.imipprè
matches a day as the thirty-two survivors of a global pmpetition ,••••4.044 47r,14

6:2-1044.4

StaSUKLtkree...4garsoz? are whittled down to sixteen, try playing in

eight groups of four. ‘he top two teams (ofileach group advance to a

sudden-death round, culminating, after some 62 matches, in the final

on July 9 in Berlin. Thus each team is guaranteed a minimum of three

games, and the ultimate winner must prevail in seven games over the

course of a month. Billions around the world will be glued to their

television setsvoterrtile-guMETWETErar 'raped; this means early

morning hours in Asia for the evening games. Millions will find ways to
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interrupt their work schedules. The national morale in winners and

,orXac
losers will be affected particularly

4.1.11fl
gaiirres7-.

I will be one of those viewers and have arranged my schedule to

accommodate its necessities. Most rlevvers would find it difficult to

"2.0044.41/

describe what it is about te-gafFie that so enthralls tiae_gazati. They

would probably identify it with their passionate adherence to their

4 11-4c.
favorite, eam - a passion that, in America, isalaagadlirly by t+tir"

47 
anatical adheren4of.fflojer-Gaillage football teams.

I grew up in Fuerth, a little town in southern Germany, where

ikluodiA+144;bv
soccer had the status of football in Green Bay/Soccer in Ute 1920s

and 1930s was played by amateurs, and it happened that Fuerth won

teug.
the German championship.thrMgeo-kite-fitvle in a decade. I

...sotorotit

have not lived in Germany for ril5n7RPe decadesrán I care to

admi still follow the fortunes of that club, which has fallen on
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hard times in the age of high salar nd has been relegated to the

second division. o emerge rom is

condition but always manages to fall just short of the third place in the

standings, which would enable it to advance - thereby guaranteeing

44 a 02.0.e.04.
the eerrtirtibiatiaa of misery and hope that

etiottoa
fart. ( Ian ans w

thegeeKbeettaa,11-1.‘

everrtitif-d-Wagici-Clia- a higher numbQr.tha.ilza.%1-otber-aatio.........

itertffiec fans who go beyond the frenzy evoked by eleven men

on each side aneuveriaq a ball along a 100-meter long field into an
4444;v4A:

opposing goal additional mysteries of the gameareverrl-•

themselves% For one thing, manipulating a ball by foot for prolonged

atika.
distances requires azzatiliAty analogous to ballet. Especially teams

that concentrate on this aspect of the game - like the Brazilians aft&

maalLsauttazariguLtearas - astonish effe-with their versatility and
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abandop. On the other hand, they sometimes are so infatuated by
m.ve44:44,4441

theirraTtistry that they forgetTe o score

goals and •ithey are sematimes overcome by more

-oriented teams.

Pirts-tstreeettee only the rarest players - Pelé for Brazil,
ft. —de

Maradona for Argentina, Platini for France - alem-seere goals by

essentially solitary efforts.4pr thcb r rir4444416614400S, it is

teams, not players, which win games. The Fertreti quality of soccer

petf=irewresides in the almost intellectual Ith which the best

Atolovit4
teams move the ball down the field to solve the oi4e14e4age, volitiell 

o to get a ball

past eleven opponents with each side moving at high speed, one of

whom - the goalie - is permitted to use his hands to intercept the ball.

ellcatva460444

This turns the game into mathematical equation...au.

uncovered open space$1eactiageitian from which
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to launch an unimpeded shot on the goal. The great field generals like

/5-4444-e/
Zidane e r Beckenbauer had the uncanny skill of distributing the ball

among their teammates in a manner that seemed inconceivable in the

abstract and self-evident in execution. Soccer at its highest level is

thus a game of complicated simplicity.

Over the decades the game has become increasingly strategic:

When I first became a fan, the ten field players were distributed as

five attackers, three midfield players, and two defenders. As a result

the attackers usually outnumbered the defenders - especially as the

players were not as well conditioned as today, so they more or less

stayed in their assigned positions on the field. Since then a radical

change in deployment has taken place. it-sturted-vrith-tlie-eeMei.--•

mil:fife:Mr be ad .10 III - If th .. 0116 . •

fter4inia-h4s-pleee-et-rrrietftetZit iirmew-it-harpaucauellatiugcllicing_tba.

0.4A,106/ ‘4444.e.01,1 444
4rwards Wtwo and ileploylag the remaining players n vanous ways„A444.0414
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of which, for illustrative purposes, the 4:4:2 system is among the

rmost widely used. s a practical matter one of th idfielders is

usually assigned the role of libero that is to act as a "sweeper" in

defense, charged with reinforcing the most threatened position on the

field. Beckenbauer gave this role an additional significance by acting

as a sweeper on defense and like an American football quarterback in

directing the attack with his subtle passing. Whatever the formation,

the speed of modern soccer„Aziliw_canditinniagzitiv.piav.iags

a kind of total footballtiv4, whatever the assigned

position of the player, his task is to reinforce the center of gravity,

attack or defense, depending on the situation.

44-064/
The practical consequence is that goals are woe* harder o come

g.~t•CA•t/4 1-̀1A40,

by and that defense tends to dominate over offens.„ apt-le=orrrpi

hatiot 74447 0,014:a. 4Wai t4 7/a•ir.sout-

- me ac uain eI VI Teams

ra-•-•% —
tilacretageppl y first of all not to lose and rarely launch all-out attacks
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unless, of course, they find themselves e 
nd. Since the number of

points on the field from which a shot on goal
 has a prospect of leading

to a goal is finite, a disciplined defense can 
occasionally thwart a

technically superior team. Thus a superbly coac
hed Greek team

defeated a Portuguese team of probably superi
or individual players in

the 2004 European Cup, and a very disciplined Ge
rman team

overcame a marvelous team from the Netherland
s in the World Cup of

1974. 'Similarly...almost

I a a • • -

'aL 1 II • • • . • . •

II • a

We,vel  
the last nine /find never cease to be mesmerized by their differen

t

ongatigm.st---,

I have attended seven of

tA/$4.1‘ •41410. 

wtee
4.401;ess.0;44 (4444,/

My first exposur the exuberant 4.1.1-er--Ftethirm style of

(ikel  4-1)
Brazilian football was in 1970. ed by the incomparable Pelé and an
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all-star cast of irrepressible virtuosos, the Brazilians overwhelmed a

very good Italian team by a score of 4:1. The Italian team scored

-kf -
first, which usually krrarrt7TIENIZI:=0:404 gives* the opportunity to

apply its Machiavellian skill in frustrating the opponent into rash errors

by a give-no-quarter defense. But Brazil did not play by the book. It

abandoned whatever theoretical formation it entered the game with

and threw every player into a wild offense, literally running the Italian

team into the ground. nache was aided no little by(the high

altitude of Mexico City, which wore down the defeaders he brutal

r •'"uve104

semifinal between Italy and Germany. 4s won by

(3:2 in overtime and was so rough that Beckenbauer, having

dislocated his shoulder, completed the game with his arm in a sling.

4...i. (
While offense triumphed in 1970, shi helped

turn the tables in 1974 'n the game between the Netherlands and

Germany. The Dutch team was elegant and offensive-minded,
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Inspired by one of the all-time greats, Johan Cruyff. It-Ited-rtufe

(EtrazILID-the-setrrifrrrattry-tfiTEMIT7115rexity ofgmaneuver[s rather a"----"--""ft-

-tiraTrintfividtterketriversitr --flit the final it was awarded a penalty kick in

the first minute, giving it a 1:0 lead. It proved a poisoned chalice. For

4.4.•42.6 of an i•t4,...,,ZM

it tempted the Dutch to abandon (its finely tuned : t4fOrrn favorI( 

/ 1  

Italian-style defense. The Germans, led by Beckenbauer, thereupon

threw everything Into an all-out attack, reinforced by a frenzied home

public. This led to a 2:1 lea wh c Germany defended tenaciously

through the second half.

In 1978, the Netherlands found itself once more in a final before

, 

a rabid hometown crowd. Far—r---extratiretioepy game, the Dutch tie an
-

Argentine team playing with Brazilian flair and European killer instinct

r - •

In the last minute. ut as four years earlier, they could not stay the

course and lost in the overtime to the home team rovi ng a

demonstration of the pow r of soccer. Argentina was wracked
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by near-civil war conditions and bruta pression sce-thet-efFielel---.

Iguests-backe-mova-latitb-azaaal.S.SEetts. But for forty-eight hours

after the Argentine victory, Buenos Aires celebrated with such

44 4 44
tumultuous abandon apc.tx obserye for a brief moment the bitterness of

. .
the nationalletylfts CA.tes4-7 .

In the-reftte*ing finali I saw Italy beat Germany in Madrid in

1982. An Italian team that had been lethargic in the early group

matches emerged as dominant in the finals n 1990, in a

 J

411=4,4eZe6(40:1

rTrne a systematic German team overcame a hard-boiled and

uninspired Argentine side. In 1998, an elegant French team

a Brazilian squad which, after a brilliant semifinal victory over the

Netherlands turned inexplicably lethargicso b-dh 64

2A ati/c4 404,44.4

The most disappointing match for me was the final of the 1994

World Cup at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. As honorary chairman of the

organizing c mmittee, I had hoped for a high-scoring match that
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might do for American soccer what the Giants-Colts football game of

1957 did (by Irt&IIc interest in professional football.

Unfortunately, the game was decided in a penalty shootout after 120

minutes of scoreless tactical maneuvering.

Altogether, in the seven gamee watched, I saw Brazil, Germany

and Italy three times each, the Netherlands and Argentina twice. The

only other start went to France.

Will this elite be broadened in the World Cup about to begin?

Not having see the national teams, I dare not make a prediction. I

expect England to reclaim major rol ough the re ent injury.zf,41.tz.i.

star player Rooney reduces its prosp r;19-Zfur:eV4Ile yeVfolifi' an

African team to emerge, their technical brilliance has so far been

thwarted by lack of experience. The United States plays in a very

difficult initial group. It would have to overcome Italy andtheiCzech

Republic, both established soccer powers, to reach the elimination

/-)% e4 IAWele:04-6/447, A.

A.4;4,„i 6.74:4~ - /6-4•fto *It%

•

it•etupa240i. .4V4.614( 4.64/
4.44444e..04,

rfts4.4,,e 44.6,410,e4/14 Alio• °44 tgr.
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round. ItIf-goes-ttrat-far, the_US team might reach the quarterfinals.

The German team has been a mystery. It has an inventive new coach

ii~t ¡Ai t4
and passionate public support. If it gets on a roll, it could go far. And

there is always Brazil, which will guarantee excitement and fans

aiming for happiness rather than endurance. We will know the answer

by July 9. In the meantime, games guarantee to stote the,"

4 4 vs
thirst for football of even the most frenetic fans - to the extent that

their addiction to the game permits it.

Fi]
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